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Among the representatives to the State
Grange who left for Augusta from Belfast,
were Past State Master M. B. Flunt of Belmont ; A. L. Mudgett and wife of Belfast;
J. W. Farrar of Searsmont; Arthur Boyd
and wife of Searport; Capt. J. W. Jones of
Brooksville; E. E. Clement of Waldo; D.
O. Bowen of Morrill.

3.
n..Crime and Criminals...
mas Time (poem >.

The

Sportsman

says:

One of the most enthusiastic gun clubs in Eastern
Maine is the Belfast Gun Club, whose members are
not only enthusiasts with the
gun, but who are also enterprising and have proved their enterprise by giving
handsome trophies at the shoots held on their grounds.
East year they entertained the State clubs at a
big shoot
and fairly outdid themselves in sustaining their
reputation for hospitality and good shooting, anti in
connection
with the team cup which they offered to the
visiting
clubs, had also a handsome individual cup as a special
incentive to outdo each other. It was a handsome trophy, ami so spirited was the competition that it was renewed this season as soon as the weather permitted and
nine of the club members entered the lists to “do or die.”
When, late in the fall the Id weekly shoots were finished,
only six of the original contestants remained in the contest, which was won by Charles R. Coombs, who captured
it with an average of 88 per cent.

Stinson.

a (it-:

publisher.

the

THE BELFAST CUP.

Waldo County Grange will meet with
Northern Light Grange, Winterport, Tuesday, Dec. 22d. The address of welcome will
be by Dora White; response by A. E. Nickerson.
The question for discussion will he,
“Resolved, That taxing farm mortgages is
double taxation;” affirmative, D. Dyer;
negative, S. Thompson.

;
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Mr, Henry Herbert
the Conveyancers’ Title
My of this city, and Miss
!■»lighter of Mr. and Mrs.
of 870 Marlboro
tins--n
.••'} last evening in King's
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i the historic little edirhe wealth and aristocThe
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th towering palms and
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the wedding party
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ushers, Messrs. J. Eliot
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the regular meeting Saturday evening,
Dec. 12th, of Union Harvest Grange, Centre
Montville, the following officers were
e ected
for the ensuing year:
Master, S.
Poland; Overseer, W. H. Churchill; Lecturer, E. A. Sprowl, Steward, D. A. Poland ;
Asst. Steward, W J. Wentworth; ChapAt

iple«.

*is,

!-resided

th- organ.
party he ren-

at

tla* hndal

“Messedemarriage"

,i

'he Harden scene in
■i bug procession enter*
;lie
Lohengrin" flood!’ ie Mendelssohn march
:e»
**ssional, and as the
the joyous strains of
March"
from “Aida"
,s

un,

not

only

a

lain, G. E. Terry ; Secretary, O. E. Ramsay ;
Treas., Geo. H. Thompson; Gate Keeper,
W. P. Jones; Ceres, R. J. Poland; Pomona,
Ann S. Churchill; Flora, E. L. Sprowl: L.
A. S., Belle Edmunds; Organist and Choris-

prorni-

of the city, but is
many of the leading oru.
He is a member of
nealogical Society and
Massachusetts and is
nker Hill Association,
an

u

ter, Mrs. Chas. Howard.
The annual meeting

Newport,
Thursday night.

s

a
..

father, William C.
prominent lawyer
JVtnbertou Square.
of Belfast, Me., the

her

■'

uncle.

He

iiy last evening.
■weil the church

was
cere-

t the bride’s parents, 870
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H.
me Wednesdays in Febmuni

street, Cambridge.

A very

quiet wedding
Saturday evening at 8

•'

Death of

the bride’s parCharles E. Higgins, the
marriage of Mr. Fred
Hampden aud Miss Flatus of Brewer.
The cereal by Rev. J. T. Crosby
in mediate relatives.
The
he best wishes of many
u and happy wedded life.
1

of

Sebasticook

808, took place last
The following officers
were elected:
J. O. Gilman, Master; W. S.
Randlett, Overseer; Mrs. H. C. Webber,
Steward; Newell Givens, Chaplain; W. B.
Asst.
Marsh,
Steward; Obed Jaquith,
Treas.; O. F. Brigham, Secretary; Mrs. R.
H. Libby, Ceres; Mrs. W. S. Randlett, Pomona; Miss Mabel Goodwin, Flora; F. M.
Deering, Gate Keeper; Mrs. Martha Stiles,
Lady Asst. Stew'ard. The last year has
been a fairly prosperous one anil quite an
increase in membership has been made.

grange,

good old Charlestown
s

N.»rtl 1

tion.

church,

Charles (J. A

i

1

Rev.

performed bv

(irange,

regular meeting

treasurer, Wilson N Dow ; secretary, Mrs.
Delia A. Low; gatekeeper, Horace Lane;
ceres, Mrs. Edgar B. Thayer; flora, Mrs.
Henry Harriman: p.*mona, Mrs. F. J, Dow;
lady assistant steward, Miss Addie Lane.
The Grange is in a very prosperous condi-

■

oastor of the

.it the hist

Seursport, has elected officers tor the ensuing ye ar as follows:
Master, Edgar B. Thayer: overseer, Millard
Lane : lecturer,Mrs. Ida Eastman Nickerson;
steward, Li. B. Low; assistant steward,
John Boyd; chaplain, Mrs. Lizzie Boyd;

a

s

place
January.

Granite

pink

v« r

"j

over

M. E. Wc.ntwnrth

is to take,
in

ol

a

20,000. A year ago it
was 18,450, showing a gain of over 1,400, a
The order in the
very gratifying iucrease.
State was never as healthy and strong as today, and is all the time making a steady and
wholesome growth.
Harvest Moor Grange, Thorndike, lias
elected the following officers for the ensuing
Master, A. H. Higgins; Overseer,
year:
Annie Ward; Lecturer, Jennie Cates; Steward, H. L. Wing; Asst. Steward, A. L.
Ward ; Chaplain, Marcia Bletlien ; Treasurer,
V. N. Higgins; Secretary, Myra Cates; Gate
Keeper, Philip Bletlien: Ceres, Hattie M.
Higgins; Pomona, Sarah McManus; Flora,
Josie Cox; Lady Asst.
Steward, Carrie
hundred

L., H. E. Wentworth;
S., 11. lv. Gurney ; Asst. 6., H. Smith ; Chap
E. Poland; Treas., E. Cross; Sec., M. A.
Gurney; G. K., T. Simpson; L. A. S., M.
Smith; C., E. B. Gurney: E., J. E. Wentworth: P., P>. E. French. The installation

in-

u

close to-day.
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best man.
looked charming in a
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ie point lace.
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Silver Harvest Grange, No. <»t>, of Waldo
elected officers last Thursday evening for the
A. T. Cross;
ensuing year, as follows: M
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and
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Ward.
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They

burn
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No.

(ien. G. L. Beal.

■

Norway, Dec. 11. Gen. George L. Beal
died at his residence this morning of heart
disease. Mr. Beal was horn in 'Norway,
May 21,1825, and passed his early years in that
town. At the outbreak of the rebellion he
was among the first men at the front, and
did gallant service on the battlefield. In reconstruction times, he w as placed in command of the Eastern Division of South

Carolina,and was promoted to brevet-majorgenera! and later given a full grade commission as brigadier-general.
Gen. Beal was a delegate to the Republican

General Public.

meeting of the school
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«l to open the “special
will be under the im"I
Miss McDowell, and
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'Use.
It will open with
the city, be under the
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rules, and observe
;s a
day school, and is
■'1 d
by donations. This
two purposes: First, to
and women who are

national convention which nominated Gen.
Grant for president in 1808, and was elector
at large on the ticket for that year.
In 1872
he was appointed pension agent at Portland,
which position he held with marked ability
till the office was transferred to Concord,
N. II.
He was the first department commander of the G, A. R. in Maine, and commander uf the Military Order of Loyal
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up themselves for life,
in school will be
gladly
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F. S. Brick, Supt.
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Dead.

as that alfavorite horse
as “General.”
The trot"j excellent track
record,
• and met his death at the
who did the deed from
11 art
alone in sympathy
:t!,;s of old age.
An odd
vvbi»-h may be mentioned is
is
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rse
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mourning,

less of

fell down almost

r.
1

breath.
almost

trotting until
[Rockland Cour-

of

well known here
,l»^r, and had many a brush
avenue in his younger days.
1S

asi,,

over-

'•*rful drug, it still went
"Jents

‘s|

a

as

1

Legion Commatidery of Maine for 1893 4.
From 1880 to 1885, he was adjutant general
of this State; and wras State treasurer from
1888 to 1805.
Keturning to JNorvvay at the close or his
term as State treasurer, Gen. Beal engaged
in local business, being largely interested in
real estate operations and was one of the
leading promoters of the Norway & Paris
electric railroad.
At the last session of
Congress he was chosen on the board of
of
the
National
Soldiers’ Homes,
managers
to succeed Gen. Francis Fessenden, and entered upon his duties in April last.
Dec. 14.
Gen. Geo. L.
Norway, Me
Beal's funeral took place this afternoon
with Masonic honors, the Odd Fellows,
Knights of Pythias, Grand Army, Loyal
Legion, Norway Light Infantry and other
societies participating, there being four hundred in line. Sermons were delivered by
Rev. C. E. Angell, Uuiversalist, aud Rev. B.
S. Rideout, Congregationalism The attendance was one thousand. The Portland Commandery came up on a special train. The
Hag w'as at half mast at the State House at
Augusta during the fuueral here. Among
the distinguished mourners w'ere Gov.
Cleaves and stall and ex-Gov. Connor.

Mr. Walter I. Neal, who is now located in
Bangor to better attend to his duties as
game warden, spent a few days with his
family in town last week. [Pittsfield Advertiser.

NUMBER 51

Shopping.

What May be Seen In the Shop Windows.
The holiday shopping season has opened
in earnest and the stores are filled with new
and attractive things to suit the tastes and
appeal to the pockets of the buyers. We
have each week noticed what the new advertisements set forth, and now propose to
make mention of all who let their light
shine in our columns at this time.
Starting from The Journal building we
have on one side Mixer's well stocked confectionery store, one window tilled with the
higher priced goods, the other with pure,
fresh candies of less cost. Then comes Miss
A. F. South worth’s attractive
display of
millinery and Miss R. A. French’s fancy
goods and novelties.
Just around the corner on Main street is
Starrett’s, where bargains may be had in
dry goods, garments, etc. Across the street
H. J. Locke’s window compels attention
with its white trimmings, a snow white
dove suspended in the centre and an Arctic
owl perched below.
Staples & Cottrell, next door below, make
a

fine

goods,

display

fancy goods dealer of that

be

and it would

an

charge

of

gist.
At

Dinsmore’s

footwear of all

a

easy matter to

County Correspondence.
Prospect Centre.

vicinity is wishing
woode hoppers
and

Everybody

in

L.
this

for snow,

excepting the
blacksmiths.Geo.
Crockett is able to be about the house. Dr.
H. J. Webber of Winterport. is attending
him....Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hamlin of South
Brooks spent Sunday in town... .Mrs.
Marion Staples and daughter I-ncz were the
guests of Mrs. H. B. Littlefield a few days
last week.... Betsey Thompson will spend
the winter in Connecticut with lmr sister,
Mrs. Berrick Ellis.
Centre Montville. The public, schools
began Monday. Mr. E. Hall teaches the
Centre school, Mr. Geo. Howard, the Carter
Mr. Geo. Carter the Frye school,
Mr. Frank Poland at the Kingdom, Mr. II.
Howard at Kalldale, Mr. Hiram F. Erskine
at the Vose, Miss Hannah Vose at White’s
Corner and Mr. Tibedeau, a Bucksport student, will teach at McFarland’s Corner_
Miss Laura Mason, daughter of John Mason
of Montville, died last week
and was
buried Dec. lltli-Miss Madge Thompson
has begun her second term of school at Lib-

school,

C.

Horse

Candidate.

a

For the Office of United States Pension

Agent at

Augusta.
There are. several candidates in the field
for the office of United States Pension Agent
for Maine, which is located at Augusta, and
among them is L. C. Morse of this town,
who is receiving a great deal of support
from the ex-soldiers and sailors of the late
Rebellion, and many influential men in
politieal circles throughout the State.
Mr. Morse is well qualified for this important office having had a successful practice for the past seventeen years in the pension business, and has a practical knowledge
c f the
working of the Pension Bureau.
He moved from Liberty and took up his
residence in this town about two years ago
and lias made many new friends hero by his

genial disposition and upright dealings.
In politics Mr. Morse has always been a
Republican and has been very active in his

efforts to assist the party in their work in
this vicinity. He was elected to the legislature as a representative from his di-triet
in Waldo county in 1889.
He was twice the
nominee for the office of sheriff of Waldo
when
the
county,
opposing party had a majority of several hundred.
Mr. Morse and his brothers have a war

erty village.
Prospect. The Grange is prospering, and
the election of officers takes place next Saturday evening-Miss Flora Haley and
Wendall Marden are attending the winter
term at Castine Normal school.. .The Sunday school company had a very enjoyable
time at Mr. William Clark’s Tuesday evening, Dec. 8th, but pitch darkness prevailed
over the laud
in coming home and only
trusted horses were to be depended on_
Farmers do not consider that 4 cents per

pound

summoned, who
concussion of the brain. He
was unconscious live hours.
He is now
much better and able to attend school.
Frankfort.
Mrs. John Smart has returned from Belfast, where she has been
visiting friends for the past month, or more.
....Charles Averill is quite seriously ill
with heart trouble and asthma-Charles
Drake has raised and had threshed 570
bushels of oats this year. Next year he will
try to raise 1,000-The measles are raging
here. The primary teacher was the first to
be attacked and by the time she was able to
teach again half her school were sick with
them-James Hurley and family went to
Bangor to see his brother ordained ami while
there his two children were taken sick with
the measles and are still at their grandmother’s-The Waldo Pierce free reading
room and library is open afternoons as well
A. Pierce is
as evenings now-Mrs. G.
still at the Bangor House. Although gaining from the terrible shock she received, she
will not be able to come home for sometime.
_George Woodman left on Friday’s boat
for Chelsea, Mass. He was accompanied by
his sister, Mrs. George Clark, and her daughters, Misses Lizzie and Georgie Clark-

pronounced

it

was

P.

Rev. H. J. Wells, assistant pastor under
Dr. Meredith of the Tompkins avenue Congregational church in Brooklyn, N. Y., has
accepted a call to the Union church at Vinalhaveu. He was formerly located in Union.

an-

scene

Thompson

Son,

who

furniture business.
the firm has been
and feels that it is
upper Half of the

are

closing

out their

The senior member of
trade half a century
time to retire. In the

MORSE.

they

have

reasons

to

be

proud. There were six boys in the family
and a remarkable feature is the fact that five
of them were in the service, four in one
company, two of them serving two terms,
and all are alive to-day.
At the age of 17 Mr. Morse took out enlistment papers in the 19tli Maine Regiment
in July, 1802, but his parents refused to sign
them on account of his youthful age. But
he was determined to enter the array and
finally his pleadings caused his parents to
consent, so his name was enrolled upon the
roster of Co. B., 20th Me. Regiment, in September, 1802.
His regiment, under command of Gen. N.
P. Banks in the Department of the Gulf,
won many 1 on rs during the war, particularly in the Red River campaign in 1803 and
at the siege of
Port Hudson where they
were under fire 31 days previous to the surrender of the latter place.
Mr. Morse is a member of the 19th Maine
Regiment Association, and has always been
prominent in Grand Army circles. [Pittsfield Advertiser.

selections
the selec-

EVENING.

The

Petit

Manan

Mr. Isaac Atkinson of
at Petit Manan point the
a survey of the lumber
after the interests of the

Affair.

Portland has been

special preparations for the holiday trade,
having put in a tine line of fancy rockers,
tables, rugs, pictures and easels.
Stephens Bro's., 59 Main street, manufacture harnesses and deal in carriage trimPERSONAL.
mings, whips, robes, blankets, etc. They
have also added recently a new stock of
Eugene Black went to Boston Monday on
boots, shoes and rubbers—Hue goods at low' business.
A. C. Sibley went to Boston yesterday on
prices.
At 75 Main street we find Samuel Adams, business.
Jeweler to the People, who has attractive
Mrs. Nellie Hall went to Camden Monday

and

spectacles,

and

lias made

a

for

a

short visit.

Hon. Geo. E. Johnson went to Augusta
on business in relation to the estate of the late Josiah Greeley of Palermo.

Monday

Mrs. A. M. Bean went to Boston
Friday to
spend the winter with her son, Dr. Chas. I*.
Bean. Her daughter, Mrs. Abbie B. Cox,
accompanied her, to remain a few days.

C. J.
was in

Hall
town

Sound, Mt. Desert,
Sunday.

of Somes’
over

Mr. and Mrs. It.

this season of watches.
Next door is the well known shoe store of
W. T. Colburn, where will be found, in addition to everything in the regular lines of
foot wear, special lines of mens, boys and

vacation in

L.

Ilsley

will

spend

the

Odd Fellows’ hall.

Eugene

L. Cook went to Boston Tuesday
accompany his wife home. She has been
in a hospital for a surgical
operation, which

to

E.

A.

J Stevens went to Saco last Satattend the funeral of a nephew.

Mrs. A.

urday

j

has

Mrs.

to

been

Esther Carter

Medford,
Mass., yesterday to visit her sou, Roland.
went

successfully performed.

to

Wm. T. Hewey came from Rockport last
a few days’ visit to friends in Bel-

week for
fast.

L. O. Buckliu and family of this city left
the first of the wreek for Boston, where they
will spend the winter.

George Street of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Tuttle
days the past week.

was a
a

few

Miss Jessie Sargent left Monday for Great
Falls, Montana, to spend the winter with

her cousin, Mrs. W. L. Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Small, who have
been visiting at L. L. Robbins’, returned
home to Connecticut Monday.

They

will arrive home to-day.

Miss Edith Knight, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Knight, Camden, is attending school in Portland, taking a thorough
of Kindergarten work. Miss Knight
possesses special ability for her .-hosen hue
of work.

course

I

j

The engagement of Rev. A. T. Ring.*!,! of
Gardiner and Miss Hattie E. Robbins
this city has been annoum-d. M -w p

bins’many

friends extend
\v 11«•

her, and those

have

sincerely congratulate

congratulat..

always

ns t.

km

h.*i

Mr. R.

prizes offered by the Uuiou
popular young holies m

three

Times for the most

Belfast were won as follows. 1st. diamond
ring, Miss Elizabeth K. Bobbin*; Jd, gold
half d /••u
ring, Miss Bona G. B.-nu.-tt
photographs, M>s Ella Whitnion
A

bury
was

report of the death of Elmer ]■:
of Augusta was current Saturd

contradicted.

recently
now

with

met

Bradr.\

it

Mr. B; abb
a severe

accident,

is

•?

to he

said

improving. I|e t
steam laundry here

conducted the

i

m

s

man;, friends in Belfast.

Frank B. Mathews !• f- Fri-

Mr. and Mrs.

day for Rochester.
death <>l Mrs. M.
Deceased

was

University,

s

a

N

Y

on

i<

unit

uncle, I»- j-; J[
schoolmate it; R

of the iate

W. G.

•.

Urn

liivm.
-ei,e««te!*

Frye.

,.f

this

city, and was quite wadi hn w u i-.• *r•
having visited Mrs. Mathews last y ear.

The Bath Times says;
‘At *!
art
house the other day there was a pleasant
reunion of three colonels of tin* I'cM. Maine

Regiment,

wiiich

went

out

from

this

ate.

present til le they are all engaged m
law practice;
Col. ,J. \V Spaulding f Boston, Col. W. H. Fogler of Rockland and
Gen. F. D Sewall of this city."
At the

Barre, Yt., •orrespoiulent of the R..,-kCourier-Gazette says. “E. E. \n■■■ ami
wife left us last ween for Y'nalhavm when*
The

land

they will make
Searsport- to

to

a

short

li

-«•

stay.

lief,

re

They w
g>
leaving Bar,

Mr. and. Mrs A rev had a silv-a set
them by the Rebekah le dge, f .v
both are members, Mrs. A rev being a
Grand and faithful worker in the : >dge,

ic-

ed

h
■'

Wm. M. Brown of Minneapolis man*
short visit to his mother, Mrs. Jane
-m
of this city, last week.
He is uiastei n
clianic of the Minneapolis N St. Raul s*n *
Railway Co..having been recently pneu. d
to that position, and is traveling in the K ,si
iu the interests of the company's construction department. Heretofore they
; abought nearly all their cars, hut an* now
,•

making arrangements

to

macula,

ran

for

themselves.
Five Belfast men met in Eastport April
18bl, and discussed the then exciting
theme of the bring on Fort Sumter. They
were in that vicinity in vessels.
They were
Capt. William Mathews, Capt. Frank S
Coombs, Capt. Robert. Hart, H. J. l...cke
and Frank H. Smith.
A sh.-rt time ag-> tin*
1 li,

same

met

mill

this city.

All

mand

of

by

chance

still follows the
a

tin-

on

in

live here except Cap
s«*a

and

steamer la-tween New

Math:n

:■*

\

k

m-

tr.d

Norw ich.
Invitations have, been received lien
wedding of Miss Mary Virginia Cm
Iticliard Clifton, which was to In'

Wednesday, l»e>-.
.John’s church, Washingt-m, l >.

C.

Belfast

pleas

solemnized

Watervilie.

Wilson went to Somerville,
Mass., Monday to visit relatives.
Mrs.

A. Knowlton of Fairfield and R. G.

Dr. F.

Dyer of Portland were in town last Thursday» on their way home from Brook 1 in,
where they attended the dedication of an

ews, who

Miss Sue W. Palmer returned to Belfast
last week from Boston.

specialty school

Christmas
slippers, bargains in
making youth’s
looking warm slippers, etc.
defunct enterprise.
The windows of Poor & Son are brilliant
Receivers have been appointed, ami the
with articles in china and cut glass, pretty
business affairs of the company will be setThe men who and inexpensive. Here you will find toilet
tled up as soon as possible.
labored there on the streets it is believed cases in great variety, perfumes, atomizers,
will not receive one cent for their hard
etc. with, of course, everything in the line
work ; and the majority of the men are poor.
of drugs and medicine and a prescription
[Bar Harbor Record.
department in competent hands.
Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burgess
Hervey’s old jewelry stand is now occupied
have returned from Rockland, Matinicus by Nichols, Monroe & Co., with C. F. Monand Matinicus Rock, where they visited roe as manager. They are manufacturers
Mrs. Burgess’sister, as well as dealers in jewelry and the kinMoses Alley has returned from Vinalhaven, friends and relatives.
Miss Rena Martin, came with them. She ex- dred lines, make a specialty of optical work,
w here he has been at work... .Some of our
to stop here this winter and go to and will test the eyes free of charge.
young men stone cutters have a good pects
If you are out for a range you should inwinter's job at Milford-John Quigley has school. Mr. Burgess brought home some
moved his family into the Seavey house on specimens of the game he shot while at the spect the Glenwood at M. L. Mitchell’s, 115
High street. Here you will find stoves in
islands, including two large Arctic owls.
Juniper hill.

past week
there, and

Tours
Chorus
Loud
Carol, “King, Merry Bells,”
Loud
Carol, “Hark and Hear the Belis,”
Contralto Solo, “Ave Maria,”
Mascagni
Mrs. Pitcher, Violin obligato, P. A. Sanborn

O.

son, E

Miss Myra Jackson, teacher in the lTuion
District school, has a situation in Ellsworth
and has resigned her position here.

The

The centeuni il of the North church of
this city will be observed by appropriate
exercises at the church Tuesday afternoon
and evening, December 20th. The historical address will he by Rev. G. \Y. Field, D.

Anthem, “Sing, O Heavens,”

He
quarters and a well stocked store.
makes a specialty of repairing.
Now we turn into Phoenix Row and come
to the attractive window of Geo. R. Poor,
jeweler, who occupies the stand long known
as the Allard store. Mr. Poor has everything
in the jewelry line, including eye glasses

Jay evening from a visit to her
Thorndike, of Hardman, Tenu.

Waterville.

evening there will be some special
by the chorus. Below is a list of

in

Just above is the furniture store of Spenusual have made
cer & Wilson, who as
L. C.

Mrs. H. W. Thorndike arrived home Fri-

|

Monday evening there, will be a meeting of
the official board at 7.1.5;
Tuesday evening,
Prayer meeting; Thursday evening, class
meetings.

fare.

which

Miss Julia A. Wiggiu went to Brookline,
Mass., Saturday to speud the holidays with
her sister, Mrs. J. E. Cousens.

Chimney which will be torn down at the
close of the exercises and a brick given each
While this is iutended simply for
the Sunday school, others will be welcomed.

Thompson store is the tions which will be rendered.
MORNING.
Conant meat market, conducted by Mr. E.
Anthem, “The Prince of Salem,”
Decker
H. Conant, and he will be pleased to supply
Soprano solo and quartette
you with your Christmas poultry or with
Carol, “There’s a Song in the Air,”
the meats you require for the daily bill of
Holcomb

record of

John Williams of Guilford was in town
on official business as V. S. Internal Revenue officer.

The teachers and scholars of the Universalis t Sunday school hold a concert in their
vestry the evening of Christmas day, and
the special feature will be a Christmas

A mission, to continue three days, will be
opened at St. Francis church next Sunday
by the Rector of the Church of Immaculate
Conception, of Boston. There will also be
the 40 hours devotion. Sunday evening the
Rector will give a lesson in doctrinal instruction. There will be no regular services
on Christmas Day, but on the
following Sunday there will be services with a visiting

Howard and Charles S. Bickford
Orono Friday to visit the Maine

R.

Tuesday

The subject of the serbe “Some of the 20th Century
Problems.”

manuel, God with Us” Matt. 1:23. In the
evening the subject will be “The Infant Agitator” Matt. 2:3. There will be special
Christmas music at both services. In the

will

&

went to Portland last
until after the holidays,

State College.

will

mon

of evergreens

we

W.

went to

by Sunday school.

invites attention. In a setting D. of
Bangor, and Revs. J. A. Ross of
are many of the wild animals
Hampton, N. II., and R. T. Hack ol IVrtand birds of this region in life-like poses,
land, former pastors, are expected to be
the skilful work of Mr. C. R. Coombs.
present and deliver addresses. There will be
The next advertisers, down the street, are
special music for the occasion, and a recepJ. H. & J. W. Jones, the enterprising hardj lion in the church parlors at .5 p. m.
ware dealers.
They have everything in the
Services at the Universalist Church next
hardware line, with specialties in their sea- |
as follows:
Morning worship with
son.
Skates and sleighs are the leaders just j Sunday
now.
j sermon at 10:4.5. Subject, “One Meaning of
the Birth.” The next to the la.-t Yasper
Then comes the hardware store of Geo. A.
service will he held at five o’clock i:d specBailey, one of our most successful young
ial music will he rendered.
Young i eople’s
business men. In addition to everything in
at six, led by Miss Mamie Carter,
the hardware line he handles carriages and meeting
the subject being Christmas Duties. Holy
sleighs, the latter having the call just now.
Communion will be administered directly
G. T. Read, 44 Main street, has a word to
after the morning service at which strangers
say this week to wheelmen and wheeland others will be welcomed. The followwomen.
His shop is headquarters for
selections among others will he rendered
bicycle repairs, and if he cannot make your ing
at the morning services:
“I
Sing the
wheel as good at new you might as well I
Lover of My
Jesus,
Birth,”
Sullivan;
it
to
the
He does
consign
junk heap.
stencil cutting and key check work to order. Soul,” Cherubini; “The Shepherd’s Song,”
E. U. Emerson; “The
Holy City,” solo,
At the foot of Main street is the store of
Mrs. Frost.
Swan & Sibley Company, and there are many Adams,
Next Sunday will be observed as Christcases where no more acceptable Christmas
present could be made than a barrel of Hour mas Sunday at the Baptist church. The
or a ton of coal, which you may order here.
subject of the morning sermon will be “Imwood

remain

Miss Percy T. Dyer went to Portland Monday to join her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
Dyer.

The services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday will include sermon by the pastor,
Rev. J. M. Leighton, at 10.45 a.
in., followed

choir from

head up Main street and the
first advertisers
we
come
to are J. C.

pork pays the cost of raising, and
many are killing and salting down.
East
Searsmont.
Henry Hills and
Charles Mahoney of East North port were in
town Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Mahoney-Alice Marriner has re-

ried home and Dr. Millett

new

of E.

nounced last week.
The windows of R. H. Coombs & Son’s
furniture store are tastefully arranged, and
one devoted to taxidermy and
representing

Now

for

turned from Belfast-Mrs. L. D. Marriner
and Mrs. Albert Marriner and two children,
spent Dec. 8th with Mr. and Mrs. Eben
Wellman.Master Milbury Hunt, while
on his way to school Dec. 8th, slipped on
the ice and fell, striking his head. He did
not seem to think he was hurt at first, but
went to school and after a time told the
teacher he fell and hurt him, and could not
see very well.
She sent for Mr. Mahoney to
take him home, but before he arrived he
sank into a comatose state. He was car-

a

bridge” we pass the clothing store
Frost, whose big clearance sale

Ryan

F.

Mrs. E. L. Davis left Saturday for New
York to spend the holidays with her daugh-

at 3.30 p. in,; meeting of
Epwortb League at
G p. m.; song and prayer service at 7
p. m.

holiday aspect. Swift
& Paul, grocers, make a fine display of
dried fruits, etc., and their candy department comprises everything in that line. At
1). P. Palmer’s we note framed pictures, artistic and inexpensive, and many other
things suitable for holiday gifts, including,
of course, furnishing goods in great variety.
A. P. Mansfield, in addition to his complete
stock of dry and fancy goods, has«many articles appropriate for holiday gifts.
urning tlie corner and heading down

a

Miss Lucy
Thursday to

town.

Services at the
Metnouist
Episcopal
church Sunday, Dec. 20th, will be as follows:
Sermon by the pastor at 10.4,5 a. m.; Sunday
school at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League

etc.

Main street in the direction of “the

Mrs. Sarah Townsend of Paradise, Nev.,
visiting relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

is

registered drug- scholar.

on the corner will be found
kinds with special bargains

block has

Miss Isa Walton arrived home Saturday
from a visit to friends in Rockland.

The annual business meeting of the
Baptist Y. 1*. S. C. E. will be held next
Sunday
afternoon at 0 o’clock. Officers will be elected.

several lines.
Francis’ Shoe Store, 94 Main street,has the
Crawford shoe for men, wool boots for men
and boys, men’s fancy slippers from 50c to
Masonic

Bucksport

to

Mrs. H. M. Prentiss went to Boston last
a short visit.

There will be Christmas services, includa Sunday school concert in the
evening,
at the North church,
Sunday, Dec. 27th.

in

SI,

Portland Wed-

Thursday for

ing

the street

aud in

busi-

on

ter.

again we come to the
of B. F. Wells, headquarters at this season of year for dolls and
notions; with Mrs. Wells at the head of the
millinery department and Miss Florence
Wells as milliner.
Carle & Jones next door always have an
attractive store, and this season it is filled
as never before with the choicest goods in
china and glass, with many holiday specialties, including the useful and the ornamental.
The windows of A. A. Howes & Co. are
conspicuous across the way, one side of the
entrance indicating the large stock of groceries of all kinds, and the other the drug
department, equipped with everything in
line,

went to

Miss Georgia Triggs went
Saturday for a short visit.

The annual meeting of the Baptist church
will be held this, Thursday,
evening at 7
o’clock.

stock.

Crossing

Capt. F. G. Ryan
nesday on business.

The Churches,

gentlemen’s furnishing

of

M. Cunningham is in Rockland

E.

ness.

great bargaius in clothing.
Do you smoke? Well, you can have your
choice of two brands of cigars made in Belfast—the “Belfast” by I. L. Perry, and the
“Swan Lake” by H. E. Bradman.
Our Brooks readers will not forget to call
upon M. J. Dow, the enterprising dry aud

select desirable Christmas gifts from their

that

Waldo county, and particularly right around Belfast, is a line bird country and Mr*
Coombs, as soon as the season was fairly open, entertained “Bert" Thorndike and Charles
Wilson, two enthusiastic Rockland gunners, who brought their dogs and made the most
of their opportunity. The above picture shows the three sportsmen, their dogs and the
result of four days' hunting, 7(5 birds, woodcock and partridge; highest score for one day,
ID birds. [Maine Sportsman, Bangor.

PERSONAL.

great variety, tin ware and kitchen utensils,
large line of lamps, etc.
While at Mitchell’s do not forget that the
studio of P. A. Sanborn is in the same building, up one flight, where may be found an
attractive collection of local scenes done in
water colors.
Passing along the Row to the remodeled
store of W. A. Clark you will find some
a

well known store

—

The State Grange

HSSML

Christmas

two tine half-tone illustrations which we are enabled to
reproduce through the courtesy of Mr. Herbert W. Ilowe

Pres.,
Mathews; Sec., F. L.
Trundy; Treas., F. J. Dow; Agent, A.

year:

ILLUSTRATED.

indicating just w here game is secured, is continu"
ed as a feature of the publication during open season. No
publication in the world gives so much and so accurate
information concerning Maine’s gamelaud, and every
sportsmau who hasn't it is losing a great amount of
information and pleasure. The December number has a
local interest, containing notes on Belfast gunners, with

the annual meeting of Granite Grange
Association, North Searsport, the following officers were elected fertile ensuing
W.

EVENTS

ture in

Hall

;>■ Club of ’db
News of the
.tshions.. .A Miraculous Es-

on.

SPORTING

At

vhe General Public. “(ten
'i
the (iranges..Death of
ist Sporting Events lllus-j'ontience E. C. Morse a
Suopping..The Churches..
Manan AtVair.
AGE 2.

•<

BELFAST

A sight calculated to stir the heart of
every angler is the front page of the December
issue of Maine
Sportsman, which is very generously illustrated with scenes from the
Maine woods and resorts.
Probably the most valuable feature of this issue is a symposium giving the views of three distinct classes
interested concerning the game laws of
Maine: “Massachusetts” writes from the
standpoint of the visiting sportsman, James Carroil Mead from
that of the resident sportsman, and J.
G. Harlow voices the sentiment of a guide and camp proprietor. The game supplement, which is so useful a fea.

At the last regular meeting of Georges
River Grange, Liberty, occurred the annual
election of officers. The following were
elected: G. FI. Cargill, Master; L. F. Flurd,
Overseer; W. FI. Moody, lecturer. Other
officers the same as last year.

For one square, one inch
5> 1.00 tor one week, and 25
-cquent insertion. A fraction
11- a full one.
ms.

!

victory for the

Seaside Grange conferred the first and
second degrees last Saturday evening and
received three applications for
membership.

people.”

my

kms.

a

latter.

County.

for Maine

1 hk r a pi,r

Granges.

The contest in Equity Grange between
the married and single members closed last

Journal Pub. Co.

n

of the
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bride,

will

renumber

with

».

tieMr.
n

1M1,

St.
M

mi
■-

:i.e

who made many fro nds mi her
,.r
sojourns in Maine Jler popM irity

summer

in the younger set w as won much by her vivacity and geniality, and these atrra. tiv
qualities have served to make her here and

■

elsewhere

one

Capt. and

of the

favorites of

s

t

»,

>

Jones of Brooksviile
were in the city last week
visiting their
sons, who are in business here.
Capt. 1 m s
told of a curious fish recently found dead oil
his shore, unlike auything in that line he
had ever seen. It had a very large head,

tapered

Mrs. J. W.

off into

a

whip-like tail,

at

d

meas-

four feet and six inches from the under
jaw to the end of the tail. The mouth was
tilled with teeth, some of them as sharp as a
needle. The fish answers the descriptions
given of a fish called the Angler, or devil
fish. Mrs. Jones has returned to Brooksville, and Capt. Jones is attending the State
Grange at Augusta this week.
ured

The South Montville Club of ’69.

j

was on the ticket, was not ready to
NEWS OF THE WEEK.
himself and his office-loving kinsmen
To the Editor of The Journal: I ; defeated so
Maine Mattehs.
An interesting case
ignominiously, hence asked
on
trial at Portland.
The
must write you about the affairs of the that the motion be put clearly by ayes and lias been
South Montville Club of ’09, for some of nays, and both were elected as well as the husb ind of Bridget Kinmond of Westgood scribe, to the entire satisfaction of brook was a member of the Gold Cross
your nadirs have been speculating as to ! each.
Then honorary members were order and was insured for $2,000.
The
its meetings.
We had one in '9.1; also a voted in to the extent of about thirty. By order lias refused to pay the amount to
widow
the
his
on
the
that
lie
was
adway, this meeting was the longest
ground
repoitei worse than none, because a re- j
dicted to the use of liquor, which in the
ever held by the clan.
r
undi
the
lookcircumstances, being
port
The President’s address was a kind of by-laws of the order is forbidden.
The
ed for. did not appear.
That meeting tour around the world.
He started out defence denied that the man used liquor
dioppid down through a rift in the fog on over in the Province of Ontario, praising as a beverage, but used it on account of a
achaiming August afternoon, as naturally our Scotch and English neighbors and wound which he received in the navy and
their institutions; then went down the St. frequently took too much. The jury gave
as a leaf floats down the current of the
Lawrence Kapids into the Province of a verdict for the full amount with interbeautiful St. Georges river. The clansmen
Quebec, paying his respects to the French est. A motion for a new trial was tiled.
ot Begin sdale assembled with due sobrie- ; Canadians, depicting the contrast between
.John O. Patten, editor of the Bath
the two neighboring provinces; then across Times and
representative-elect to the
ty and solemnity. Tlie sage of tlie Quau- |
Maine legislature for Bath, has notified
to the British Isles, making a sort of semitabacook was there—simple minded scul j
the
I omcuu visit to tne august qjueen, me nocity government that on account of ill
oi lofty genius and celestial light—and ! blest
sovereign in the world, simple in health he must decline the office. He will
read from a scroll held in his right hand, 1 her greatness, on whose domain the sun pass the winter in the South_The buildI never sets in his course; then across Swe- ings of W. G. ltevnolds, the well known
w
trembling with the fervor of inspiration, den and the German ocean to see the horseman of Winslow, were totally destroyIf'. II. Ward.
another batch of prophecy. The chief of
ed
fire
The
tire
was caused by
of
and
to
exCzar
all
the
liussias
by
recently.
young
a
the clan was present, clothed, and to all plain the bond of sympathy between that the explosion of an oil stove which was
human appearances as nearly in his right most despotic of governments and the Re- used for heating ttie stable office. All the
of France and the United States, household goods and animals were saved.
mind as he has been known to be in any publics
the three powers encircling the world, but Loss $2,500, insured for $2,000.Hon.
the
if
his
previous meeting; but, by
way,
adding incidentally that the natural alli- Hillman Smith, lately appointed warden
A Terrible Cough.
No Rest Night
sanity is ever questionable, it is on these ance is between the Britons and Ameri- of the Maine State prison at Thomaston,
nor Day.
Given up by Doctors.
occasions,especially when an election is on; cans, the Anglo-Saxons, destined to rule has taken formal possession of that inhe seems to have a mania for office.
Old the world, then dropping in on the un- stitution.The directors of the Maine
A
friends cranie, young folks came. We had speakable Turk, to put in a remonstrance Central railroad have declared the regular
a feast of reason and
an exquisite collaagainst the outrages of Christian Armenia quarterly dividend of 1 1-2 per cent., payBY TAKING
tion, but no report of these doings reached —raising a cheer that started the rafters able Jan. 1, on stock of record Dec. 15th.
the outside world, though the nobility at when he stated that for twelve months he .I he provision in Hon. VV. W. Thomas'
that time was specially desirous of put- had been wanting to pay a thousand dol- I gift of $5,000 to Bowdoin college for
is characteristic—the beneting itself in touch with the masses. The lars for a commission to run the Darda- scholarships
fits being restricted to young men who
reporter chosen missed an opportunity. neiles'witli the White Squadron and storm
in
the
believe
Christian religion and who
The solemn pendulum of fate, moving in j the cities on the Black Sea; then speeding
1
“Several years ago, 1 caught a severe cold,
its amplitude will never swing into touch far west, he shook out the folds of his do nut use intoxicants.The delegates
to
chosen
attended with a terrible cough that allowed
nominate
a representative to
banner
over
with that pencil again for recording one j
struggling Cuba, declaring she
me no rest, either day or night.
Tin* docmust he free; then retracing his steps into the next Legislature from the towns of
• •f
the great meetings of the Roguesdale
1
tors. after working over me to the best of
clan.
Boguesdale, declaring that the world is in- Bluehill, Surry and Dedham in place of
their ability, pronounced my case hopeless,
Hinckiey, deceased, have
Weii. this year the dog star rose and ! deed round and that humanity is climbing Harvey P.
ami said they could do no more for me.
tli.‘ bay was cured, corn garnered, the steeps of time and that the old world nominated John Merrill, father-in-law of
A friend, learning of my trouble, sent me
>uld not make new again, is 1 he late Mr. Hinckley, for the position__
a bottle of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, which I
dug. apples gathered and “Or- that Ca'sar
el aid’ ten
made—-lots of it—but the surely becoming new in the beauteous Work on the breakwater at Bar Harbor
began to take, and very soon I was greatly
relieved. Pv the time I had used the whole
i let
i tin
Ian tailed to appear.
Ilad | empire founded nineteen hundred years has been finished for the year, the $10,000
appropriation made by the last Congress
bottle, I was completely cured. I have never
;
lie
light be unspeakable Turk i ago on the banks of the Jordan.
had much of a cough .since that time, and I
been
expended. The breakwater,
••
w
at
1
Well, the program ran on like thi.— having
ngs
bleeding Armenia
which
the
in
the
firmly believe that Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
i
protects
shipping
harbor,
1Mgl.ted. in the face- of dilatory Music—didn't come in—if it did, it was
saved my lit*-W. 11. Waki>, 8 Quimby
runs from Bald
Porcupine island to within
paM of the six European so fine nobody heard it. Reading by Lady
Ave., Lowell. Mass.
ban he joined tlie Cuban iu- j John Sukelorth —first class, speech bv the 1,000 fee; of lie cove opposite Point 1)‘p. v. ,s.
ms:,:i<
bei l; capture'! by the Span- j sage of Lhiantabucook—wrapped up in Acadie, the home of George W. Vanderv.
a
: •:
ii um-bead couv martial | his mysticism to such an extent that lie bilt.The proprietor of the Tarratine
did, not respond and tht Master of Cere- House at Hancock Point. George A. Mar‘Vi j
n sis >t in a Cuban fortress'.'
tin, has leased the Bluehill Inn and the
HIGHEST AWARDS AT WORLD S FAIR
iiieo out that lie bad been bat- j monies spared his classic locks being liidNo
These properties
In heated season with old ! den under the conic section—dunces" cap Hotel Alma at Bluehill.
5
Auer's
Pills the. Jfcst Fatuity Physic.
•red a point against him by
n can.
by telling a little story instead. Read- are owned by George H. Stover of New :
the Inn having been built by him a
»ne
i-uildii.g just
meeting’ house, and ing by Miss Inez J’eavey, very excellent; York,
*.
sn the gaunt!.
of a h ode of his song by C. IS. Adams, the Duke of Wood- few years ago, and the Alma having been
v
emissaries in a populai ejection maids Mills—disappointed us now tlie recently bought by him, and formerly
\\
;
n
;it.
These mighty labors end- j second season, but tried to ot'fse: it by re- kn.*wn as the Pendleton louse, or “John j
Snow's1'.Capt. E. W. Simmons, a na- }
*
inn being, lie w iped the sweat | marks, saying he was put down— promptieateii or■.iw, sat down and wrote ly interrupted by the man at the helm, five of Maine and resident of Brooklyn I
bm.a! ion f«u a meeting m tin* who sagely remarked that he seemed to since ls7<i, died Dec. dd at the age of .VJ,
at his residence 4019 Jefferson avenue. lie !
November, ami eamo into the Hale be purling him,self down. Reading by
this time by way of Mrs. Nidie Adams, w ho more than made j was a successful shipmaster and had been !
.i>
pp- -it.
in China, Japan and Cuban trade, j
'.
..s came the sage>
<f old to Ifethup f«n her husbands' failure. Leading by ; engaged
lie leaves a wife and one sou.The evi1
Laimaii. Liu; Lail of Caltcrsblli'g
.\s it was :i>. tlie daytime he bad G. i
dence
in
the Hale note oases at Fox
<
anto S, by the l’res.,
o
:n
guide him, save Tbat was in tin* par excellence.
croft is all in, and it will he presented to
;■ !••:,« n:
Rut, (would then the ‘Ten Little Nigger"' song.
trusty sited.
1 lie title (.1 the (’auto was “<hie Winter the law court in June and a decision given
lbs
uMee friend anil kinsMore eases will be entered at the
Asa word picture in rhyming then.
Duke of South School.'’
|
lb ile. ji:id gone and taken the appoint- iambic couplets that at times broke into j February term of the Supreme Court. The
around town is that
n eu
'<a the meeting ou; of tlie old Intelj skipping anapcsts, then backed up occa- prevailing impression
ieotim: Eattei y, ami put it into the new siunaliy into finger-jointed dactyls and the town will be liable_Berry Bros, of
Rockland
have
purchased the famous stal(Range Hall, so-called.
Now, this was no grave spondees it showed out something
oee.isiou to be marred, so there w as a sub- like tliis- first a
Thanksgiving scene, lion Orono Buy for a price reported to he
over
$000.Jonas E. X.
grinding of teeth—what there are with early fi-ght of snow, then a Sunday considerably
Hammond of Sidney died suddenly of
lei; 1 tln-m—and a graceful acquiescence* in the quiet dale, when
heart disease Dec. 4th. He was at the barn
1 m:
mighty thinking was going on the “The prayers that from The desk were heard
raising at Sidney Corner w ith his oxen and
wide— the pent up tires of some volcano, Game gentle winged as a bird,
And tears with each petition meek
expired in half an hour, lie was one of
u >; ancient, but to come.
the selectmen and one of the best known
Retore coming to tlie meeting kindly Coursed down the modest parson’s cheek.
take a late autumn stroll with me through Sweet gems fresh from the Saints’ pure eyes, men his town—Winslow Ilomer of Scarfrom 50c to
dews dropped out of faiths’ clear boro won the first prize of
Bright
$5,000 offered
Rnguesdale and note where the families of
skies.”
by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Carnegie for the
the nobies live, beginning at South Ridge,
Have taken all our high priced
Then came one of those simple pastoral best painting of the year by an American
Faney Slip] er.s
really the most northerly point. It comand marked them to sell for $1
Also a
qq
mands a view of Georges River and of the glimpses that we never tire of looking artist and exhibited in the Carnegie art
h ick upon -low
arching sunset streak of galleries.The Republican caucus at
horizon at every point, arching low in a
snow-cloud, cows milked, wood Bath Saturday, December 5th, nominated
runs* beautiful contour of hills, with a gray
wood*.d section of the Rale for its foot- brought in, books packed, boys stowed Hon. Harold M. Sewall for representative
in
bed, to be up and off before light to the legislature in place of Hon. John
s’
Here is the estate of Conner, the away
for the schoolhoase, crawl in the window O. Patten, who
’vain! Duke. He designates the place of
resigned. Mr. Sewall HEADQUARTERS FOR
and get first pick of sears—early bird and accepted in an eloquent speech.
*’
A resovis iesidci.ee, “The Eluff.
on occa- j
first
see:
lution
but
this
a
snowwas
time
worm,
you
passed expressing appreciation
sons i '■’> something of a bluffer himself,
bird
and
worm frozen stiff.
of
Then
Mr.
school
Patten’s
services
to
the
great
city
••bug thence southerly past the goodly
'•state of >ii John Sukeforth, we came beginning, enrollment of scholars, days and regret for his ill health which caused
his resignation.
The Democratic caucus
that oi Nil John Prescott, Duke of and weeks of “larnin,” master disliked,
droll happenings,
George Washington nominated Councilman Joseph Toney for
Nbabagee. This estate has come to him
hatchet story read, running like tliis: representative to the legislature to run
through his Prescott ancestors of three
The election takes Another large lot of LAHBS' WOOL SLIPPER
generations.
It is protected from the “When he was questioned about some against Mr. Sewall.
SOLES just received that we will sell at the
wrong he had done, his chin would quiver,
place January 9.In the United States
stoims
f w inter by forests, has a fertile
Id prices. WE HAVE ALL SIZES.
south-eastern exposure of field, kissed his lips would curl, and out would come district court at Portland Dec. 5tli Alvin
Then a gleam of the Howe of Augusta, James Sidelinger of
b’. tlie tally spring and late autumn sun. the (truth) teeth.
H ibis domain used to belong the provin- rising genius of the Sage doing sums for Union and William Doran of Fort Fairthe boys.
field were fined for violating the- revenue
ces
"t Eumfagei (getle. French, I
think)
laws by selling liquors without tlie payand skunk's Misery. J am not certain “His chiding way was to keep mum,
ment of the special tax.The
that these guns are still in the ducal With pencil ’twixt finger and thumb
single
Blunt at the end—too fast ’twould wear,
screw composite gunboats
«
11<•r. which shows,
Vicksburg and
you see, that 1 am It sharpening he did not
spare—
Newport were launched at noon Dec. 5th,
-mil
a
stranger to the land of my H<- made his figures Arabic,
from the Bath Iron Works, in the prest-v
eis.
laud Howes, of the house of Some of them
droll, some of tlmm slick,
Fan he put on while uni wait.
Will positiveence of more than 9.000
V
people.The
now owns the estate <>f New ill
Some quirk as lightning, St-me slow-dr.twu,
ly keep out all dampness and prevent you
coves in .Moosehead Lake are frozen over
i.’
Some
"ui
"m
unit
with
no menu.
sneeze or yawn.
interspersed
n,
from slipping.
and the lake is rapidly freezing.
His eight lie made with single loop,
Naviga.;."!
■! by nature as well as by birth.
tion lias been susueuded until SDrinir.
Ti ending iliem e northeasterly past the His four configured a lien coop,
DON’T (10 WITH DAMP FEET.
But funniest Ins twos and nines,
Commander Thomas Nelson, U. S. X., of
e-sta‘tLady Colby ot the house of As grapevine trellis intertwines,
the di partment of ordnance at the navy
>• -w uP Prescott, widow of the late Eben
Bottom and top sprang from his list,
<
yard at Kittery, was retired, Dec. 7tli,
ill.y who gave his life for his country And ended in a little twist;
We are Sole Local Agents for
from active service, lie having just reachin t
civil war, w« come to the proud But the right answer he’d twist out,
ed the age of 02, the limit named by law.
William Ripley of the house of And pass it over with a limit."
lie will remove to Annapolis, Md., where
G<
'Men 1‘rescott on his mothers side.
The old open lire in the front of the
his home will be in the future.The
A >iii iMi is the I.)uke of
Edge Ilill. schoolroom came in for a share of rhyth- residence of
Wallace R. Farrington, forJL> estate now imiudes on the north that mic
distinction, thus;
of Rockland, who was recently
merly
■!
he late lamented Haron Ferdinand
“How shall I pass the open lire,
married in Honolulu, II. I., was burned
>kinner, father of our honored Sage and That roared and
bickered in its ire?
on Nov. 11, while Mr. and Mrs.
FarringBanneret, and on the south that of the From andirons to chimney flue
ton were at the theatre in Honolulu.
All
late <«alen Keene, whose domicile went up Was crosspiled hirclivvood seasoned
through. of the
and
wedding
in names some four years ago.
Great
clothing,
gifts
personof
flame
licked
the
Next east
tongues
up
soot;
al property of Mr. and Mrs. Farrington Not lung but the very best of stock is used in this
Ami when a lad with pant and hoot
is the noble estate of Sir Charles T. Ranwere destroyed_Hon.
Cyrus A. Pack- shoe, and is put together by the best workmen to
dall, Earl of Truetown, with its liopitable Soaked in the winter’s slanting rain,
ard, a prominent citizen, died Dec. 7th at had. Prices stamped on every pair.
mansion backed on the north by a goodly Sought there to dry them out again,
First he, would steam and then
his home in Blanchard, aged 70 years.
growth of maple and birch wood. Stiil And then stand further from theperspire,
lire;
He was a member of the Forestry comon down'iiuto the dale
proper, passing the Then bend with hand on thigh or knee,
mission, former State land agent, and a
historic mansions of Kuow lton, Elden and Seeming to warp tremendously.”
former representative at the State LegisDON’T BUY YOUR
Fogg, we come to the estate of Geo. F.
The culminating scene was a sham fight
lature.Deputy United States Marshal
Randall, Earl of Cartersburg. This line in the snow on the last
of
day
school, Burton Smith, recently, arrested and took
estate includes a water power and lumber
when Warren, our glorious Banneret, rose to
Rockland, James Sidelinger of Union,
mill.
Retracing our steps to the bridge victorious, and many a
lad suffered found
lusty
guilty of selling liquor without a
over the beautiful St.
George’s river we not a little disfigurement.
United
States tax.
SidePnger could not
pass by a circuitous route to right or left, “Then the queenly girls
o’er
tripped
light
his
fine and was committed to Knox
pay
or by loot path back of the
Until you examine our stock. M'e have a full line
the field,
meeting house
is to have a manual
with its classic snow white spire built And court-plaster stuck ou the noses
peeled.” county jail.Bath
school.Thomas
J.
Welch
of
h:e-k in the sixties- the house in the
training
Well, the feast came at length, and a
whose wife was committed to the
forties--to the fine old estate of B. F.
real old fashioned one it was, just like a Bangor,
I.asaue Asylum after being marthe
Augusta
of
Knowles,
E tst Ridge, desMarquis
supper after a husking, except for the ried one
week, was held for the February
cendant from the house of Brooks.
His lack of
and for the fact that term
pan-dowdy
of the Supreme Court in the munici- both in Wool Boots and long and short leggings,
estate is hacked northwesterly
by that of cake was in greater variety and quantity.
at BOTTOM 1‘HICKS.
4w50
pal court last week, on the charge of agtin- ate Jefferson Peavey, northerly by
Things both bright and quaint were said gravated assault
which caused his wife’s
•bat "t tin* late Solomon Gilman, now about tiie
board. The attention of the
Mrs.
Welch died at the asylum
insanity.
owned by Representative Elect Martin,
master of ceremonies was called to the
Berwick hovel, owned by
easti ily by that of the late Taylor GilRemember, sit
hairless head of one of the dukes, who Thursday—The
Mrs.
Matilda
was damaged
man
and southerly by that of the late claims that he can
Burleigh,
by
out his hair
bring
lire
last
week
to
the
extent
of
inCol. Woodman, whose worthy name is whenever lie so
$2,000;
desires, and the comment sured. Janies Condon, a
was
.’Ivon '"all of the lower dale.
His only •a as
sagely made that lie seemed to have badly hurt in jumping from boarder,
a window.
S"!i.
and
his
Parkmun,
(laughter Anna brought it out and left it somewhere.
Rev. (ieo. 1). Lindsay, who for the past
HUUUm,lll }S
|N.u r.
After the feast the simple old fashioned i
live years has been pastor of the Congress
mills*, mbosomed among his kindled games of broom and harness were
played,
street Methodist Church in Portland, has
and neighbors of goodly repute, resides In the
former the younger daughter of
< banes
accepted a call from the Methodist Epis>.
Adams, “the Duke of the
ijukc
onner earned on the palm
Mills,
copal Church at Waterville. The ratificadescendant on his mother’s side tor
She can run like a deer—and tion of this
agility.
;i"!:i the house of Prescott.
arrangement depends upon the
This stock dear she is to her
justly proud parents. action of the Bishop at the April confertook vital hold on this dale at its settleThe chief was unwittingly drawn into the
ence— This season’s apple
ment. One Stephen, felling a tree for a
crop in East
harness, not for a moment dreaming that Winthrop foots up 0,170 barrels.
It is esbridge across the river and passing to lie was to be singled out for
the butt of timated that, the total
East h’idge, selected from a tree top the
crop in that town
the merriment. The parts were assigned, will
WITHOUT OPERATION BY
exceed JO,000 barrels.
A buyer has
land which he obtained by giant from
the collar being given to him, and due
Massachusetts, judging of its worth from preparation was made for the run. Sud- been there the past week and offers 75 8. J. Sherman’s Method. Send 15 cents for his
cents a barrel.
As the barrels cost from book of full information, etc. Address
the growth of timber on it: and he made
denly the director called out, “Collar,” 2o to .it) cents each, there must be
n«
mistake. His ancestors are clearly trac- and lie
very
S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia Specialist,
My stars! Did you ever little profit at these figures....The State
ed sc ven generations to one James Prescott see a sprang.
cyclone gyrate and bound over a Normal school at Farmington
3m44
175 Tremont St., Boston.
last
of Standish, Lancashire, Eng., and thence
opened
prairie? The Banneret was hard after week with the
largest number of students
through generations of nobles to the him,
like
a
and
the
Duke
of
leaping
at any term in the history of the school.
royal house of Plantagenet. The Pres* South Itidge was stag,
only second in the The entering class numbered 40, and the
cotts and Trues were the original families chase.
I have heard of a man getting out
total number of students is 225_At the
of the Dale.
of town so fast that you could
play cards special election in Caribou to elect a sucThe meeting of the clan was called to on his coat
but in this case the draft cessor to the late J. D.
tail;
GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY HORSE,
order at 7 o’clock sharp by the chief, who of air
Teague, Carl C.
sound and kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
generated by the rush would
was elected Representative,
at once appointed a committee on nominahaving party can take him on trial. Also a two seated
have made it impossible for a player to King
received 04 votes; with scattering 3.
tion of officers for the ensuing year, and
carriage,
top buggy, sleigh, harness, etc. Will be
track
of
his cards. The chief passkeep
sold at .i bargain. Will sell separately or all todirected the scribe to read the records of ed the
amid
wild apgoal untouched
gether.
the last meeting while this committee was
GEO. A. QUIMBY.
Political Points.
For the first time
plause.
getting ready to report—an ecomony of
Glorious Boguesdale and memories of in history a woman will vote as a member
Belfast, Nov. 12, 18%.
time highly praiseworthy as it was highmy youth: as life’s hark glides on I see of the electoral college for President of
handed in parliamentary practice.
The their
silvery wake widening in fairer lines the United States. Mrs. Sarah Malloy of
committee reported for President, F. F. of innocence and
beauty in the dimming Cheyenne, Wyoming, was elected on the
Vice
for
C.
F.
ConPhillips;
President,
distance, while before me stretches the Republican ticket.The official vote of
SPICER PLACE on the Belmont corner
On the
ner; for Secy., B. F. Knowles.
Massachusetts in the recent election was
Hairbrain.
wide, wide sea.
load, one mile from Belfast post office, is ofmotion to adopt Che report, the chair was
given out Dec. 3. McKinley’s plurality fered for sale. It contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
Hub., Dec. 5, 1800.
foiled by his own peculiar way of taking
was 188,450,
and Wolcott’s 154,542. which are cleared ; a good orchard of apples and
small fruits.
the vote, and declared with some show of
While Nevada threw only 8,000 votes for peais, with blackberries and other
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver li*s,
Good two-story house; buildings new.
Apply to
it
has
as much influence in the
chagrim that the said motion was lost.
President
LOUISA
Headache.
Biliousness, Indigestion,
CUNNINGHAM,
However, Conner, the Grand Duke, whose |I A
Senate of the United States as New York
49tf
Swanville, Maine.
laxative. All Druggists.

|

name

see

Almost

Hopeless Case.
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What You
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whose vote was up in the millions.The
State central committee of the gold Democratic party in Michigan Dec. 3d decided to continue the organization and to
spread it into every township in the State.
There was some talk as to the question of
trying to bring about a reconciliation
with the silver Democrats, but the general
sentiment was emphatically against it.
The bill making it unlawful to make contracts payable in gold, was defeated in the
Alabama Senate Dec. 4th, 30 to 0.
The
Senate is composed of 33 Democrats, 10
and
1
Populists
Republican.Senator
Quay has advised his friends in Philadelphia and Pennsylvania to support State
Senator M. Penrose for United States Senator to succeed Senator Cameron.

Evening Dresses. Styles In Making. Round or
Square Neeks, Sashes, Sleeves, Artificial Flowers.

j

$1.00.

'hat"Y:‘':.7:n.":.mi50o.io 75c,

Notes and Answers.

[Correspondence

“. Rubber Soles

1

> ■.

<

••

WOOL BOOTS

-3*0f Mens and Boys’,^

FRANCIS’

-'ll

SHOE STORE.

j

Rupture Cured
FOR SALE.

A

Small Farm for Sale.

THE

pleasant
/

Journal.]

become

a matter of
importance, and all
purses and tastes may be suited, materials varying in price from ten cents a
yard

up to $25.00. The least expensive dresses
are of
cotton organdy in pretty floral

stripes, beginning at ten cents and ending
at forty-five cents, the appropriate
lining
being sateen; and made with a full round

waist, very short sleeves, a wide “crush”
belt, or satin sash, the display is far beyond the expenditure. White or colored
Landsdown, a soft, silky fabric, is very
attractive, quite wide anil only $1.00 per
yard, and the diminished width of skirts
and smaller size of sleeves

make a perin expense. Another
popular material for evening wear is drap
d ete in white or pearl, forty-four inches

ceptible difference

wide and si.50 per yard. Skirts of this
fabric may lie trimmed with either satin
or velvet ribbon, and for a
tall, slender
person three graduated rows of eithei
at the lower edge and a second
cluster about half way up prevent an
ap-

garniture

pearance of stiffness in the skirt.

Taffeta

LOVDO/V

5 TFtA.'Oh

T

silk, gauzes, or chiffon over satin are all
fashionable, and skirts of handsome stuffs
may open at the trout over an elegant
silk and lace petticoat, or side panels ar-

ranged

the

on

same

possible monotony of
a in:

x E( ks

square

round

or

enjoying equal

principle break
a plain skirt.

iiioii on

according

favor. With

O R

the

GUMMED

STICK EE:

i.iuv,

to

fancy, both

square neck,
however. Ilowers across the left shoulder
are a

vet

a

pretty ornamentation. Pointed velsatin belts have been revived, and

or

with

high

a

should

necked waist, collar and belt

match.

Fancy

Vre

stood

Eton

jackets are
very fashionable evening waists, and alternate rows (slanting) of white or colored satin and Venetian insertion having an
edge at both sides, form a handsome

jacket,

which can easily he made at home.
1 he insertion should also lie put around
the edge and arm-holes as a finish.
SATIX

VELVET SAS1IKS

oil

HOLIDAY GO!

prominent accessories, tied in large

are

hows at the back

the

or

side,

and reach-

ing within live inches of the edge of the
skirt.

Short sleeves are two or three accordion plated ruffles, or else they come
to the elbow; not a large
puff, however.

Long

sleeves

A few

always
cuffs,
(a new weave of Yelugenerally accepted as the best
for silk velvet) is au appropri-

whv you should look in a I’m
your CHRISTHAS PRESENT*

reasons

show trimmed

and Yelutina cord,

tina,

now

substitute
ate

material for such

collars

Eton

or

purpose, also for | 3d.
and coming in I

a

jackets,

ARTIFICIAL
are

shown

in

You will find there suitable presents for al)
Whatever you select wilt surely be acceptor
Furniture makes a present that will be of s-

1st.
2d.

|

every fashionable hue one may be sure of
a good match or a harmonious contrast.

■

1

of The

With Christmas and New Year entertainments close at hand, evening dresses

.■

■

Fashions.

New V'ork

the whole year and longer.
There is such a large variety of goods to
R. H. COOMBS &. SON will save you mono

4th.
5th.

FJ.OWKRS

chases, and you can, therefore, make
presents for the same money.

three

pieces, a spray for
almost always us«*d on

tile skirt, which is
the left side, a wreath for the mvk and a
bunch for the head.
Shoes and hosiery
must match the costume, and satin slippers have beaded toes in steel, pearl or
iridescent colors, finished by a rosette
and buckle on the instep, black patent

leather shoes

are

in good

tVE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF
;

demand and

Clint*

also,

bronze

which is admissible with any
dark lined skirt.
a

“Amy

Lee.”

more

useful

ran

I'ancy

I’hotoijrai>hii

generally acceptable i

freshing and delightful

at

all

run

Ihil-

Draperies,

Deshs,

Sidt liiniii!
C.rfin

Chiffoniers,
liasel s,

of

seasons

I

Tea Tallies.

Christinas present than a bottle or box of
Murray A I, an man's Florida water; rethe year.

e

Sert. ns,

>u| ;

Chairs awl Kochi r-

iVritimj

You could not purchase
or

FANCY FURNITURE. Especially for

Chi’

Morris Chairs,

“Mary

Chase.”

You can render your

(.

IT WILL <il\ E US PLEASURE TO SHOW
OOOOS WHETHER \ Ol Hi. \ OR NOT.

black velvet waist very stylish by taking
out the crepon sleeves aud
substituting
three frills of black moire antique ribbon
about five inches deep, and put at least a
yard and a quarter in the arm-hole frill,
with
Have

a
a

little less in the two lower ones.
coat sleeve of moire antique silk

with velvet cuffs, and baste white
lace inside.
“Fannie Ludlam.”

padour”

roll

is

A waved

or

JAILEY' HARDWARE

ecru

“Pom-

fashionable, and
draw all your hair together into rather a
high knot at the back, aud for evening
finish with a small cluster of velvet loops
very

and white aigrette, or
flowers. An “all over”

employed,
Unify.

and

no

a

WILL nEEl

AND SELL A3 LOW A3 TI11

small cluster of

wave

coiffure

is still much
can

be

BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED

too

/Miraculous

ON^

j

V krona Clarki:.

A

ANYBODY’S \>U

1

*

Escape.
Having purchased the entire line >f
a firm going out of tin* lilauket husim
■

Allen .1. Maker of East Saugus, Mass., a
veteran of the late war, who served in Co.
1. 4th Maine Volunteers, enlisting at Bel-

of
a

Chantilly,
and to-day

near

Centerville, Sept. 1, 1802,

he bears the scars of these
wounds.
But to see him now one would
scarcely realize that he underwent the
painful operations andjlong sickess in Epiphany hospital, Washington, that are credited to him, yet it cannot be denied that
such was the case, as the report to the
House of Representatives from Mr. Flick,
committee on invalid pensions in January
1800, says, “Mr. Maker’s escape was miraculous.’’
Nodd.

I think that doctor of mine will
something to stop the baby’s cry-

give us
ing now.
Todd.
Nodd.

him.

Why?

I’m going to

move

next

[Pearson’s.

door to

CASTORIA.

am

to

their horses warm.

j

Articles of Hardware that
VLL. SIZE HA\

are

Imp

•i:n ikrprisi

WIRES,

For Dedrick Presses, etc.,
GUNS and AMMUNITION,

RAISIN SI 1

111

1

POCKET KM'
REAl>\

GLASS and PUTTY,
PUMPS and PIPE,
Plain and (ialv., fitted to order
KNIVES and FORKS, Etc

Mix

The Cam
EXTRA
SMI \R

FUR ROBES and LAP ROBI
LANTERNS of any kind, 38.
ONE CAR LOAD Ol

^H.

1.

THE FAMOUS

A. MOYER SLEIGH

hits arrived and are ready to he seen.
A lot of h<
made Sleighs on earth.
Xov. ir>lh.

The fae-

lilauket uUxlOO in.dies, thick

ipiautity. To.
I"
I1KLOW regular wholesale pri. «-s.
lleltast and ouuht to he an iuduccnu-n

fast, Me, in Vi], was in Eastport recently
on business, and his miraculous
recovery

from what lie considered a fatal wound is
again recalled, lie was severely wounded
in the strife and the oflieial records in the
medical and surgical history of the rebellion show his case to be the most remarkable and the only one in which death
did not result from the dangerous ball
that passed through his body, leaving him
on the field for dead.
Mr. Maker was
shot in the arm and side in the battle of

team

upwards, according

Conte

""

cheaper

y

I cordially incite your inspection

j

ihe itlanilc End of ihe

111

:n

San Juan,

Grey town.

at

m>

^

runic Nhlp-ianal.

m

of The

.Journal.]
Nl'IiTK, \UAliA(.lA,

iMunce

American

rally

a

visitors to
interested

most

tries

merchants in the interi-

route to

eu

few years ago; 24 hours
before any
of the wreck

or, were piled higher, for the same reason
—stranded for months and months because all of the river boats were in, the

arrived—long

HOLIDAY OFFERINGS.

news

before any

sailing Vessel or steamer could
possibly bring it, an unknown negro came
to Mr.
Ingalls in San Juan and told him
canoe,

pay of the Canal
with its business.

Company and crowded
Nicaraguans, like other all about it, even to minute
particulars,
Central Americans, are most accommo- which were
afterwards fully verified.
straight back into the
and excellent hands at There are
dating
people,
bit of canal, 2,000 feet
many such instances, and the
waiting for manana, (the to-morrow that most unsuperstitious, matter-of-fact and
width, dredged to about
never comes;)—but to have both
exports hard-headed Yankee trader who comes
depth; and a scow plies and
imports loitering a year or more along here is finally brought to believe that
tsion between ban Juan
the short route between the Atlantic and there is
“something in it” beyond mortal
company’s property on
lake Nicaragua, was more than even their ken though he
A row of mammoth
generally gives credit
patience could stand. So trade shifted outright to the devil.
The medicine
igoou, all freshly paintover to Corinto, on the Pacific
coast; and
prepare me m.selves for their hooon from rust, but now-awhen canal wrork was suspended, the At- doo business
by going alone into the
i>\ a few lazy darkies as
lantic port, which at one time handled as depths of the
from which to drop
forest, where they remain
as (i,000
packages a month, had for months, depending wholly upon the
It is hard to realize many
nothing to fall hack upon and became as spontaneous productions for food, and on
new looking machines,
dead as a worked-out mining camp.
Yet their own cunning, without the aid of arms
nut,) are the same which
the swamps and sandbars were held at the or
implements, in escaping the perils of
:ii the mud at Panama,
same
valuation.—fL‘0,000 the acre. Of the wilderness. When the probationary
I De Lesseps’ scheme!
course nobody wanted the land at
any period lias passed they return to the
i'sOO that the N icaragua
but the holders were able to hold haunts of man and
price,
prove their newlyd the valuable and exand are still waiting for the day—sure acquired power by standing barefooted in
had done duty ou the it,
to come, they say—when work on the tlie midst of
heaps of burning fuel (an
''l to ’ss} including 7 of
canal will be resumed, and with it a sec- actual
fact,)
by
permitting the most deadever
20
built,
diedges
ond boom, mightier than the tirst.
Mr. ly serpents to bite them, and
by other
several
boats,
launches, Walter
Ingalls, a nephew of the Kansas deeds not here describable. They become
shop, engines, pumps,
who owns the tramway, says: astrologers and
mind-readers, and can
As every- Senator,
’Is, etc.
"The road lias been running behind for tell a person’s
past history to a dot, the
N i- ar.igua Company has
several years past at the rate of three or thoughts of his mind and the hidden
.: ers near ban Juan del
four dollars a day; hut l would not sell the tilings in his
possession. Indeed, it is as.substantial buildings
franchise foi *100,000.” The same gentle- serted that from them nothing can be
ed here, oliices, hosman owns several acres of
the swamp concealed, and when once they “hoodoo"
cis1 houses and labori;g to the great canal euug from the lagoon which

<

was piled high at every place ed ou
oidinary lines. An example of this
along the river, awaiting trans- power was shown when
Senator Miller’s
portation; while goods from foreign coun- party was wrecked on
Roncador Reef a

of transfer

It isn't fair to start a baby
in life loaded down with the chains
and manacles of ill-health. A baby ought
to have an even chance any way.
A mother can do a great deal to give
her baby a fair start. She can almost
always give him a strong, healthy constitution, by taking proper care and building up her health during the time when
baby is expected. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription has done wonders for expectant mothers and their babies. It
gives health and strength to the mother
at the time she needs it most.
It purifies
the whole system; gives endurance and
elasticity to the special organs of maternity. and healthful tone to the nerves. It
makes confinement shorter and easier;
protects the mother from prostrating relapse and promotes a good supply of
healthy nourishment for the child.
It is the only medicine that does all
this. It is the only medicine for women
devised by a regularly graduated, skilled
and experienced physician. Dr. Pierce’s
medicines are standard remedies all
over the world.

viumcu

■

U"\\

ami

neat

at’htru'u,

mostly

or them

pine, roofed
_,dvanized iron, painted
\

:ud

with wide verandas

nost

of them.

a

For three

sound of the hammer

1

the smiths’

in

and

ma-

uothiug shows the slightevery bit of
■cing kept well painted,
solitary clerk in the big

act

decay,

01

which

aforesaid,

he

declares

that

he

and she had no trouble to mention at confinement.
A stouter, heartier child was never
born. She win be one year of age the sth iust.
and she has not been sick a day. Has not had so
much as the colic. And my wife had not so much
as fever two or three days after the child was
born, although the attending phvsician told us
she would have fever about such a time. Our
neighbors remarked to me that they thought my
wife the stoutest little woman they ever knew.
We think our good health due to the use of your
family medicines.and of course so told our neighbors
If I believe in anything as I do in your
medicines, I like to recommend them.”
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doubt have been trying hard during the past few weeks to think what
to buy for^^^,,,^
no

Commencing Monday, Oct. in, MM*, the rate of
fare for through tickets between Belfast ami
Boston will be reduced from *3.01) to $2.25.
Between Marsport and Boston reduced from
$3.25 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
will be made in the price of through tickets
between Boston and all landings

It would be easy to decide after seeing
what a fine line of

SEEDS and

Dealers in the finest

<>!
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Suit.

Fancy Rockers, Tables,

quality of

Anthracite and

~
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Rugs,
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and until the close of the river b\
Steamers will leave Belfast. wt-aMie:
j, (>
permitting, lor Camden, Korkiami .m it
and
at
about
:;•
Mondays
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For B.uigoi via way landing-. M
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m.. ..r
..?
.;
Saturdays at tabou;. s.m.
steamer from Boston.
•••
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articles suitable for the
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of OPTICAL VV( LK
We carry in stock a full line of
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of refraction.
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to

carefully

GLASSES,

test

satisfactory
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Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

FOR SALE.
One thoroughbred two-year old Jersey bull fo
sale cheap, il sold within 30 days.
0. J. SHAW & SON,
4w48
Searsport, Maine.

48
>2

Fred Atwood,

al

t-

Thirteen

Millions

($13,000,000)

Fire

,,

Assets.

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire As
sociation of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, at l«« rales on buildings acceptable.
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT ANI) SOIO.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
BEAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLO. |®~ Correspondence Solicited.
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All work in this litu is fully warranted
will < hai ge them free of charge.
a call ai:d we will endeavor to merit a share of your

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

THOROUGHBRED JERSEY BULL

A M
7 7 1
7.

7
7
7
S

Portland..

PRICES.

STAPLES.

t
-..

Fit* >31 BELFAST.

Belfast, depart...
Citypoint.....

&c.

prepan d to correct

the eyes free of charge and if glasses

the-^^

L
Monroe, Nov. 25, 185)6.—tf48

>-r.

follows

in Gold, (iold Filled and Nickel Frames.

O. II.

The above reward will be given for the apple
hension of the parties or party that broke in the
doors of my dwelling house on the night of Nov.
7, during the Republican celebration.

as

..

furnish them at very low prices.

$50 REWARD.

):,•

HILL. < ien'l M.»•:_

si*
Our stock of Watches and Clocks is the largest t-> he found in Waldo county and we ar
7"
Unity..
| In m manufacturing department we are- pre Burnham, arrive. 8 »7
selling them at the LOWEST TRICES
..117*
pared to make to order all kinds of GOLD ami SILVER JL \V KI.RYPLA IN GOI I j Bangor.
Parties having any del won out gold or silver jewelry can have >
or STONE RINGS.
A M
'll
made over into ne-w goods at small e xpense. In this line- we do good, pi< mpt work at lov i Waterville

are
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run

now

With

&

II.

.;.iu,g
V..
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TIME-TABLE.

established at the well-known HKRVEY JEWELRY STORE, BELFAST
MAINE, and would invite the attention of the citizens of Belfast and vicinity to tliei
large anti line stock
Are

prices.

Dry

s

On and after Oct. 4, IMltS, trains
m
u.g at,
Burnham and Waterville with throwrums lot
and from Bangor. Waterville. p.'rth.nd
Bus-

_

OF BROOKS,

,.r

Maine Central R. R.

as

Hamlins J. Dow

,,t

for Roekland via all river lamiing-.

Sears) tort.
Returning from Rockland at s
Wednesdays and Fridays.
F. W. I’oTK, Agent..

they pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

r. %i

LOCAL WIXTRR SRII I li L.

WILLIAM

from China.

>

Commencing 'Tuesday. Nov ‘24. 1 so.
Hoekland, (apt. K. M. t urtis, u
7 a. m., Tuesdays. Thursdays and San.tda
closing of river, then Imm Rurk>p< ! c

OF THAT_

received, direct
customers'say.it

:

A. M.

TWO TONS MORE

30c.Tea 30c.

I ( KNIMi

From Boston. Tue.-iays and IFrom Rockland. Wednesdays mo -><•
(about .'.<>«> a M.
From Bangor. .Mondays and Tt. it.-.!.:

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
ltf

accommodating two persons
$2 00 and $1.50 to

son.
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BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

TELEPHONE 4-2.
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Blacksmith
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Penobstot

on

each will be reduced from
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
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Importers

price of

The

GROCERIES.
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constant*

Blver.

tree?

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver indi-

called.

mixture

[Dorothy

so

Constipation

the “hoodoo” performances of the medicine-women, as some of the negresses are

a

Sing a song of Cliristmas-time,
Mistletoe and holly,
Two impatient little girls,
Genevieve and Dolly.
When the door was opened
They shouted in their glee,
And wouldn’t you have shouted too

i\
s ir,,.

keep

Temple, Belfast,

HOLIDAY OOOOS.
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FEED,

em-

back doors.

things iu this section
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; S Belfast, < >(•;. s, i

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Song

To have

States, finding

the time-honored

Palmer,
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JOBBERS OK

fool,

world, Indian, African, Caucasian, Mon- gestion, bad taste, coaled
j
’•nide was
golian and Malay, the castaways and riff- | tongue, sick headache, in!
somnia. etc. Hood’s I’ills
times Greytown had been Nicar- raff of all countries—but always the Afri! cure constipation and all its
Most nourishing port; but during can predominating. The veritable witches
results, easily and thoroughly. ‘i.r>c. All druggists.
;,J|al company’s regime, coffee from whom they call medicine-women deal iu
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
I
l!t
rior, bound for foreign parts via the occult in a way that cannot be explain- The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
dt

,,i

set

native

might suppose, and the little wooden jail
is seldom over-packed. Policemen patrol
the town, uniformed much like their

and after waiting

a

child.

three bot-

But

for the resumption of work,
«m wandered off to other fields,

"a ss

roof,
aguardiente (fiery

or

drunkenness is

tli to refill it.

rkinen

tles of

where two

nobody

reached and

to

of value
ness is
done by the rum mill.
An exThe cost of criminals in Massachusetts
j
traordinary number of saloons invite the State prison a few years ago was *255 each.
passer along the village streets, from the It is a great part of our expense in way of
handsomely fitted up “Saloon de Billares y taxation which all must pay. Citizkx.
Vinos,” to the shacks with mud floors and
a
of Christmas=Time.

and

'In: boom burst.
There came
bo money soon after the great
"K) pier was built—the bottom
no!

say that the mud will rub off when
it gets dry. As might be expected in such
a community, the most flourishing busiwomen

thatched
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you all the new ideas. We
ly on hand a full line of
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Great Reduction in Fares
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•vamp lands between the vilcanal entrance—good for

Boston, where she has been at work with
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first-class
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SIN & SIBLfY CO.,
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Mil fact that before the resi-

Masonic

You

This being
pers, criminals and insane.
true it would appear that more attention
should be given in an intelligent way to

berg
increasing mul- the lagoon—dipping the garments into the
water, soaping them, and then whacking
cuses could hardly be set up
preventing its use. Law cannot do it. It
them on the stones in lieu of rubbing.
to shelter them.
Merchants,
If it can be shown to
may restrict it.
several
and
soapings, whackings
laborers and speculators, of After;
woman that the use of
man and
every
1 conditions, docked in; the rinsings, they are spread out on the sand
in their children
Hens run over them at will, and liquors may produce
k was laid, at a cost of $J7,- to dry.
nervous diseases,
criminals,
paupers or
a
or
>rt line extending from the occasionally
wandering clog
donkey
and perhaps all these, it may and
insanity,
edge of the canal. A bank strolls along and leaves a track of muddy will cause
many to avoid it, that they
cnts rose sky-high and real feet—but nobody minds little tilings like
not be responsible for such results.
may
that in St. John of the North, and the
i beyond all account.
For who wishes to be a father or mother
with

will have charge of the
trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work rooms in

ills that follow.

consider absolute necessaries of life
all very scarce and high-priced.
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few

the desire for

the tire of the disease and hastens the

to

Dwight
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•mpany! After the latter
iberal concessions, and set
ieers and laborers at work,

trimming.
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00 per cent, were arrest- i
In $2 cases out of (
ed for drunkenness.
As to

many little

are
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parents intemperate.

Greytown the
it is, is center- liquors.

as

estimation and- in it’s
All
intrinsic value.

only

statistics of labor of

one-half of the paupers had

value of their importations. Consequently. prices of imported manufactured articles from Germany, France and England,
(the chief sources from which Central

draw)

of

addicted to the

lying

American merchants

The former

himself; 01) per cent, of one or both of j
the parents of insane persons were intern- ;
perate; 75 per cent, of paupers were

in wait beyond the danIn lieu of a tariff, mergerous section.
chants here pay 10 per cent, on the total

steamers

clothing for her little
thief:” her wealthy neighor

we feel confident we can
please
customers with our goods and taste in

Miss Florence Wells

The GOODS are RIGHT,
The PRICES are RIGHT,
And YOU will be RIGHT if
you
Make your purchases of

flbwe all Others
Both in the public’s

Yet the female

son

other

to

j

is

Massachusetts show,25 per cent, of insane
caused by intemperate habits of the per-

steamers must

are

a

The bureau

Cas-teel-yo,)

where the

is called

cases.

is spurned, while the latter receives
words of sympathy.

ostensibly free port, the
Custom House being SO miles up the river,
a

our

as

“Greytown’' substituted;
but since Nicaragua has gained possession, it is recognized officially only bv the

a

millinery,

Suitable for Holiday Gifts.

appear proper to
IIow to do this is a

such, confined to the wealthy.
ISO''. It was during their occupation that “Kleptomania is now recognized as a disthe original name,San Juan del Norte, was ease in females of position, and few locanot,

visited New York and Boston and
very thorough examination of an
the NEW and DESIRABLE
STYLES in

made

Insane Asy-

evidently
houses, though there crime and
insanity are developed. I say
shops, numerically out of
developed, because we do not “gather
: test
to
rememberall
the
season,
proportion
present population,
ligs from thistles.” We must grow our
ii
engineers' report, kept by Englishmen, Germans and Amerifigs on the trees nature has provided,
»n!y two seasons, the wet cans. An odd feature of local business
lie has
Hence our criminal is developed.
< >f course the >an Juan
is the cachedores, or traveling salesa criminal disease and the use of liquors
several mouths, but be- women.
These female drummers make
what might have been latent, inne silted up, the others
constant trips between Greytown and the develops
herited: while without it, and in good suram.
As the sandbar closinterior, and it is whispered that they are
roundings, he would have eliminated his
ii
(rieytown, that of the expert smugglers and make a good deal
criminal tendency as other diseases are
dies to the seaward in of money outside of regular “business.”
eliminated by physicians, or climatic enritory, opened wider and They carry imported manufactured goods
If this point is well taken,
vironments.
and
interior
the
return
it
is
to
■lay
bringing coun- then criminals should be treated as dispractically the
reat river.
try produce, such as cheese, chickens, eased and each case
diagnosed and specMreytown is way down in eggs, vegetables, which they readily distreated.
Nervous diseases in variially
iug well nigh undone be- pose of; for although such commodities ous forms are
perhaps one of the causes
ns of its fickle river and the bring a fancy price here, and are always
for the habit of intemperance. Epileptic
k of “doings’" on the part iu demand, there are no market-gardens
conditions no doubt are such as to deinto tlie

atei
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treat it
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Criminals.

In olden times “An eye for an
perhaps as well as conditions

was

lums and

the

During

and

revolution the patriots seized
the port, but were expelled by the British iu 1S4S, who claimed the district in

nago came
up to its
the channel of entrance
was

days

Nicaraguan

them.

harbor

erected.

were
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romances.

would permit. Burning of witches was because of want of
knowledge. In these

but there

defences

this town and vessels of

Hi

treating

we

Juan river.

known,
early in
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”

Editor of The Journal. Are

the

sailed from lake

were fortifications here
the 17th century. In 1700, it was
port of entry by royal charter and

the sea

Crime
To
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ngs look rather discour\ample: the splendid pier,

dusky creatures comphysical characteristics
anything to be found in
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”
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1.50
1.75
2.50
2.50
4,09
12,00

Fanxie Buigiiam Ward.

discovery of this coast,
place was brought into farther notice
by Captain Diego Machuca, who entered
Nicaragua down the San
The date of the first Spanish
settlement at San Juan del Norte is not

:<

remarkable

as

the

..Mcaiagua

of these

some

bine mental and

may yet
Some time

but did uot glean any
’.nation about the pros; wite resumption of work,
>e,

Of course
man, resistance is useless.
good deal of this must be taken with
“grains of salt;” but there is no doubt

a

Greytown has had other ups and downs
in times long past, and perhaps, in spite
of its closed-up harbor and teuautless

”

$2.00

ment.

a

would not sell at any price. Truly, "Hope
springs eternal in the human breast.”

Men’s Imported Cotton Half Hose, 12k) up to 50c I Men’s Cardigan Jackets,
75c up to
“
l<
“
Woolen
Half
12k)
50c
Silk Neckwear,
Imported
Hose,
25c “
“
“
“
Elastic Web Suspenders, 12k;
25c “
$1.50
Mufflers,
“
“
50c “ 2.00
Night Sbirts,
Canes,
35c “
“
Kid Gloves and Mittens $1,00
Japanese Silk Handkerchiefs,20c “ 1,00
“
Initial Handkerchiefs,
25c “ 1.00
Umbrelllas
1,00
“
and Boys’ Wool Sweaters,$1.00 “ 4.00
Fur Gloves and Mittens, 1.59

W. R. Malcolm, of Knobel. Clay Co.. Ark.,
writes:
Since I wrote you we have had a baby
girl born to us. Mv wife took your 'Favorite
Prescription all during pregnancy until confine-

n

remarkably

Hundreds of Articles.
Beautiful, Useful,
Desirable and Sensible,

out

>
"
o
.»

t]o
1o

1 *
2*1

4 do
1 4i)
1* M

7 07
7 27
7 d.8

27
42

7 7(>

:■
"7
1

to 08
n; 18
0 25

7 44

*1 at $5.00
Limited tickets for Boston are now
from Belfast and all stations on Brain h.
Through tickets t*> all points West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale l»v F. 1 ( iwwi.ky,
(iKdlhiK F. K\ A NS.
Agent, Belfast.
(leneial Manager.
F. E. Bootiibv, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 18P0.

Legislative Notice.
Winterport Ferry
its
THELegislature
their charter.
at

ment to

Co. will petition the
session for an amend4w4P

next

Obituary.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Mrs. Abby Mathews, formerly of Belfast,
died at her home at East Northport, last
Sunday, after a very painful illness, which
she bore with remarkable fortitude. She
was born in Deer Isle in 1817, a daughter of
Capt. Anthony and Mrs. Abby Merchant.
Ln early life she married Capt. Willard
Mathews of Belfast, and lived for many

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1896
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Oo.

Republican
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CHAHX.ES A

the place on Northport avenue now
owned by John F. Rogers. Capt. Mathews
died in 1888, and a few years later Mrs.
Mathews sold her place and bought one at
East Northport, to be near her daughter,
Nellie, wife of Geo. W. Knowlton, now’ deceased. Three daughters have preceded the
mother, Mrs. Knowlton, and Misses Carrie
and Susie Mathews. One daughter, Miss
Priscilla Mathews, who lived with the
mother, and two sons, Capt. William H.
Mathews of Norwich, Ct., and Charles H.
Mathews of Lawrence, Mass., survive her.
She was an active member, for many years,
in the Methodist church, and her life wras

years

(Georgia papers say. that Major Hanson
of Macom will be iu McKinley’s cabinet.
been elected it

Bryan
Mayor

Had
been

The old

might

have

Hanson of Belfast?
bill has been laid

Dingley

on

the shelf in the Senate, but work has
begun on a new one, to be submitted at
the extra session to be called
dent

by

Presi-

McKinley.

The

Republicans gained

four members

such

the good opinion of all who
knew her. Throughout her long life she has
always been depended on by her neighbors
and friends in cases of sickness, haviug a
kind heart, and willing hands. In her family
she was all that a dutiful wife and mother
could be, and in the neighborhood in which
she resided was an ever valued frieud.
Even in her later years she wTas a favorite of
the young, entering into their feelings and
sympathizing with them in their troubles.
She will be greatly missed by the entire
community. The funeral was held in the
East Northport schoolhouse Tuesday afterThe
noon, Itev. Wm. J. Wilson officiating.
interment was in the family lot in GroveCemetery, Belfast.

of the Common Council in the Boston city
election Tuesday.
The majority tor li-

10,000.

about

was

cense

Chelsea went for

Newbury port

Cambridge
license; Lynn

no

and
and

for license.

It seems to be

generally conceeded that
Dingley, Jr., is the coming
the Treasury, and it adds

Hon. Nelson

Secretary of

the additional honor thus to be
confened upon Maine that everybody ad-

greatly

mits

to

Mr.

Dingley’s

on

fitness for this im-

portant office.
Another effort is to be made to banish

liquor from the Capitol at Washington,

as

to win

Mrs. Mary L. Murch died at her home ou
ought
Congress
street in this city, Dec. 11th, of
is a much more temperate bod\ than it Congress
pneumonia. She had been in poor health
was a
score of years ago, and the few
for several years, and for five weeks past
members who are addicted to the use of had been
seriously ill. She was born in
stimulants can easily satisfy their thirst Washington County, North
Carolina, but
elsewheic.
Cold tea” should no longer her parents, Capt. Obed and Mrs. Mary Hussey, came to Maine when she was quite
figure v‘ii the Capitol bills of fare.
young and settled in Hallowed. In FebruWe have before mentioned the candi- ary, 1887, she married Janies B. Murch,
of Unity, where they lived until 1858,
dacy of L. C Morse, Esq.,of Pittsfield, for Esq.,
when they came to Belfast and moved into
office
S.
tlie
of U.
Pension Agent for
tiie house in which they lived the remaindMaine, and this week we give an article
er of their lives.
He died in April, 1880.
from the Pittsfield Advertiser advocating There are
hut two families now living ou
bis claims, with an excellent portrait of Congress street who were there when Mr.
Mi. Muise.
There is nothing further to | and Mrs. Murch moved there, J. W. Fredhe said as to the qualifications of Mr. j eri- k and Mrs. Alina C. Winslow.
Mrs.
Murch had a great love for reading and
Morse t'oi the position, or of his
and it

to be successful.

1

military

and

j

kept thMiuUghiy posted in current events
and polities, in addition to a familiar knowledge of the best in literature. She had a

record, which are alike creditthe highest degree

civil

able in

memory, and it was ever a
pleasure to listen to her conversation on
any of these subjects. She was strong in

very retentive

Major Alvord, the head of the national'
dairy bun-au, thinks the idea that milk
should he delivt red in the early morning
is
notion which should be got out of

We

under the impression that milk
•like any merchandise," is delivered to

interesting

story about the Margaretta, the British
vessel captured at that place in 1775, and
it appears that she was taken up Middle
River and

hidden,

but latter

was

of

deeply felt.

funeral w'as held Monday
afternoon, Rev. C. H. Wells officiating.

refitted

Patten.

The

Mrs. Grace A. Young died, Dec. Oth at her
home on Court street after a long illness, of
consumption. For four weeks she hung between life ami death, hut realized that the

and sailed

as a privateer.
She encounterBritish man-of-war, and to
escape
her was beached in Sawyer’s Cove, Junes-

ed

ready

was ever

a reason

Her interest in the details of her household work continued to
the last. She leaves one son, Lucius H.
Murch, of this city; one daughter, Lottie,
wife of Bertram L. Smith, Esq., of Patten;
and one grand-daughter, Mrs. Kate S. Burr
and one grandson, Bertram L. Smith, Jr.
will be

suit the convenience of customers, rather
than the convenience of the vender.
an

and

for the faith that was in
her."
She was a valued friend, a devoted
mother and an excellent neighbor.
Ever
grateful and appreciative of favors bestowed upon her, careful and attentive to the
slightest wants of those about her, her loss

give

‘•to

are

The Machias Union tells

dislikes,

her likes and

people's beads. Milk should be so clean,
ami so .era ted and cooled, that it will
Then the
leadily keep several di-.\ s.
milkman should deliver it at any time
which suits his convenience, like any
merchandise.

a

port, and burned. This was in Septem- end was near and was
prepared to meet it
ber or October, 1770, and parties are now
cheerfully. She was a daughter of Willard
looking for her “bones,” which the Union E. and the late Mira Page, and wife of Roy
says are “evidently somewhere in the E. Young. She was a young woman of
( eve, but the
deposit of mud and weeds i pleasing manners, of good mind and heart
r’f more than a century have covered the I and had many friends, both in Jackson,
timbers or that portion of the bottom I where her early childhood was passed, and
| in Belfast, where she had lived for several
that was left from the fire.”
She was a professed Christian and
years
her daily walk testified before those who
the
Despite
many conflicting reports i knew her chat sin tried to live
up to her

j

there is

little doubt of the death of
the ( ubau leader, and lor the
ow

Maceo,
credit of
he

humanity

not

was

it

is to be

j

hoped that
death by the Span- j

lured to bis

profession. She was an active worker in
the Good Templars, and Belfast Lodge attended tin* funeral in large numbers. The
services

were

by Rev. J. F. Hazel.

The

The story j floral offerings were handsome and nurner(ms, the freewill offerings of a host of warm
! friends.
the
of
by
Marquis
Ahumada, and upon
I
going inside the Spanish lines with his
Word was received here Saturday of the
staff, all were murdered by the
Spanish, death iu London, England, of Capt. Martin
except one, a Dr. Zertucha, who is claim- V. Lancaster, formerly of Belfast. He was
ed to be a traitor who
betrayed Maceo. born in Belfast, a sou of the late Valentine
iards in the

manner

is that Maceo

Should this

described.

invited to

was

conference

a

story be confirmed, Maceo

dead will accomplish more for Cuban independence than Maceo living. Certainly
there would be no hesitancy on the
part
of this country in according the Cubans
recognition, and in aiding them to secure
their freedom, even if this action involved
with Spain.

a war

The report on the vital statistics of
Maine for 1804 contains some
interesting
facts.
more

For

boys

than

women

ried

example, while there are
girls there are more aged
men.
Less people got mar-

than

in

Maine, in proportion

fore.

These

number of
no

live apart,
When it is re-

reach.
no

Catholic

can

be di-

vorced. this condition of affairs presents
an
appalling charge for those who realize
that the home is the foundation rock of
the State.
Statistics for the whole country show one divorced couple to every 84

couple,

so

that the

Maine is abnormal.

percentage

in

at

to be

Belfast

The Committee

Teachers held a special
meeing Monday evening and voted to establish the special school, for which funds have
heen raised by private subscription. Miss
on

C. Frye’s schoolliouse has heen hired for
the purpose, and Miss Abbie McDowell engaged as teacher. The school will begin
Monday, January 4th, for a term of ten
E.

intended for all within the
school ages, from 5 to 21, who have got behind their classes by reasons of sickness or
other causes, or who want to continue to attend school, but do not care to attend the
graded schools. All who desire to attend
must make application to the Superintendent, who will decide in all cases whether
or not the
pupil can attend the special
school.
The resignation of Miss Myra Jackson,
and

is

teacher of the
ed, hut her
chosen.

Union

successor

school,
has

was

not

acceptyet been

sous

California.
educated.

iu

The

England,
sons

are

and two
in

sisters in
to be

England

C. Gray, formerly of Penobscot, but
of Cape Bezier, passed away recently. He was 80 years of age, and a much
Mr.

later

respected citizen,
kind

Schools.

to

voyage

a

good neighbor

and

He leaves two children
his death.

father.

mouru

weeks,

which cause and sustain the disease.

a

to

Mrs. Jane Bryant of Thorndike died Dec.
2d, at the age of 92 years. She was born in
Thoinaston, Dec. 20th, 1804, the daughter of
Daniel Weed, who removed to Knox when
Mrs. Bryant was four years old. She was in
many respects a remarkable woman; of a
strong constitution she often boasted that if
all people were like her the doctors would
starve or change their vocation. She had
been much among the sick. She was also
skilled in domestic manufacture, having in
her possession at the time of her death a

woolen carpet which was spun, colored and
woven by her own hands, as well as bedspreads, linen tablecloth and towels. Although she was the eldest of her father’s
family she was the last to depart this life.
Of her generation in the community she
was the last also.
She was a pensioner,
her youngest sou having been lost in the
Levant.
She
government ship
leaves
three daughters Mrs. McDougall, with
whom her latter
days were passed,
Mrs. Hiram Eastman of Montville, Mrs.
Otis Weed of Knox, and one son, James A.
Bryant of Thorndike.

Capt. William N. Bartlett, a well known
and highly respected citizeu of Brewer, died
at his residence on Maple street at 10 o’clock

We have
watches.

#

strength.

Send for book of

cures

Cuba

by
List of

Hood’s
Co., Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.

Pills

IlOOCl S

the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.

He had been in poor health
time, having been obliged to retire
business, that of a master mariner,
about a year ago on that account. His age
was 53 years.
Capt. Bartlett was one of the
ablest commanders that sailed from his
city and during the last years of his voyaging was captain and part owner of the well
known schooner Gertrude A. Bartlett which
He was highly rewas built in Brewer.
spected by all and many friends deeply rewas
He
a
member of
decease.
his
gret
Wildey lodge of Odd Fellows and Brewer
lodge of Uuited Workmen He leaves a
widow, a daughter, Mrs. Allan P. Trask of
Bangor, and a sister, Mrs. Adams.

Sunday night.
for some
from his

NORTNPORT
George Lane

NEWS.

home for the winter
also Charles Batchelder of sell. Helen.
Mr.

is at

the

Cubans.

Books Prepared by a Constant Reader at
our Free Library.

:

ish statesmen.” The author speaks from
the standpoint, and with the knowledge of a
leader in the party which is trying to free
Cuba.
Due South or Cuba Past and Present
by M. M. Ballou (547.11) is an exceedingly
readable book by an American who visited
the island several times. It would probably

apt. u narms iviiuaucs nas cu>seu ms season’s work and hauled his vessel,
sell.
v

Loring,

in'o the

Cove

for

the

winter.

the feeling of disappointment of
some of the members because of the change
of the meetings of the C. E. society from

Owing

to

Sunday evening to Wednesday evening, the
has changed the time of meeting
back to Sunday, as being the most appropriate evening for the services.
manager

at

There are two post offices in this town, one
the Cove and the other at East North-

which the present incumbents in all
probability will be obliged to give up, and
port,

already aspirants are bobbing up serenely
in anticipation of securing the title of P. M.
Mr. Harvard El well seems to be the coming
man for the office at the Cove, while Mr.
Frank Dickey is mentioned as the one most
likely to get the office at East North port.
So mote it be.
The family of Mr. J. J. Sliaw have left the
place recently bought by Mr. Folwell of

Philadelphia

and

are

now

occupying

the

Burkmar house at East North port, Mr.
Shaw will be greatly missed, as for nearly
GO years he lias been a familiar tigure at the
Cove, genial and jovial; in fact a hale fellow well met, and his absence will be greatly felt by the old as well as by the young.
It is hoped that he and his family will find
their surroundings pleasant and that happiness and contentment will abide with them
in their new home.
The

presents quite a pretty picture
as one looks down from the hill
upon the
little forest of masts that rise from the
decks of the vessels hauled up for the wincove

There is the Julia Edna, Kitty Laurie,
W. H. Jewell, the Helen, Francis M. Loring and the Canton. The best thing of all
is the captains of these vessels and most of
the crews are citizens here, highly respected and always gladly welcomed back at the
close of the season’s arduous duties in a seater.

faring life to their well-earned rest and
joyment of peaceful and happy homes.

en-

Capt. C.

E. Drinkwater, of seh. William
Jewell, left here Saturday morning on a
bird shooting expedition down Eggemoggin
H.

Reach.

The party who accompanied the
captain were R. E. Patterson, E. B. Elwell,
Wainsville Chapman and Oscar Drinkwater.
It is expected they will return with
a hold full of feathers and deck load oi
ducks, cr other aquatic fowls. Let us hope
good luck will attend them ou the trip and
that they will come back so heavily laden
with the fruits of their skill that everybody
at the Cove will eujoy the pleasure
their lives of dining on a delicious
back duck. (?)

once

in

canvas

Cubans and has commanded the recognition
and respect of the advanced rank of Span-

Flag

Ripley (,445 4)

Flag

to

is

the story of

Prospect’s

Abundant Apple Crop.

ever seen.

bushels

crop in
the cellar was no small job. Now the times
have been when he could get $300 for his
But his pumpkin sweets,
present crop.
greenings, nodheads anti a fine lot of pears
are beginning to rot, and it looks now as
though the most of his labor in storing the
crop will be lost. Fine specimens of kings,
spies, bald wins, and all the hard keeping
varieties are among the bins and barrels to
go wi tli the rest.
In

we have
in one bin
hundred bushels of handpicked baldwins and in another bin more
than a hundred bushels, besides bushels of
other varieties that the cattle and hogs are
eating and some of them are the finest specimens ever raised in this section.
Fifty
more

our

own

than

cellar

one

ago a prophecy of such great abundof apples would have been ridiculed as
impossible. Only think of it, we drove a
span of horses through a man’s orchard not
long ago, where his road was, and the
wheels and horses feet mashed up more apples than there *was in a whole school district stow'ed away for winter use fifty years
years

ance

ago.

The friends of Rev. John F. Tilton, pastor
of the Baptist church at Belfast, are extending congratulations to him on his engagement to Miss Katherine Berry, teacher in a
Grammar school at Houlton. Miss Berry is
a graduate of Colby University, class ’93.
fKennebec Journal.

!

I

(first); Win. I> Doe, Belfast, (second ami
final): Modell Leonard, Montville, (first and
final); Robert A. Vmal, Winterport, (third
and final); Henry E. Patterson, Waldo, (first
and final
Wills presented in estate of William G.
Sibley, Freedom: Eva A. Kearney, Belfast.
Petition for allowance presented in estate
of Isaac Bennett, Troy.
In the Insolvency Court petitions in insolvency were presented in estates of Leroy
Harding, Burnham; Robert B.
Unity. Notice of second meeting ordered in
estate of Sanderson
L. Hall, Stockton
Springs. First meeting of creditors held in
estate of James F. Fernald and Owen (I.
Wiiite

woman’s

read about Cuba alone, the lirst twelve
chapters may be omitted. As it is a story
of adventure we fancy it will appeal to the
younger class of readers.
The physical features of Cuba are described rather more at length than its economic conditions in some fifteen pages of a
learned book called “Mexico, Central America, and West Indies” by that famous

W. T. COLBURN’S.

in estate of
to Dec. 22d.

Examination
Downes and ad-

B. W.

Slippers.

Velvet

Men’s

*4

3 to 5.

Soys’

How’s

This

44

Youths"

!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
F. .1. CHENEY A CO., Props.. Toledo, O.

These

We, the undersigned, have known F. ,1. Cheney
f<>r the last Id years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligation made by

ad-

to

appointed assignee.

A T :•> *

*

Cooksoii,

Also the

12 to

ail new, good

are

2,

style slippers.

following bargains in WARM 5LIPP1

their firm.

ventures and

!

West iV Tki ax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
WAtruxo, K inn an V"v Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, o.
Hall’s Catarrh Core is taken internally, acting

directly

upon the blood

and

mucous

Men’s Felt Sole

system. Price 75c. per bottle.
Druggists. Testimonials free.

Sold

by all

Ladies’

Slippers,

44

“

4 4

4

Ladies'

surfaces of

the

4

Lur IrimnkJ

Ladies’ Beaver Buskins,
A great variety of the better grade of Siipp
just received ard will be sold very low.

FOR CHRISTMAS

Frenchman, Bed us. (5)48.10) The maps anti
numerous illustrations, particularly of Havana, Matanzas, and Santiago are interesting to one who wishes to study details.

W Ol'lv.
Never before offered so

who have no time to read au envolume but must “read as they run”
nothing better can be found than an article

cheap.

McClintock B

W. T. COLBURN,

For those

PLAIN SILK RIBBONS,

tire

the Review of Reviews for April, 185)0, entitled “Our Cuban neighbors and their struggle for Liberty.” It was written by Murat
Halstead, who was “commissioned to Cuba
by the New York Journal to ascertain and
report the truth.” It covers the entire
ground and is well worth reading.
in

the Cosmopolitan contains three
articles in relation to Cuba.
Yol. 101 of the North American Review
(054 01) has an article entitled “The Cuban
Situation” by the Ex-Mayor of Havana, and
in Yol. 102 of the same Review is an article
on
“The Possible Complications of the
Cuban Question” from the pen of our former townsman, Mayo W. Hazeltine.
The most recent article the library has to
offer is also by Mr. Hazeltine iu the December issue of the North American,—“What
shall be done about Cuba?” He, justifies
the revolutionists and insists that in accordance with the traditional policy of the United States, Cuba should be recognized as
Constant Reader.
belligerent.

ALL PERFECT,
NEW 0001)5,
AT 15 CENTS PER Y ARD.

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded, in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Dec. 10, 1896:
E. B. Towle, Belleville, Kan to Ezra V.
Towle, Thorndike; land iu Thorndike. MatHathaway, Waterville, to Jefferson F.
Wilson, Belfast; land in Belfast. Stanley D.

tie A.

Eugene Wood, et al.,
Belfast ; land and buildings in Belfast. Beuj.
F. Batchelder, Troy, to Chas. L. Reynolds,
Hallowed ; land and building in Troy. Mary
J. Black, Morrill, to Israel Woodbury, do.;
land and buildings iu Morrill. Daniel Dutton, Waldo, to Israel Woodbury: land in
Knox.
Stephen J. Gushee, Appleton, to
Israel Woodbury; land in Searsmout. Emily
B. Seavey, Brooks, to Daniel W. Hanson,
Jackson; land in Brooks. Geo. M. Newcomb, Monroe, to Win. K. Burgess, do.;
land iu Monroe. Hattie M. Jackson, Belmont to Fred H. lvnowltou, tin.; laud and
buildings in Belmont. Hattie M. Jackson
to Goe. E. Jackson, Belmont; land and
buildings iu Belmont. Augusta A. Cooley,
Belfast, to Hattie M. Jackson; land and
buildings in Belmont. Edmund J. Murcli,
Bangor, to D. F. Clements, Newburgh; land
and buildings in Winterport. Tlios. lvuowlton, Belfast, to James F. lvnowltou, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast. Henry A. Pierce
et als., New Haven, Ct., to Jason Hills,
Lincoluville; land and buildings in Lincolnville. Clias. R. Magee, Thomaston, to Lizzie H. Wvmau, et ah, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast.
to

Mr. Wilber
Stockton Springs.
Wilkins of Prospect visited Mr. Frank
Crockett last week_Miss Mattie Littlefield
came home recently from Augusta, where
she has been employed, on account of illuess.
_Plaster

Simon

Littlefield,

while

riding

party with a company of young
people on Tuesday evening, fell from the
back part of the wagon and received some
painful injuries about the head-The High
School in the Roberts district begins next
Wednesday, Mr. Fred Nickerson, teacher..
Isaac Partridge, James Marden and Sumner
Overlock left Monday few a logging camp
near Moosehead Lake, where they have secured employment-Mr. Andrew Littlefield of Prospect called on friends in Stockton Springs last week... Miss Lida Cook is
recovering from a serious illness-MasteEddie Jacobs entertained a party of young
friends last Tuesday evening, it being bis
twelfth birthday. Refreshments were served
and the evening was very pleasantly spent
in games and dancing.
a

in and let us show
g'oods suitable tor the
come

'k

OF ALL KINDS.
A NEW STOCK OF

r>

|

{'

g

OF ALL KINDS
As we are to

will sell

take stock in
at the

Dive us a call and please remember we
are old, experienced buyers and can sell
cheap.

B. F. WELLS.

CUT GLASS, Mounted in Sterling Silv?
Remember,

HALE'S

lTest,

HONEY

where dis-

to

Hlu»v GootU.

National

Bat ,?'e

i

i

ot

the throat

HOREHOUND
AND

1

and 1 linos

neglected.
cure

in

one

Apricots. Peaches, Figs, Dates. Car
m
Fruits, Nuts. Fine Confectionery.

Seeded Raisins,

In

minute.

fact

CAPITAL, $150,00(1.

a

first-class Grocery -Store.

Come and

Masonic

Tempi

for Christmas

CUri-ty lin

ers, three in n Set, warranted,
Pocket Unices, all styles an<l sizes, usually sold
A-O
and
til) cents,
for
tin
Raisin Seeders,
Mrs. Potts' Irons,
fit
Warranted Scissors, (lilt Handles, Xirkel Plated
Blades, different sizes, front
.'Hic to I
■

SURPLUS, $33,000.
From

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

in

Suggestions

Maine.

from 9 to 12 A. M.

everything kept

SWIFT & PAUL S.

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

VOI R

Sew Raisins, Citrons, Prunes, Cnri

TAR

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horehound and T.ir you know wh.it a
safeguard it is against tnroat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache Drops

Christinas is Coming
AND NOW IS THE TIME TO (JET

OF

r

Open

Trouble

-—-—--—--

his richest

are

no

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

reaps

1

NICE COLO WATCH3

SOME NICE PIECES OF

!------i !

consumption

WORK

,

A tine stock of them for both Ladies and
The finest stock we ever carried.

Belfast, Dec. 2, 1896.—4w49

eases

T

U’

.

L0WE5T BOTTOM PRICES.

i

HOR TOILET.
I'ABLE and

flj

January, '97,

goods

vou some

Holidas

Lace Goods and Hdkfs,

North

home from

Then
liful

Wii!til Nos. 30, 22, 16 and 12.
Width in inches, 3 1-8, 2 3-4, 2 3-8. 2.

Yol. 15* of

Gray, Bucksport,

Our Prospect correspondent, F. P., writes:
The apple crop in town this year was the

a

,

Petition to sell real estate presented in
of Louvilie W. and Rina E. Whitten, minors, Unity; James Lewis, Liberty;
Mary 1). Patterson, Waldo.
Account of administration presented in
estates of Sophronia Walker, Winterport,

by Eliza McIIatton

experiences in the South during the Civil War, in Mexico, anti in Cuba.
It is all very interesting, but if one wishes

g£Q R pQQR

estates

with greater favor from the
reader than the first book on our list.
To Cuba and Back by Richard Henry
Dana, jr (547.3) is equally as readable as
the last mentioned, but was published in
1859, and unless one lias time to read all the
Library affords on this subject, we think
something more nearly up to date will have
the preference.
From

This” is the quality of our silver plated ware
stood the test for 50 years. Look for the trade
when Hiving.
JEW(

dike.

opened
general journed

meet

exrs.

Warrant in insolvency issued against esJames Lewis, Liberty.
License to sell real estate granted in estate of Henry II. Cook, Liberty.
Warrant to appraise issued in estates of
Henry Sparrow, Monroe; Nelson P. Gould,
Montville.
Petition for administration presented in
estates of Henry X. Wildes, Monroe: John
S. Smedburg, Unity; Jane Bryant, Thorn-

rera (547.27) lias, in the language of the editorial preface “stood the test of criticism and
review by all parties in Cuba and Spain, and

Capt Alonzo Batchelder, of sell. Helen,
arrived Sunday and will remain at lioint
for the winter.
Mr. Arthur Packard left Monday to take
the position as attendant at the Bridgewater, Mass., Insane Asylum.

Murcb,

purpose of this article to call the
attention of your readers to a few books
and magazine articles in our Free Library
which treat of Cuba and the questions involved in the war now in progress there.
Cura and the Cubans by Raimundo Cab-

unquestioned and unimpeached
the subject of Cuba and the

:

an

tate of

not.

on

high.

present that they will prove satisfactory.

Guardian appointed: E. A. Sprowl, to
Nelson P. Gould, Montville, insane.
Administrators appointed: John R. Sparrow, in estate of Henry Sparrow, Monroe;
Willis A. Cates in estate of Amelia S. Cates,
Belfast.
Will approved in estate of Edmund
March, Unity, Lewis H. and Albert R.

It is the

remains au

Courts.

s.

Chains, Jewel'r.

and Snver Novelties, if
You can feel safe in i.

*

of these goods is

asson:

Prices from 52.

mont.

future, the United States will interfere,
and it will be for Spain alone to determine
whether this interference shall mean war

authority

Insolvency

|

large

a

abstract of the business of
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, December term, 1896:
Allowance granted to widow in estates of
Samuel L. Stubbs, Monroe; Lorenzo A.
Soule, Searsmont; Albert A. Moody, Bel-

near

Wellington Drink water of Malden,
Mass., is here visiting his relatives and
friends.
Mr.

Francis M.

Following is

Just
the Editor ok The Journal:
this time when the struggle for liberty
w’hich the Cubans are making is attracting
world-wide attention, nearly every one
wants to know something about Cuba, its
history and its people. Since the advent of
President Cleveland’s annual message this
desire has been intensified greatly.
A war
between the United States and Spain is now
easily possible. The latter power has been
given to understand that unless the Rebellion in Cuba is brought, to au end in the very

or

Masonic Temple.

Probate and

To

are

ej

and

at

Sarsaparilla
To C. T. TTood &

$50.

A. P. MANSFIELD »

Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and
feeding the nerves upon pure blood.
Cures of That Tired Feeling by restoring

Perkins crop was some five hundred
and for an old pioneer to stow that

can

simply

who

was

? HATCHES !

Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities

and two

are

The

walk for weeks.

One of the best lots that I have
seen is at a Mr. Perkins, who has a young
orchard down in the valley between Ml.
Waldo and Me mountain. It is a finely
sheltered spot with deep and rich soil. Mr.

and the number of

greater than ever bethe legal divorces; the

was

membeied that

married

or

-1

Don’t fail to examine the Christmas stock of
Handkerchiefs at Mansfield’s. They have been
placed at prices which ought to insure tnere being
no “left-ov.rs” the 26th day of December.

Great Britain. When here last
summer Capt. Lancaster was suffering from
diabetes, and about that time other troubles
developed which resulted in blood poisoning, from which lie died. He leaves a wife

Vermont
The divorce statistics

couples

statistics

built

able to work

MANSFIELD’S.

largest ever known. And now, despite feeding to stock, there are more apples here than
ever before at this time, and some of the best

Hampshire,

alarming.
there is one divorce,
divorces in 1804

popula-

with

his parents to
Lincolnville when a boy. He began going
to sea in early life and when 21 years old
sailed for China in a small side-wheel
steamer, to return only after an absence of
26 years. His first visit home was in the
summer of 1896, when he came as a
captain
in the service of the China Merchants’
Steam Navigators’ Co. on a mission for the
Ch inese government. For 19 years past he
ha»l been a captain in the Company’s employ
and as the 40 steamers owned by the company are all subsidized by the Emperor, he
was directly in the government employ. The
Emperor recently ordered for the government two large modern steamships, to be
went

—

Glasgow, Scotland, one of which
commanded by Capt. Lancaster,
and is now ready for sea. It was to take
For every nine marriages
charge of this steamer that he made his last

tion. than in New
and Kliode Island.
are

to

Lancaster, but

Cures Handkerchief Week

Prove the merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
positive, perfect, permanent Cures.
severest
in
forms, like
Cures of scrofula
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Boils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism,where patients were un-

SOLICITED.

CAR PIXG A XI IPS. SKATES.
GUMS. RU PPS, RE POP I PRs.

14tf

A t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December*, A. 1). 1896.
MEL MURRAY, Guardian of LOUVILLE
W. and BIN A E. WHITTEN, minor heirs
of GEORGE W. CLARK, late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition for license to sell at private sale certain
real estate of said minors.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show' cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

J, H. & J. W. JONES.

NexWooe t° L. T

Shales’

f)() M(Ull

S’

EVERYTHING IN HARDW ARE._—

ORA

Notice of Annual

Meeting.

annual meeting «>f the stockholders d the
MERCHATS’ HARINE RAILW AY COHPANY
of Belfast will he held at the stored .1. W l-'red
eriek & Co. on W ednesday, January ft, 1*97, at 2
o’clock P. M. The business on hand will he to
hear Treasurer’s report! to elect live directors ;ud
to transact any other business that may come before said meet iug.
FKEDKKU K,
CH AS. W
Secretary and Treasimr.
Bellas;, Dee. IT, 1896.-3w51*

THE

Mof ice of .ttwignee of his
ment.
At Belfast, in the

County of Wald

.Maine, the ninth .lay of Devon
undersigned herein gives n
point n.etit as assignee id' the*"
K FERN ALL) «d Belfast, in said «
do. Insolvent Debtor, who ha** b.
insolvent upon his own petition 1
Insolvency for said Countv of Wad
2w51
OWI-Nli. WHIl

rpilE
1

THE

OF

>

w

\I

BELFAST.

_

hristmas

nville, Thursday

Lined

r

ball at Farmers*

:4th.
Morrill will he present
i'f A. E. Clark Camp,
ii
Jan. 4th, and speak on
f

Objects.”
write
George
valued contribu"My earliest rec ollecau Journal are of his
•Our

d
■

<>ur

There will be a meeting of the
executive
committee of the Children's Aid
Society at
the Alliance rooms

to-morrow, Friday,

at 4

m.

p.

There was no quorum at the regular meeting of Seaside Hose Co. Monday evening
and the meeting was
adjourned two weeks.
Staples & Cottrell have the agency for a
novelty in gentlemen’s cuffs, made in such a
manner that they are reversible and can be
used either with the plain or link butt-ms.
A meeting of veterans to
organize a Com-

Following is a list of unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the
week ending Dec, 12, 189(1:
Ladies—Mrs.
Carrie Rich Chase. Gentlemen—Mr. Wi!liainN. Dodge, Mr. James E. Rich.
mand
Pensions have been granted as follows:
Additional, Gilbert McLaughlin, Halldale;
increase, Robert H. Carey, Rockport;

nal, widows, etc., Marv

origi-

E.

of the Union Veterans’ Union will be
held at W. H. Clifford’s hair
dressing rooms,

Secret

I
I

Societies.

regular meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will he held next Monday
i evening.
The annual meeting of Bay City Council,
! American Legion of Honor, will he held
next. Monday evening.

1

The

The Endowment Rank of the Knights of
Pythias elected the following officers, Dec.
9th: President, Henry Staples; Vice Prcsi-

LADIES
WITH
RED FACES
And oily, greasy complexions, or
subject to
rashes, pimples, blackheads, yellow or
mothy
skin, will be gratified to learn that the
purest,
sweetest, and most effective skin purifier
and beautitier yet
compounded is

to-morrow, Friday, evening at 7 o’clock. To
be elegible for
membership a man must have dent, Arthur C. Whitney; Secretary, Francis

CUTICURA

McClure, Fair- served at least six months continuously at j H. Welch.
field.
the front, unless sooner
Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O. F., electdischarged by reason
•dies last Sunday eveuA farmer in a neighboring town
of wounds. All
It i9 so because it strikes at the cause of
ed the following officers Tuesday evening:
most
elegible veterans are iuvited
recently
ntleman that she thought
complexional disfigurations, viz.: the Clogged
shipped a number of barrels of good apples
ine
Commissioners are holding C. P., W. L. Hanson; H. P., E E. Wescott;
Irritated, Inflamed, or Overworked Poke.
County
i'f Jackson, and so adand a veal calf to a lirm in Boston.
A few 1 l,J*r regular December term
Suggestion: After cycling, golf, tennis, riding,
at the Court S. W., H. A. Wiley; Scribe, J. S. Davidson;
or athletics, a hath with Cuticura
was mistaken, however,
Soap is most
day- later he got this reply: “We mail you House for
the term bills and the F. S A. G. Spencer: Tr., R. H. Howes; J.
auditing
soothing,
cooling, and refreshing, preventing
hat his name was Little!
herewith a check for the value of the
chafing, redness,and roughness of the skin.soothveal, year’s accounts. All persons holding bills W., C. R. Harrison; Trustees, I. T. Clough,
big inflammation and when followed by gentle
minus SI, which the apples fell short of
M IH'iiald was in Belfast
L. T. Shales, F. A. Follett.
pay- against the county should present them
anointing with Cuticura (ointment), proves beneby
ing expenses."
ficial in relieving tired, lame,or strained muscles.
vay from Isle au Haut
Dec. 24th. A petition has been receivPalestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
Sold throughout the world. Price,
d tss., where lie will spen
The address of the President of the Maine ed to locate a
Ccticpra. 50c
SoAe. 25c.; Resolvent, 50c. and #1. Potter Dbio
has
elected
the
officers:
in
following
Comhighway
Thorndike, the
AND Chem. Core.. Sole
o
Boston.
Props.,
reports a poor seasou Medical Association, Lewis W. Pendleton, Selectmen
How
H.
oar
to
James
Obtain
a
Howes; Generalissimo,
Brilliant Complexion,” free.
mander,
having refused to do so.
bster catchers at the isM. D., of Portland, delivered before the asFrank E. Crowley; Captain General, Elmer
The Boston Globe is
conducting a voting
sociation June 3, 1890, has been issued in a
Small; Prelate, Frank R. Woodcock; Treascontest in which ten New
England teachers
urer, N. F. Houston; Recorder, Frauk L.
ggs is clearing a 5-acre lot neat pamphlet from the press of Stepheu
are to enjoy a
to Washington and wittrip
Portland.
It
is an able and an interBerry,
wer Congress street.
It is
Senior Warden Charles O’Connell;
ness the
inauguration of President McKin- Field;
but he intends to make esting paper.
ley. Votes are recorded for the following Junior Warden, W. C. Libby.
irden crops.
He is doing a
Mr. E. W. Willis, who for several years VTaldo
The annual meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
County teachers: Nancy A. Parker,
are in these days—building
past has been in charge of the upholstery Monroe; Sibyl
TO BE SOLD AT
Marriner, Belmont; Sadie A. A. O. U. W., will be held this, Thursday,
and repairing department of J. C.
Thomp- Russ, Belfast; Mary A. Bickford, Belfast; evening, instead of Dec. 24th, in accordance
with a provision of the constitution which
Hampden & Winterport son & Son, has decided to remain in Belfast, Emery D. Bickmore, Northport.
and will occupy a part of the
the holding of a regular meeting on
way was formally opened
Thompson
Steamer Notes. The Peuobscot was de- permits
store.
He solicits a continuance of the lib: tv, as far
as completed,
tained in Belfast Monday more than an hour other dates when the regular meeting should
eral patronage accorded him iu the past,
w.ll be carried on at night,
occur on a holiday or the day preceding a
taking freight. There were 15 tons of leatherand promises equally satisfactory work.
.rx
have stopped running.
board from Sherman & Co., 3 tons of leather holiday. The annual election of officers
>i i gauge.
The
Veterans, Attention!
Waldo from the Liberty tannery, ,‘KXl barrels of will be held.
Several members of Belfast Division, U. 50 Black
government surveyor, is County Veteran Association will meet with apples from various shippers, 75
and Blue Kersey Overcoats, satin
pork barrels
the comrades of Swanville at the
f the Bagaduce river at
Grange from Hatch Bros., aud the usual miscellane- If, K. of P., united in a call for a special
lined, at $10.00. They sell elsewhere at
T" form a basis for estihall, Jan. 7, 1897. The Swanville boys will ous freight-The steamer State of Maine meeting last Friday evening, the object of
$15.00.
•'nations to be made by
furnish beans aud coffee.
Bring your pic- of the International line is at. Portland for which was carefully kept from the captain, Look at my $10.00 Ulster. Others at $5.00 and
"v<-\ will be made from
nic baskets. The Swanville boys will do
repairs. It is said that the St. Croix will he Sir Knight Francis H. Welch, and even all
$7.50.
v
to the toll bridge.
their best to make the visit a pleasant one— the only boat on the route
during the great- knowledge of it until a few hours before the Boys’ two and three piece Suits, $1.00 to $3.50.
let us turn out and give them a good shak- er part of the wiuter. She will leave Bos- time. There was a large attendance, and i
us Cue past season have
Great value.
ton every
Water Co. to do most of ing up. [Sec’y.
Monday aud St. John, Thursdays. what transpired there was as much of a sur- Men’s Black Clay Worsted Suits, at $8.00.
to ( apt. Welch as are some things
.The steamer Salacia, recently
uTer-power. The steam
Regular $12 grade.
damaged prise
Engineer Josiah S. Paul of the Belfast
•a > 118 days this year
by tire, was towed to Bath from Portland which a new candidate meets when he enters Men’s Suits, $3.50 to $10.00. Big trades
ami Waterville freight train returned to
the
Order.
! ;ys in 18i*o.
for repairs.
The averCapt. Welch has, ever since the Odd
duty Monday after au abseuce of two weeks Monday
Coats, all wool, $2 50
Order was established here,taken great interf water in the city
! t
State Constable Mears searched the
on a hunting trip to Mt. Katabdiu.
He was
Odd Vests, all wool, $1 00
places est in the
and
it
is
I
his
work,
largely
through
oi
F. E. Nash and W. M. Cottrell last
accompanied by liis brothers Edward of
week, labors that the filiform Division holds the Men’s Good Pants, per pair, $1 00 and upwards
;’atronize home inPlymouth, Mass., and Adelbert of Morrill, but found nothing hat could be seized under
A few more Damaged Pants at half prices.
flow
in
expenditures
the liquor law. Saturday he made a search place it does as second to none in the State.
and Messrs. L. W. Steward of Manchester,
ai
i' spenty.
If we
This position is testified to by the frequent Boys’ Knee Pants at 15 cents.
st
the
Ocean
N.
H.
H.
March
of
House
without
H.,
Waterville and
an
aid.
i* i*■ •-1!ij be
surprised at
invitations received by the Division to give
would bring to the
Frank Bartlett of Unity.
They were in When the proprietor, S. W. Freeman, exhibition drills. In
recognition of these BUY OF TIIE MAKER,
'iiit-biv Journal.
*aw
the
officer coming up the hack
cam11 seven days and secured three deer,
services tin* Division presented Capt. Welch
.1 it applies to BelAND SAVE INTERMERCHANT PROFIT,
one of which, shot by J. S.
Paul, was 7 years street he ran into the house and fas- with a silver
writing set of eleven pieces.
tened the doors, and Mr. Mears was
Augtista.
old and had a perfect set of antlers.
obliged The
They
was
made
Sir
presentation
speech
by
to break down two doors to
gain admitmo.
owned by James saw a herd of 4* caribou on the North Peak
Elmer Small, but Capt. Welch was
tance.
When he got in lie found Freemau Knight
"f K a tali din, and several
."•'can Express team,
large moose, hut
too much surprised to respond. The gift and
breaking bottles of hard liquor into a tank
did not get a successful shot ai any.
MANUFACTURER. WHOLESALER.
-i ns.
Milo was prethe feeling which prompted it are, however,
>t water, but lie arrested the man aud took
AND RETAILER lv
-*
scrag by a friend in
the recipient.
New Advertisements.
highly
appreciated
B. C. Dinsmore.
by
of
‘barge
portions of the broken bottles and
n i being a remarkably
Main street, suggests three things to be
Mens and Boys’ Clothing,
*ome of the mixed
liquor and water. A
it tired
animal was remembered iu buying Christmas
Poisons engendered by food fermenting in
presents, hearing was held in the Police Court MonXext floor to Phenix House,
a
w tii whom his master
dyspeptic stomach are the direct cause of
and in reading his advertisement you will
day at which Freemau was found guilty ami rheumatism, gout, bronchitis, liver and kid4wo 1
Belfast, .Maine.
see that he meets the
requirements named. sentenced to a tine of 8100 and costs aud 00 ney complaints, asthma, pneumonia and
See what lie lias to offer in holiday
many nervous ailments.
slippers.
fell
while
at
Mary Casey
days iu jail, from which he appealed.
These results are prevented by the use of
This is handkerchief week at A. P. Mausv
'on s house last week
Shipping Items. Sch. Miantonomah ar- the Shaker Digestive Cordial, a remedy disMasonic
fields,
Christmas
stock
Temple—a
covered
and prepared by the Shakers of
•■sides receiving a numrived Saturday from Boston, aud has haul
Mount, Lebanon, N
at prices that will ensure a
V.
It is in itself a tood
quick sale.... J.
xes
Elmer Piper, a
t*d up for the wiuter-Sch. Leander V.
and has power to digest other food taken
H. & J. VV. Jones, 00 Main street, make
tnd son of Clias. Piper
<t.
Thus
it
rests
the
diseased stomach
Beebe sailed Monday for New York with
some Christmas suggestions that should reand finally masters the worst cases of
arm the third time
dysice from the Belfast Ice Co_Sch. Maria
ft acts promptly and fresh strength
ceive attention
pepsia.
have
in
They
everything
on
g
Kirby lake. The
Webster loaded hay for Mt. Desert at F. G. and increase of weight soon follow. The
hardware..
Annual
of
the
stock■
meeting
o.vn from a horse, the
White’s last week... .Sells. Accumulator, first dose, taken immediately after eating,
holders of the Merchants Marine Railway
abates the pain and distress so dreaded by.x
pushed from the sideCo., at the office of J. W. Frederick & Co., Laughing Waters and Western Light came dyspeptics. Trial bottles—enough to prove
and Saturday he was
to Belfast the past week from the islands
its merit—10 cents.
Jan. 0th, at 2 p. m-Cali at W. T. Col....AT
itiug.
for general cargo, aud there were several
mini s, McLlintock block,
High street, ami
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
arrivals of small raft with fish_Sch. P.M.
Farmers’ Institutes for examine the Christinas slippers, etc., etc_
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.
Knox and Piscataquis
Buy your Christmas candies at Mixer’s. Bonnie arrived Dec. 13 from Viualhaven....
Sch..Hattie
S.
Co.'lius
is
The Social Season.
having anew cenappointments for Knox They are made from the best of stock and
ws:
Tuesday, December are pure and fresh-Geo. A. Bailey, re- treboard put in at Portland_Sell. Rabboni
Is
There will be a leap year ball in the
loading ice from the houses of D. Sarin the town of Appleton,
tailer and jobber of hardware, lias made
gent’s Sons, Bangor.Sch. Mary Langdon Opera House Christmas night, under the
December 23, at Counce’s special preparations for Christmas, and
0n
Warren, with Prof. G. M. enumerates some of the things he has to arrived Monday from Elizabethport, with management of Misses Louise Biekuell,
Over three hundred pieces sold last
Theresa
for
M.
Ada
C.
R.
Cushman,
Louise
a
phosphate
R_Sch.
Mr. W
Mitchell,
(i
Hunton of offer-Chas. W. Mason of Montville pubMary
month, and fourth lot just received.
Se feta:
MeK'-ell HS tile
lishes a card of thanks. ..For Christmas Augusta arrived Monday from Boston with Kuowitou, Lucy Keating and Ida Crowley.
eed
for
Swan
&
Co.
and L. T. Shales. The balcony will be reserved for spectators,
as I., be discussed are
Sibley
presents Starrett suggests the P & p gloves,
Sanborn’s orchestra will furnish music. For New Art=rietal Goods.
gr w ug, and general farm
table linen with napkins to match, a mackEast Belfast. Those who attended the
further particulars apply to the young lady
intosh, and handkerchiefs from 5 to 75 cents ledicatiou and entertainment of the Odd
New Leather Goods.
Of course it will be a success.
managers.
ami upwards-From Dec. 17th to Dec. 50th fellows and Mason's
■
lishermen got badly
new hall at
Searsport
The third oi the series of dances by A. E. New Aluminum Goods.
M. L. Mitchell, 115 High street, will make
were Mr. and Mrs. George
A
took a small schooner
Leavitt, Mr. and
on
nickel-plated chafing Mrs. Fred Savery, Mrs. Francis Murcli, Mr. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will be the
••.-o fur
dams, but return- special [trices
New Years’ bail, for which elaborate prepa- New Celluloid Goods.
dishes, serving dishes, 5 o'clock teas, and on
urn
Their friends reGeorge Clark and Miss Sarah Mason_Mr.
rations are being made.
The affair will
the Miller and other lamps.... W. A. Clark,
Achorn
New French Perfumes.
and
went
little
son
down
the
Walter
•iitly
Eugene
were
take place in Odd Fellows’ Hall, Thursday
next door to Plio nix House, advertises a
xi
thrown
and returned empty
from a road wagon one day last
wholesale stock of clothing to he sold at re- week.
evening, Dec. 31st. The music will be by New Booklets and calen=
isun that the dogfish
The little boy ran to meet his father,
Sanborn's full orchestra.
The managers
tail. See prices quoted-Capt. Tolford who was
Tln-y were at a loss
ders.
returning from his work, and the will be W. S.
Hobbs, VV. J. Clifford and VV.
Durham and family of Monroe publish a
in-, as dogfish are not
lather got out of the wagon to get him aud
VV.
will
Shaw.
Refreshments
be
served
at
card of thanks-See card of E. W. Willis,
New' Bronzes and candle=
lad got hack in again but did not have time
supply of clams, but
intermission.
upholsterer and furniture repairer, 30 Main :o get hold of the reins before the horse
ii I In v left their ciauisticks.

SOAP

IN BUYING

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

-.

■

1

First.

Something that is useful.
Something that is ornamental.
Something that is not expensive

Second.
Third.
And

right in that last

“something”

stick

a

pin, for in these times the cost of an article
“cuts quite a figure.” Our Holiday
Slippers are in every way adapted to
the above, and especially to the last item, as
they are not expensive.
....

RETAIL!
SPECIAL BARGAINS

-'

• ••

We

offering

are

a

BARGAIN in

SPECIAL

our
_
FOR
GEN I RK.'I KN.

..

These
and

made of the best Goat

are

Morocco calf

with

Make a very pretty slipper and at
the price we are quoting
everybody can afford them. We have
them in all colors at only

fancy

patent leather trimmings, in all
the latest style lasts and shapes.
We think you will find these as

good

slippers for which
paying $1.50

as

■

7

you

have been

We have about ?

cases

of

We have

a

W^m. A. Clark,

just

pair

per

received >00

pJrs of

■

1896 is

BARGAIN YEAH

sip sira
with

fancy buckle,

a

cheap

id

■

street.

Bdfast W. C. T. C. last
t was voted t«) unite

u

county in se; Mrs. Jennie Seamans
lure and other work for
the county. A paper on
it ion,” was read by Mrs.
ns

in

the

voted to have “Peace
s Jan. 3d, ami Miss A. A.
Cemant ami Mrs. Francis
•inted a committee of arwas

Hie exhibition and sale of
week at H. L. Woodcock’s
ings Bank building was a
His work shows a decided
* exhibition of last
year and
n excess of those of last sea*ck w ent to Rockland Monave
his paintings on sale
Minas. After Jan. 1st he is
mi Boston... P. A. Sanborn
•' late shipping pictures to

including some large
iow-er pieces. The past
favorable

hiring the summer
w ere
bought as soon
wcver,

some

as

nice

iio, and they make
■Mil hs

sea-

out-door
Mr. San-

for

one

and

tiu-

water
a

most

present.

tie- recent

paintings by

P.

excellent likeness of C. R.
t o■
The Maine Farmhone of the goose has

n'.ist

and it

..

i

fast
an

indicates

Kelley

a

mild

axes are

the

advertisement in the

That is so-The lioliwas issued last
week by
and made a goodly display
An exchange says that demay be caused by reading
which the subscription lias
A valuable umbrella was
't office a short time
ago and
VA "er.
Enquire of Mr. Perry iu

Bailey
uiig pacer “Bill” and bought
m*
breeding-The repairs on
'ise here
during the past fiscal
mr

office-George

g to a

'•tor’s
t

A.

government report,were
is given as $540_

salary

some

kind is

epidemic

among

many of them which have
11ts are
said to be similarly afb rst calendar for 1807 to reach
gs

(>
b

R.

Poor, jeweier

and

opti-

Belfast. It has a spiritsloop yacht under full sail in
The Highway Surveyor has
w,

and covered the street
mains for the winter_There
I
skating on Kirby lake the
1VM< and the boys and girls have
ii -sr of it.
water

1

Thk

New Bank Vailt. The work of
putting the new lock, doors, etc., into the
Belfast Savings Bank is progressing favorably under the charge of Mr. 1. P. Sipp,
(from J. M. Mossman s, 72 Maiden Lane, New
York city,) an expert in lock and hank vault
work.
The work was made by the York
Lock & Safe Co., of York, Pa.
Everything
pertaining to it is of the latest patterns, and
the most perfect of any in the
country. The
vestibule door has an automatic holt work,
which locks and unlocks by a triple movement time lock. The outside door is 5 3-4
inches thick, shutting into a packing per-

fectly air tight, thus rendering the works
proof against the use of dynamite or nitroglycerine. The inside doors are double, 4
inches thick, with double movemeut time
lock. The lock work is of the Sargent &
Greenleaf

and the automatic holt
work of Burton & Harris device. The vestibule and doors weigh 20,400 pounds. The
old vault, of steel and iron is protected
by a
casing of steel rails bolted and laid in ce4
inches
thick
and
ment,
covering the entire
vault. This casing weighs 27,700 pounds.
Outside of this, a brick wall IS inches thick
entirely surrounds the vault, with the same
thickness on top. The vestibule work, in
make

piece,weighing 20,400 pounds, was moved
from tin* depot to the hank building Saturday and Sunday, the latter day extended to
4 a. m. Monday before the work was in condition to he left.
The cashier and asssistant are dressed iu duck uniforms as
protection from the dust, and are
subjected to
one

in riiBwimrrs as a

“iau,' j'1

consequence.

in and after
Monday young
ing around awhile, approached John
a

man came

“Are you
The work

gazand

the proprietor of this launbeing continued day aud
night. When the vestibule was bolted to its
position Tuesday afternoon it was necessary
for the workmen to get inside aud be closed
in while they drilled the holes in the old
vault to match the bolt-holes in the new
work. The lock men would not go into the
asked

dry?

vault,where

is

there

were

large

amounts

of val-

securities unless an officer of the bank
with them, aud Mr. Win. H. Quimby,
assistant cashier, voluntered to enter aud
be fastened in with them. One of the lock
men, with William Stephenson and Mr.
Quimby entered the vault at 3 o’clock and
remained until 7, while the vestibule was
being put in exact position aud the holes
drilled. After the vestibule was placed
against the old vault and until all was secured the doors could not be opened without
disarranging the whole work, and the men
were prisoners in a nearly air-tight vault.
uable
went

probably been more infringethe genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
cigai than any other brand made in New
England. Did you ever notice how peoThere has

ments

on

ple try

to imitate

a

good thing?

whirled clear around throwing them both
nit.
Mr. Achorn was somewhat bruised,
out the boy was not hurt_There will be a
ree

Jve,

at

the

and all

arge,

so

as

schuolhouse Christmas
invited. The tree will be
to bold all the presents that
Smart
are

Santa Claus may bring.
Mr. Miller’s Lecture. The lecture
by
Jaliu De Wit Miller at the Belfast Opera
House last Tuesday evening, the first in the

Peoples’ Course, fully met expectations,
Jhat is saying a great deal. Mr. Miller’s
here last

and
lec-

still recalled with
Measure, and a large audience gathered to
lear him tell of “The Uses of
Ugliness.’’
rhe lecture was wise, witty, eloquent, pathetic and cynical, but oue might as well try
:ure

season

is

electric current. The lecturer’s
subject was embroidered wTith character
iketches, illustrative anuecdotes aud quaint
layings. Never was John Chinaman more
:o

report

an

interestingly or more accurately portrayed.
De Witt Talmage, ex-pastor of the Brooklyn
Tabernacle, was analyzed, described and
represented in action. Henry Ward Beecher
was shown under an intellectual Xray. Lincoln, the martyred President, received an
eloquent tribute; aud Attorney General

The program of the l nitarian fair was
carried out as printed in our last week’s
issue, with the exception of substituting
Miss Edith Pettingill for Miss Josie Burkett. The characters we«. selected with a
view to their appropriateness and some of
our Yankees made most excellent foreigners.
They were dressed in the costumes of

the characters impersonated and when all
were assembled on the stage the effect was I
very pretty. Solos were interspersed during the reception. The net receipts of the
afternoon and evening were about $150 00,
and some who could not assist in the fair
gave money, their contributions reaching
$60.00. Miss Theresa Cushman was fortunate to get the cornball bearing the number
which drew the ring, and Mr. J. W. Frederick got the bonbon dish. The weather was
j
cold and stormy, but the affair was a sue- !
cess.
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Industries.

high

YourXmas Gandy

jjuy
D Mixer’s,

where you will «;et THE FRESHEST, THE
PUREST and BEST.
Why? Because we
make them from the best of stock.

HIXER’S CANDY STORE,

of

confronts some one in every
home each year. Whoever the (j
work devolves upon should
know about

of Glosses and Diseases cl
ihe Eye as d Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours unril 9
I

2.30

to 3

a.

and 7

m.

to

8 p.

SEARSPORT,

in.

MAINE.

TKLKl’HON E CONXEOTI() X.

w

46c

Belfast, Maine.

READY

Great Bargains. Prices Down Low
L iliUEsT STOCK IX THE COl .n'l

Without the long ami weary

lug

peeling, chopping, boiling,

kV' seeding and mixing, a woman can
y quickly make mince pie. fruit pudding, or fruit cake that will be the delight of her household. Since None
Such is sold everywhere there is no
more need of making your own mince
meat than of making your own venst.
Try one package—10 cents,
^
r
tK Take no substitutes.

State

*

rffcv

1a

Send vour address, namine this paper, &
«.• will send you free a l>.mk. •Mrs. Popkins’ Thanksgiving,'' by one of the most
popular humorous writers of >h> day. /,

MEKKELL-SOULE CO.,
Syracuse, N. ¥.

}{

(d

representative of the Commonwealth
Shoe Manufacturing Co. of Whitman, Mass.,
was in town recently looking for a site* to
locate a factory. He expressed himself as
favorably impressed with the city and its
surroundings, and especially with the quality of the work which new hands here can
produce, as seen in the factory of Legro &
Spalding. The Board of Trade will doubt-

minion of Canada, and strange to say, it
is less than two years ago tins brand was
placed on the market. The only cigar
made in Belfast that is stamped “BEL-

less hear from the firm

FAST.’’

A

The genuine “BELFAST** 5o. cigar
already found its way into nine different States in the Union, also the Dolias

<)l

-CHINA, GLASS, LAMPS and TOYS.25c
$1.25 China Salad Dishes,
Library Lamps Cs^e&&:nch 2.25 Gilt Band Cups and Saucers, 10c,
2.00 Elegant S?lari Sets CHEAP.
Banquet Lamps,
Toys Vmy Chiap, 500 Kinds.
Hall Lamp?,

complete,

WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND....

tnil>,

CARLE & JONES, 21 Main St., Belfast.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

KNOWLFON, President.

A

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

Feb.

July 21, ism.
$5»,lS0.2i*

2S, I si*

July II. 1 S!).r>.

Dec.

Der.

5, I Ml 5. ^3
$s:{,07s,53

March

1SD1.

87IMS0.50

1896.

JULY 14,

13, 1 s<*5.

5172,093.16.

$IOD,s:is.I7.

Comjtf roller

These /i/ures tire token from our sworn statements to the
! ofth°. Ctt erency, Washington, on the ah we dates.
1 V.t
blli’OSl I'S in the l\miF.-vr UKI'.AUnir.V I’
.try 1st ami July 1st. Deposits during the tir-.• three -l.iys
of that mouth. This depart, nemt olf--rs nr'1' /r- >■
imieh as every deposit is a tn-ni to tu>% '< ••• '• 1:1 all 1 •*. >■>:
amount ol our < apital Stock.
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incut- in Fire tml Bur^l ir-Pro tl
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SAMUEL
nRjp'It's a labor-paver—a woman-sav-

...

O p

ALL

$123,t(S5.5$

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

selling for

are

Holiday Stock [»i Christmas

07 Church St., Belfast.

8w45

a

the

your Christmas presents come in and look over
our HOLIDAY SLIPPERS; we know
we can show you something that will suit
both your eve and your pocket book.

DEPOSITS:

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CANDY.

From

Dairy Conference held at Skowhegau, winning first prize iu each of the two classes in
which it was entered, distancing some 25
competitors. The Unity Creamery is equipped with the best of machinery for successful butter making and its product is readily
sold at leading market prices.

soon.

I 1ST.

in

^

Crystal Spring Creamery of Unity
recent

union

The Labor

m>

at the

a

getting
j
1095 Meals

lic.
record

COME

BE SURE AND TRY OUR^w-

[

Hamilton is replacing the glass in

a

DAY GIFTS.

we

only.

33 Main Street,

Taffy,2

The Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. is putting up
a large supply of “Imperial Almond Cream,”
for the hands, skin and complexion, and of
“Coraline” for the teeth. Both preparations
are meeting with great favor from the pubThe

OUR STORE IS CROWDED
WITH BARGAINS IN HOLI-

which

tops,

we are

with
on

B. C. DINSMORE,

SJr“BE SI RE AND GO TO

the building now at his lot oil Franklin
and Cedar streets, but formerly used as an
exhibition greenhouse at the John Peirce
block.

scored

New Prices Lower than Ever,

the inmeeting
CHOCOLATES
terests of good citizenship at the Methodist j
church Sunday evening, Jan. 3d. The ob- Remember, we arc the only ones in Waldo County
j
that make chocolate candies.
ject is to form a local branch of the State
ALso try
Civic League.
peanut
There will be

Brewster of Arthur’s Cabinet illustrated the
fact that the lack of physical beauty is
no bar to advancement.
There was no applause, but laughter rippled through the audience from the beginning to the close of the
lecture.
Local

A\[>

patent leather quarters,
handsome tloral design

125.

at

Poor & Son’s

CHINA!

which

selling for
This slipper would be

...

GRun

*

ADAMS,

E. W. WILLIS,
Jeweler to tlie
St., Belfast,
Xo. ,'itl Main

People.

UPHOLSTERING and
FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANTIQUE

store;,

NEW

NEW GOODS.

FURNITURE

REFINISHED.
HAIR MATTRESSES

a

specialty.

fALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December,
1896. DANA B. SOUTH WORTH. Administrator
on the estate of HENRY P». CARVER, late of
Searsport, in said County, deceased, havimr presented his iirst and final account of administration
of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican .Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of .January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account shouId not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
< ii as. P. Hazki.tixk, Register.

-»Watcta Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Soedacles,-^
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

MAIN

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven N ears Experience.

STREET, BELFAST,

MAINE.

Store formerly occupied by W. ('.Marshall.
'-'Su’d

of

TlianlfN.

I hereby wish to extend mv heartfelt thanks to
the friends and neighbors who so kindlv assisted
us in the sickness and death of
mv sister Lauraalso to the choir for services rendered.
CHAS. W. MASON.
Montville, Dec. 14, 1896.—Iw51
_

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The

Crorby Family.

j
!

The Brown Fundly of Belfast and Its M< min i's.
Interesting Mutcb of Early Days In Maine,
To

Tin;

mkiiciai.:

jj
\

Eihtou of the Baxgok Com-

Through

the

kindness of

a

;

friend 1 have received

beautiful and intelligent and possessed in marked degree file qualities ascribed
to their maternal
grandmother by Gov.
Williamson, who described her as a “remarkably sedate, sensible and Godly woman.”
Surely the numerous descendants of
Sarah Crosby and John Brown have reason
to be proud of their
inheritance, and 1
believe they all possess in marked degree
the intellectual qualities and
sterling worth
of their worthy
progenitors.
Helen Clark Packard.
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 29, 1896.

The

were

a copy of your pai
per, date of Get. 2, 1690, containing the
genealogy ot the Crosby family by ‘‘Way- I
farer."
This is particularly interesting !
to me, as 1 am a lineal descendant of Simon Crosby in the fourth
generation, my
grandmother being Sally Crosby, who
married John Brown of Belfast in 1799.
1 have long desired to know the origin of
An Important Case Decided.
that line of Crosbys in this country, and
had been told they came to Maine from ! Il Involved the Validity of About 2,000,000 acres
In Maine Alone.
Salem, Mass. 1 wrote them but received
no satisfaction in
Gen. Charles Hamlin, reporter of deregard to them, the information concerning me only laterally.
cisions for the Supreme Court of Maiue,
1 was very desirous of learning if my
has received an opinion in the case of
great grandfather was in any way connected with the war of the Revolution, but Pulitzer vs. Livingston, an action of great
conclude by “Wayfarer’s” article that he proportions in the amount of property iuwas not.
It he was, either
directly or in- volved. In the latter part of the last cendirectly, 1 would be very glad oi the in- tury \\ illiam
Bingham, a wealthy resident
formation.
This letter will deal with
Sally Crosby Brown and her descendants. of Philadelphia, bought immense tracts of
John Brown, who married Sally Crosby, cheap land in Maine, Pennsylvania, the
District of Columbia and in other parts of
was the only son of John Brown, who
lie became the owner of
moved from Londonderry to Belfast, in the country,
1771, and the giaudson of John Brown | 2,000,000 acres in Maine, among which
Mt.
Desert
island figured.
who is registered on the tax list of Lonlie died in
donderry in 1750. .John Brown, Jr., was 1804, leaving two daughters and a son.
\s
the
i
11
that
in
the
born in 1704, and must have been about
event of the
provided
death of the daughters and the survival of
scvoii years of age when his father moved
Lie
son till his 21st
to Belfast, and became out: ot the
the
year
property
pro- ;
Nix of the eight children of should be divided among the heirs then
prietors.
One of the daughters married
John Brown, Sr., were born before lie j hvii g.
lett Londonderry, „\. 11., and he was born Alexander Baring, afterward Lord Ashin Londonderry, Ireland, and was about burton, and a member of the great banknine years old when his father, the origi- I ing him of Baring Bros., the other benal John, decided to leave the fertile, came the wife of Henry Baring.
A
but exceedingly turbulent country id' Ids daughter ol the son married Count de
and
in
time
the
heirs
and
became
seek a home m a new land im- Noailles,
birth,
hampereti by sectional and traditionary ; scattered over both continents. Desiring
to dispose of these lands from time to
bate.
|
I he early history of Belfast says of time the heirs found it necessary on acJohn Bmwu, Sr.: “He was a man of ; count of their residence abroad, England
great vigor, energy and, honesty, and re- | and France, to appoint agents in this
! country. It was not found practicable to
peatedly held ottices of trust.”
He had been a commissioned officer in j authorize agents to make sales and give
the Provincial armv, and served in the i deeds by a power of attorney because the
French w ar. He was chairman of the first death of any of the principals would be a
board of selectmen of Belfast, and as a revocation of the letters of attorney,
member of the “Committee of Inspection i Hence counsel was called in and the
heirs of Bingham, all joined in
and Safety” during the
Revolutionary | owners, a deed of
trust to certain trustees
war, lu rendered service to his
country. making
with a power of appointment of new
He w as one of the three men out of SO,
in case of death.
who vefuseu to take the oath of
allegiance trustees
Under this trust deed large sales have
to Great Britain in 1770.
After the “Pebeen
made
nobscot Expedition,” the two others beincluding valuable lots at Bar
ing Samuel Houston and Solon Stephen- Harbor. Within a few years the question
became
mooted whether this trust
son, John Brown and his family “set sail
deed was not void because it appeared to
in a sloop” for Camden where
they re- be a
mained for a year, and then returned to
perpetual deed. Now no man can
tie tip his property in this country for a
their deserted homesteads. Of such
sturdy
and heroic stock as this came John Brown. longer time than for a life or lives in beJr., who in 1790 married Ruth Stephen- ing. 21 years and 9 months.
The titles to nearly all of the Bar Harson, who bore him five
children, the last
one
dying two days after the young bor property depend upon the Bingham
trustee
deed, and it became important to
mother, April 4, 1798. It is a curious
A suit was acfa- t that on the same page with the re- determine its validity.
cord of the death of the wife of John cordingly brought by Pulitzer against
Brown, Jr., occurs that of Jonathan Nes- Mrs. Livingston of New York of whom
he purchased “Chatwold,” his summer
mith who was the first husband of
Sally |
Crosby, his death occurring July 20, near- | home, a property costing $90,000, which,
ly oui months after that of Mrs. Brown. ! with the extensive improvements made
and to be
will aggregate $000,000.
The marriage of John
Brown, Jr., and | The casemade
•Sa ly f rosby Nesmith took
argued at great length beplace one year | fore the fullwas
bench last July.
later.
Bichard F.
1 he second Mrs. Biown brought
to hei new home her little sou
Dale, the noted Philadelphia lawyer, was
by her first J one
of
the
attorneys of the Bingham
marriage who was horn five months after
the death of his father.
estate, as was Hannibal E. Hamlin of
Ellswoitli and L. B. Deasy of Bar Harbor.
I lie first child of John and Sarah
! Beside prominent New York lawyers,
'Brow'ii (as the Belfast records call
her) 1
was born
May 14, 1801. lie was named Attv. King of Ellsworth represented Mr.
Sewe!
the family name of his maternal Pulitzer,
Last week an opinion was handed down
He died Sept. 28, 1802.
g- am,mother.
Am no the same page just above is re- from the Supreme Court of Maine, wrironimd the death of his little half brother, ten by Justice Foster and concurred in by
all the justices, in which the court deJ u.ithan Nesmith, their deaths
occurring I
on1/ ten days apart. On Dec. 20, 1802, '. ides that the trust deed is valid and does
Hue months alter the deaths of her two not offend the rule against perpetuities.
child urn, twiiis were boin to Mr. and The court linds that the powers contained
m the tiust deeds
Mi-o brown, and were named
provide for a complete
respectHeSarah.
}' •' Hi.
In just tw;» years revocation of the trusts at any time and
:;"
born, and in less than 14 thereby remove the case from the rule
c- i.-./s
against perpetuities.
Mare.’i 28, 180<;. Nicholas <
rosby.
!
The Bingham purchase covered a part
-bit
months later. Oct. lit, isu'y,
Nanry (hi-shy w.,- bon:, and three years of Kennebec county, all of Hancock,
sitor. N"V. H), Is in
part of Washington and nearly all of Mt.
William Gilmore.
Desert island, where every land title is
Tw<. years later, Nh.v. 12,
1M2, Harriet thus affected
(who wns«my mother) was born and May
by the decision. The ease
is very important in that it involves the
Pd<>, Henry Sewell.
Grandmother :
of about 2,000,000 acres of land
Br *w n died in Is 19, less than 47
years of validity
in the state of Maine alone.
a--' <nid Hie particulars of her death were
sad in the extreme.
! he story as told to me when a
child at
Literary News and Notes.
my mother’s knee was this:
In the
The up-to-date housewife will line! just
spring of 1819, a man named Patterson,
what she needs to know for the proper
found, washed ashore from some
vessel, a
g’"'(! Pair "f trousers,
and being of* a guidance of her household affairs in the
ihiitt\ nature, In.* took them
home, and pages of the American Kitchen Magazine.
Ids wife washed them.
In ten days or I Each month a notable list of contributions are given.
thereabouts she was attacked with a
In the current number
mys- !1
teiions disease which baffled the
among others are the following: “Faneuil
of the local practitioner,
Hall Market,” “The Chemistry of Cookin iguora n e
of ti.e deadly
peril, and anxious to do ; ing and Cleaning,” “'['lie Little Mothers’
the neighbors took turns
School Kitchen,” “Catering for Schools,”
gc
nursing “The Servant
her.
No; only my grandmother contractQuestion,” and “The Italed the disease, but
many others, two of ian Kitchen.” Mrs. Lincoln’s department
her daughters, Butli and
Nancy, each los- is, as usual, full of good things.
ing an eye and being
terribly pitted. My
Table Talk for December has for its
poor grandmother
died
the horrible
leading article, “The Road to Christmas”
death, and was allotted the
midnight
It is full of the
buiial in a pasture, accorded to sinall- by Lucy Elliot Keeler.
Yule-tide spirit and reminiscences of all
Pnx victims nearly a century ago.
countries and their representative people.
Alter the true
diagnosis of the disease
it is ‘A Hard Times Diet,” by
wax
made, the younger children were Following
Elizabeth Grinnell, a spicy little article
in-'dilate 1 with the
besmall-pox virus,
giving hints as to the judicious expendithe shoulders.
They of course ture and serving of what you can afford to
tween
iiad the disease but in a
greatly modified place upon your table. “The New Bill of
form.
Williamson, in his history speaks Fare,” by Mrs. M. C. Myer is
sparkling
of there being a
“great rush for vaccina
with the prevailing holiday spirit and its
tion.
but it is hardly probable that the
are
most
i suggestions
The
timely.
medical fraternity of Belfast knew
very ! “Housekeepers' Inquiries,” the “New
much about Jenuer’s
discovery at that Menus fur the Month,” and “Seasonable
time.
by Cornelia C. Bedford, are all
Light of Sally Crosby Brown’s nine Recipes,”
full of help for the housekeeper and
children lived to be middle
men
and
aged
A number of
thoroughly up-to-date.
women, and her grandchildren numbered choice
recipes for the chafing dish are
about '0 and, as a mark of
let
heredity,
contained in this number also, given by a
me say in
passing that twins were not un- practical woman who uses them hercommon among the
younger generations.
self and feels they will be of use to others.
A curious coincidence connected with the
The fashion article by Tillie May Forney
is
the
fact that my grand- is in her usual
family history
entertaining vein, and in a
mother, my mother, and my sister all had condensed manner
gives the dainty directhe same date of birth, Nov.
12, respec- tions necessary to make one’s dress all
tively 1774, 1812 and 1833,
that could be desired.
The name and
It is pleasant to review thus
briefly the address of our readers will secure them a
life of one who was good,
pure and true. sample copy of the
if they
Performing bravely as she did her part write to Table Talk magazine, free, PhilaPublishing Co.,
in life’s drama, her
memory is blessed to delphia, Pa.
her descendants who care to
study her
trials, griefs and cares. Widowed before
A Grand Thing and Nothing to Pay.
she was a mother, then
taking bravely
upon herself the care of four motherless
•Just see what Dr. Greene offers to do for
children whose ages ranged from three to all weak and suffering
people. He is the
eight, rearing them with her own father- most successful specialist in curing nervous
less infant, how brave and steadfast must and chronic diseases. His unparalleled offer
her nature have been.
She bore uncom- i to consult with anyone, free of charge, by
is doing wonderful
plainingly tiie narrow lot of a farmer’s j letter correspondence,
good. If you have any complaint which you
wife in an isolated
community, and, when j| do not thoroughly understand, and which
tile call came to go
higher, she went like ! you would like cured, write the Doctor a
tiie good soldier, in the line of
duty as letter stating just how you feel and what
truly a hero, as lie who falls pierced’ by | symptoms trouble you. He will answer it,
the death shot of the foe.
What matter giving a complete description of your case,
it, whether she sleep beneath marble explaining the meaning of every symptom,
howr you can surely get wu*ll and
sepulcher, or in the lonely pasture, and telling
strong. He gives most careful attention to
almost within sound of tiie
each
sobbing
letter, and explains your case so
her
ransomed spirit
waves, to
our
thoroughly that you understand exactly
Heavenly Father could surely say, “Well what ails you. All this costs you nothing,
done, good and faithful servant, thou you have no doctor’s fees to pay, and you
don t
has has been faithful over a few
to leave your home. The Doctor
things, I makeshave
a specialty of thus
will make tiiee ruler over
treating patients
many things.”
letter
through
Alter the death of Grandfather Brown
correspondence, and they
nearly always get well. He is the discoverer
in 1*24, the home was broken
up, and my of that wonderful
Dr. Greene’s
mother went to Frankfort to live with Nervura blood and medicine,
nerve remedy.
Write to
Mrs. Haliburton, her mother’s sister.
him at his office, .‘il
Temple Place, Boston,
The older brother and sisters were mar- Mass., and you will undoubtedly be made
ried and had established homes of their strong and well.
own.
William and Henry settled in
Did You Ever
Bangor, John in Hampden, and CrosElectric Bitters as a remedy for your
by in Belfast. Sarah married Josiah Try
troubles?
If
not, get a bottle now and get
Hobbs of Hope.
Nancy married William relief. This medicine
lias been found to be
Thompson of Winterport (then Frank- peculiarly adapted
to the relief and cure of
fort). Harriet married Lemuel Clark all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderof the same town, and Ruth married her ful direct influence in
giving strength and
cousin, John Houston of Swanville. tone to the organs. If you have Loss of ApThe entire family of eight were above re- petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
proach in every respect.
They were all Spoils, or areorNervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
troubled with Dizzy Spells,
well educated and intelligent.
The four Melancholy
Electric Bitters is the medicine
you need.
brothers were Christian gentlemen of pro- Health and
are guaranteed by its
Strength
bity and high character in the communiFifty cents and $1.00 at Kilgore &
ties in which they lived.
The four sisters Wilson’s City Drug Store.
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Your platform

crazy

1

|

■

>

skill‘(:»)

Proposed Topographic Survey

humbug, with all

cranks;

put forward by wild

condemned the administration you
chose four years ago,
When you found your free-trade humbug

brought

busiuess to

woe.

the people have got enlightened, have
joined the sound money ranks,
They said, “we’ll vote for such dollars as we
put into the banks.”
You told all those who labored what free
silver would do;
That the wealth of our nation was in the
hands of a few’,
And to have free silver dollars, that’s what

advised,

you

But you did not fool the people with your
mine-ow ners’ lies.
; You have how led for free silver in the East
and the YY est,
were
I Told laborers and farmers how they
I Y

oppressed.
have tried by
our minds;

ou

such

falsehoods to darken

j

Said bondholders and capitalists caused all
our hard times.

I

You

I

said to the East, “without you

we can

pass,”

You tried to array section against section
and class against class ;
w hen Bryan came to New York with

And

Ins

speech

m

his

hand,

Dear Sir: In response to your circular let
of Oct. 8th, and of action by the executive committee of the State Boird of Trade,
at its meeting held in Portland, Sept.
17th,
last:—Topographic Survey of Maine:
1st, I believe, and it is no new conviction
with me, that there is no better way of ascertaining what a person or people have to
dispose of, or to keep for their own use, than
by taking account of stock and then advertising that portion which they desire to sell
or have others make use of for their benefit.
Hence, I believe that the citizens of the
State of Maine should have a full record of
the State’s resources and capabilities for development. And, as an important part, of
this “taking account of stock” by the State,
I believe that the State should obtain definite information as to its
topography and
allied subjects, as outlined in the paper read
at the meeting of the State Board of
Trade,
held iu Portland, Sept. 17, 1896. As
nothing
can he gained by
deferring matters which
are of present
importance, 1 believe this
matter should be properly brought before
the next Legislature, with
requests that
such action be taken as will give our State
the full benefits to be derived from information as to its topography, water
power, forI estry interests, mineral wealth, agricultural
possibilities, transportation facilities, etc.
1 hen, if it is found that the State possesses
undeveloped resources for sustainable
growth, let it be brought to the knowledge
of the world by proper means at the State’s
expense.
2d.
Minor Summer Resorts: I repeat
the recommendation which I made at. the
State Board meeting: That all local boards
| be advised to open a bureau of information
1 for territory
adjacent to them, as to these
ter

rot-

But

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Will cure the worst forma of female
oomplaints, all ovarian troubles, inflammation and ulceration, falling’ and
displacements of the womb, and consequent spinal weakness, and is peculiarly adapted to the change of life.
Every time it will cure Backache.
It has cured more cases of leucorrhoea by removing the cause, than any
remedy the world has ever known ; it
is almost infallible in such cases.
It
dissolves and expels tumors from the
uterus in an early stage of development, and checks any tendency to can
cerous humors.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Liver Pills work in unison with the
Compound, and are a sure cure for
constipation and sick headache. Mrs.
Pinkham’s Sanative Wash is of great
value for local application.

minor resorts ami places at which to
board,
and that they cover the expense
by a small
commission charged for actual business obtained.
;'<d. Meetings of Executive Committee:
I think it verv desirable that the executive
committee meet regularly, at least twice a
year, nearly half way between the meetings
of the Slate Board, and that at simli meetings matters referred to it by the Board be
discussed and that, programs then be arranged, or pan iall\ arranged, for the next meeting of the Board. A Iso that the rules.*f procedure for these meetings be outlined. In this
connection I will say I think our
meetings
are too short,
resulting in crude and hence
unimportant action, ami that the banquets
are getting to be too
elaborate, thus making
it next, to impossible for small towns and
cities to entertain the State Board.
4t,h.
Time and place of meeting:
[ am
very busy all the time, but I think some
Tuesday or Friday would be most likely to
best suit my plans, and Augusta, Waterville,
Portland or Bangor the place.
I hope there will he a
meeting this fall
and that I shall be able to attend.
A. C. Sibley.
^ours,

lie said he had entered the enemy’s land.
Now ye silver mine owners, go weep at the

Register

oi

Deep

Water

Vessels.

tomb

Where we buried repudiation and your free
silver boom
Take your fifty-cent dollars to wipe the
tears from your eyes,
So you can see clearly what has caused
business to rise.
We will still have a dollar worth one hundred cents
To pay off the mortgage, our taxes and
rents,
And also a tariff to pay national bills.
Don't you see how such prospects have
started the mills ?
Now all ye free silventes, wherever you be,
W hether Democrat or Populist, it makes no
difference to me.
You did not fool the people with your sixteen to one;
Nor elect Billy Bryan with his smooth, silver

And

She

now

tongue.
the

feel;

old Ship of State is safe

we

all

built with sound money from her
truck to her keel;
And when president McKinley treads her
quarter deck,
We will have no free silver, free trade, or a
wreck.
was

Vinalliaven, Me.
Maine’s

w.

A.

w.

Thanksgiving.

Oh, Maine! thou dear Thanksgiving spot!
“Awk! Awk!” ye wild geese “Awk!”
Oh, Mattagomau, Penobscot,
Oli, well-fed Curritauk!
What, palates know old Squawpan not,
Or shun wide Wiscassuk?

Oh, rields

of

Pelliqiiaggams,

mirrored Chesuncook!
Oh, land of ruddy lad and lass,
And

Mooseliicuiagunticook!

Oh gravied ducks and apple
And turk of Aroostook !

sass

Oh, Yankee Maine! What things will be!
From lumbered Ainoskeag
To Norridgewock and Ossippee
What appetites you’ll beg!
We’ll dream we taste thy eidered glee—
Eb? Thanhs? We’ll take a leg !

[New York Press.
The

First

Christmas

Clift.

“If you had the wealth of the world
you could not equal that first Christmas
gift,” writes Ruth Ashmore in an article
“Girls and Their

on

Christmas-Giviug,”

! in the December Ladies* Home Journal.
“And you can only imitate it by making
I
your gift a pure one, and giving it with
You want to share, ibis Christmaslove.

8HIPS.

Abner Coburn, J P Butnain, sailed from
Oct 14 fur New York; passed Anjer
Nov 10.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at Bail
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Coleord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadelphia for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong
Oct 'll for New York,
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Zanzibar Dee 4 for Singapore to load for New

Hlogo

York

or

Boston.

El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov J1 for Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June JO for Sbanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from New York
ureat

Aaniirai.

Jtloweii,

sailed

Testimony.

Clias. B. Hood, Broker and Manufacturer’s
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr.
King’s New Discovery has no equal as a
J. D. Brown, Prop., St.
Cough remedy.
James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, Ind., testifies that
he was cured of a Cough of two years standing, caused by La Grippe, by Dr. King’s
New Discovery. B. F. Merrill, Baldwinsville, Mass., says that he has used and recommended it and never knew it to fail and
would rather have it than any doctor, beit always cures. Mr. Hemming, 222
E. 25th St., Chicago, always keeps it at
hand and has no fear of Croup, because it
instantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at

cause

Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
CASTOniA.
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Oct 51 from New
Josephus, P It
Kong Oct 1 for
Nov (>.

ting the Stomachs

and Bowels of

Gilkey, sailed from Hong
New York; passed Anjer

Opium.Morphine

Mineral.

nor

Not Narcotic.

Pumpkw Seed
Alx. Senna
Pod, die Sails
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OF EVERY

Peppermint

)

Pi Carbonate Soda
Jlonn Seed
Clartfud Sugar
IVuihryntn Flavor
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See
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The facEXACT COPT OF

McClure’s
8 even

hold science and mechanics, literary and
other departments, stories and miscellany,
20 pages in all, it is a very taking combinaa year.
Subscriptions may begin
time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different addresses.

tion at

$2

at any

Bucklen’s

Arnica

Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 25 cents
money refunded.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

per

box.

M

(FIRRY DA Via’.)
Internally and Externally.
Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.
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will all have stories iu M«

OOGY.
a

Bret Narte

Anthony hope

Frank R. Stockton

hor- I
rible
he
“and
the
says,
was

z

TEN FAMOUS WRITERS

Mercury!
Ci t'd

ga

Ian riaclaren. All the lk-Li.-ii that In- will wriu* luring t exception of two contributions to anotlu-r publication wltn-'i
long ago, will appear in M< ( in uk M.v. \/.u\i
Joel Chandler Harris. A series of new anim.ii si un-- in
babbit” and tin.* “Little Mr. Thimblelinger" >t.uii s.
Rudy ard Kipling. Besides “Captains 'K
Unr i;k's ;ill of the short stories lie will write durin_ m- •"iini._
Octave Thanet is preparing for tin- Ma
a scrh s m
same characters will appeal, all hough e.nli wii
!>.*
.mplu

Mr. Henry Roth, of 1848 South 9th
Street, St. Louis, was given the usual
mercurial treatment for contagious
blood poison, lie was twice pronounced cured, but the disease returned each
time, he was seized with rheumatic
pains, and red lumps and sores cov“I

a

A New Life of Grant by Hamlin Garland.
The first author;ta:
Life of Grant ever published. Lavishly illustrated.
(Begins r
first
American
serial.
Rudyard Kipling’s
‘Captains Courageous,
ember.
Robert Louis Stevenson’s “St. Ives.'
The only novel of Stev.
lished.
(Begins in May.)
Clias. A. Dana.
“Recollections of Wartime.’
Mr. Dana was m
critical years of the Civil War practically a member of i in
probably better fitted than any other man living to give an or
of this period from his recollections and correspondence.
Portraits of Great Americans. Many of them unpublished
this series of portraits it is intended to publish speeia; bb-gni
the general title of MAKERS OH THE lMON from Wasliiiigi
Pictures of Palestine. Specially taken under ihe editor s .me ;
Stories of Adventure. A serial by CONAN DOYLE, in wm.
traordinary talent for mystery and ingenuity which 11a\ •.
Holmes” stories, given him a } lace beside J‘oe and (.ahoria

^Ptoin Killer.

( N Movers, sailed from
Singapore Oct 21 l'or New York or Boston
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, sailed from
Rio Jauoiio Nov 23 for Montevideo.
Carrie L Lyler, Lancaster, sailed from Savannah Dec 8 tor New York.
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
Y uk Nov. 1L from Lurk* Island.
Edward May, at Honolulu Nov 1 for New
Y ork ; to sail 10th.
Evie Reed, A T W hittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert. Black, \Y II Blanchard, arrived at
Acajutla Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New Y’ork.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nieliols, arrived at
New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Montevideo Nov 0 from Boston.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Nov 2d for

Year for The Journal and Tribune,

simile
signature

WRAPPER,

of

\

Two

'•

...

ami all BOWEL COMPLAINTS.
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
troubles is

BARKS.

a

1

perfect Remedy forConstipn

lion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms ,C onvu Isions, Fever i sh
ness and Loss OF Si ELS’

DIARRHCEA, DYSENTERY,

Spies,

The Recorder of New York has discontinued publication and turned over its entire
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper
and many of its attractive features are now
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who pay their subscriptions
With
to The Journal one year in advance.
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
and much other matter of local interest, and
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
political and general, with fashions, house-

WRAP?

Ratpr of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHEI!

\Cold*,

Used

OF—

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
andRcst.Contains neither

I Colic,

J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S \Yr;
spoken, Oct. 31, lat 3 S. Ion 32 W.
May Flint, E 1) P Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork July 21 for Sau Francisc »; spoken Sept
8, lat 22 S, Ion 41 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Sau
Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
Reaper, O C Young, at Anjer Oct 20 from
New York, and ordered to Batavia.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Oct 22, line
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
Oct 22 for New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, 11 (I Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
5, lat 8, Ion 28 \Y.
Lillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, arrived
at New York Nov Hi from Honolulu.
Wm If Mac\, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Oct 51 fm San Fram isco.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Oct 17 for New York;
passed Anjer Nov 0.
W .J Ruteh, Sewali O Lancaster, at. Hong
Hong Oct 22 lor New York.

$2

—

ness

Cramps,

York.

Mary L Cushing,

Adam "W

SIGNATUP.

s
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—
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from Ho-

Town, YDL, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco

bart
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appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belia.-r.
within and for said County, on the seeond rueday of January next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and show cause il
any they have whvtbe
d and a I lossvd.
same sic mid not be proved, appi
(i EO. E. ,i( >11 NS< >N ,i rnlge.
A true copy. Attest.
(has. I*. 11 A/.i.t.riNK, Register

THEN
ON THIS.boxes
After
only two

At a

In the name of pity if you know of any
relief from pain, tell me. I fear Bright’s
disease, as one doctor said that I had it complicated with heart disease.
Yours truly. Mrs. M. A. Hafford.
New Bedford Mass., Aug. 21. 1895.

of BUKERS
am strong and well.I suffso much for the past ten years that I am
willing to do all in my power to aid any one
to recover their health and will cheerfully
answer anyone who may write me.
With deep regard. I remain.

taking
KIDNEY PILLS I

ered

Yours truly. Mrs. M. A. Ilafford.
New Bedford, Mass., Oct. 6. 1895.

Dr. linker will answer quest ions and give advice free
of charge. Write us for valuable book. Pills 50c. at
tbs druggists, or c-ailed post-paid on receipt of price.
Bilker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

nitiate court net*! at «ei:ast. witmn amt
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday

of
the
December. A. D. 18‘JC.
W. PATTERSON, admimstrator
i.1 of the estate of .MARY D. l'A I'TKKm iN Knot Waldo, in said ( omny ol Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for a license to sell
certain real estate des< t ihed in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons hiterested by causing a copy ot this
order to be puldislied three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Be!: ast. t hat
they may appear at a Probate < ourt. to U- held
at Bellas', w ithin and tor said c<.unty. o: ; he >»«
ond Tuesday of January next.at ten of !h«-.-!o,-k
before noon, and show cause, it any they ba\e
why the prayer ol said petitioner slioid.t mu be
A true

j
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Hot

Water

SYRINGES,

Bottles,
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FOR SALf BY
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tor

VATHANIEL

granted.

It

Condensed

SEE

Dec 5 for Melbourne.

tide, your faith, your hope and your charYou want to
ity with those you love.
make your very ‘good-morning’ tell of
that good morning that came so many hundred years ago when the little Child first
wakened on this earth. You want to think
of the gifts that were brought to Him and
what they typified. You want to have your
heart lull of joy, and love, and hope—so
full that it w ill brim over and the rest of
the world share it with you.
You want
to tell, in your speech and in your eyes,
and from your heart, of the gladness of
the time. You want to make this gladness go out to some one who is in grief.
These are the days when you must needs Delaware Breakwater.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
give of your good things, and among all Kong
Nov 10 from Newcastle.
your possessions there is nothing so good
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
as a belief in God and a hope for the fuRotterdam Dec 7 from Brunswick, Ga.
ture. That was what the little Child came
Rose lnuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
to tell about. Surely the Christmastide is
New York Oct 15 for Santos.
the feast of all others that appeals to woSerrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
and as the story is told again Sourabaya June 0 for Garoutolo.
men,
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New Y'ork
and again by the bells as they ring, by
21 lor Port Natal.
the carols as they are sung, by the preach- Sept
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
er from the pulpit, we know
that ‘LTn- at Rosario Nov 2 from
Parsboro, N S.
to us a Child is born,’ and peace and good
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
will reign all over the land. Let peace and from Port Elizabeth, CGH, Oct 17 for Bargood will be in your heart, and from you badoes.
8CHOONKK8.
they will go and spread all over the land.
It is to the women, thank God, that the
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
happiness of the Christmastide specially New
York Nov 28 for Barbadoes.
comes.
And women are generous, else
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
one of them never would have
given her at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.
Son to die that all might live.
She gave
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
to all the world her only Son—the gift that
Philadelphia Nov 22 from Apalachicola.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
meant eternal life.”
New York Dec 3 for Savannah.
John C Smith, Kueelaud, arrived at Baltimore Dec 7 from Apalachicola.
Butter 26 Years Old.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at BosAunt Lucretia Estey, who died a few^ ton Dec 4 from Elizabethport.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
mouths since at the Head of the Bay, aged York
Oct 2(> for Ponce, 1*. R.
101, put down ajar of butter 20 years ago,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
which after her death was- found in her York Oct 20 from Jacksonville.
trunk. JSlie had lived 18 years with Mrs.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Grande, Nic,
Julia Ash and Miriam Hall in the house
Oct 30, for Boston Nov 11.
where she died, and all this time the trunk
R VV Hopkins, Ilichborn, at Rio Grande,
was in tier sleeping room.
She gave the Nic, Oct 30, for Boston Nov 13.
blitter to the woman who took care of her in
Sal lie l'On, W H West, arrived at New
her last sickness. It is a curiosity, but of York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
course never will he used, although it looks
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Demerara
very well.
14 for New York.
[Rockland Star.
No£
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Australian Ballot Comes High.
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 28 for New York.
will cost the city of Bath $‘300 to elect a
representative to the legislature in place of
John O. Patten, who has declined. This expense is because of the Australian ballot
law. The system is of little if any benefit
in any way, but at the same time it is very
costly and by it many a man is deprived of
his vote.
It is a nuisance and a humbug.
The Lord deliver us from any more elections
before next March. [Bath Enterprise.

of Haine.

Belfast, Oct. 28, 1896.
M. N. Rich, Esq
Secretary State Board of
Trade, Portland, Maine:

You
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Men.

Its aim was destruction, you very wrell
know,
To bankrupt the nation and its laws overthrow.

|

|

was a

ten planks;
was framed and

It

j

_

Money

Sound

The country is
Hurrah for McKinley!
saved,
The Popocrats, free silverites, were buried in
one grave.
Now’ Jones, Bryan, Tillman and Altgeld
can weep o'er their doom,
think of the platform they
When they
adopted last J tine.
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copy.

Attest

(Has. P. Ha/kltim
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udge.
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At a Probate (our- held at I’.el I ast, w it li in ami loi
the County of Waldo on the second Tuc-d.n >!
December. A. 1 >. 1 8‘JC..
I
TSA H. BENNETT, widow of ISAAC REN
N I.TT, late of Troy, in said County o! Wald-,
deceased, having presented a petition toi an
lowance out of the personal estate -i said de< cas
ed.
Ordered, Tliat the said petitioner give noth e to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks sue.a ssi\ely in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast .that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said County
on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not l>e granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON,.Judge.
A true copy. Attest
(Has. P. Ha/kltim., Register.

IOI

fALDOSS. In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December,
1890.
KHAN KLIN BANKS, Administrator on
the estate of WILLIAM D. DOE. late ol' Belfast,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
second and final account of administration of said
I shall be at my office in Memorial building estate for allowance
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Saturdays from 10 a. v. to 12 at., and 2 to 4 i\ m. weeks
successively in the Republican Journal,
until January 1. All persons who wish to avail
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
themselves of the discount of two p< r cent, on interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Janutheir taxes must pay by January 1, 1897.
ary next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
(JEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Belfast, Sept. 25, 1896.
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
I

To Tax Payers.
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wants to take the matter into court, he cannot afford to do so, because he would
have
to travel nearly all day by rail before he
coil id find a
Nancy, widow of the late Jacob Anderson
magistrate. Even the Game
Wardens who arrest men for killing deer I ot arnden, died suddenly Nov. 30th of h art
spend more money in taking their prisoners disease at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
to court than the tines amount to when a
small, in
with whom she made
conviction is secured. Once iu its history, I h*1 hoine
Mrs. Amlersou had been failing
1
wh-oi a murder was committed near
Health for .several
months, but the end
was not
Sh* riff from Dover spent a week iu
expected when it came. She was
reaching
estimable woman,
here and getting back home. The chances !
respected and beloved
>y Her friends ami
arc it. would take something bigger than a
family, and was a i: em- |
»«
<»f the M. E.
murder to bring him here again.
Church, in which she was j
The person who reads this description of
"ays interested. Three sisters survive :
Noivross and thinks the inhabitants are de- her: Mrs. E. P. Jordan, Mrs. Phoebe 'as- |
111 Furt
graded or immoral will make a great mis- t>
Fairfield, and Mrs. Jn- pli
1,1,1 ot
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Me.; besides her
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Happy and Prosperous
Theology, Medicine or

U- t.
Pesideutsof Maine
New York and Bostou pa'*1 jueer !>eople aud strange
-ii.it .11 different parts of the
am facts worth studying by
The settlements of Eskimos
f lireeuland have their old
of Africa have their chiefs,
d c.donies recognize the aunns and the lash.
Here the
■copie feel hut one power—the

mpathetic

cars, which bring
to their homes aud
that
-rthing
goes out.
from
Milnocket bridge,
t he west branch east of here,
Snling, which is three miles
miles as the railroad runs or
"S.
At aud between these two
settlements of new log and

‘hat

comes

ires,

pearance.
tone pictures

comprising forty buildings

hr-se one is a railroad station,
store, two are small hotels,
I, six are good-sized sporting
ire frame houses with shingles
Is oil them, and the rest are
-abius with splits for roofing,
for floors, and boughs for bedall of the male inhabitants are

>d

or

are

lumbermen, partly both,
mill hands who saw spool
at Perkins' Siding, and the

mis
r•
section hands and other emV 'rk
for the Bangor
Aroos-

1

Tliough

no census w as ever

pia.-e there are about 200 peohere the year round. Auioug
twenty-five women and nearn.
1’his is when the popula-M*.
In July when the West
lollies down the population
.100, and after open season
begins it often reaches l.ooO
■

te

excellent half

go\i‘nuueuiai re"tic log caiup to its present proof three years, Norcross has
’lif most anomalous community
:s not a town.
It is not even a
1 )n
tiic old survey maps it is
•n. Township, No. d, so called
by
to distinguish it from Indian
Nos. 1 and '1. The name of Nor-s nothing.
It was so called in
ttf a statiou for a railroad and a
for the hunters.
property that cost $500,000 is here
the assessors and tax collector
1 the
place. The children are born
up without seeing the inside or
schoolhouse. There are not two
vi le ami
not twenty rods of cart
:lie whole township.
As the nearman, lawyer and doctor are from
iifty miles away the people get
well without them.
When a
«ut to get married they take their
in hunting up a minister and
:i"ine again.
If a person is sick he
to a doctor, because no physician
x*d to come and see him; and, in
*-s, the body must be transported
1,1
thirty miles before it can rest in
■•u
burying ground. There is no
no dance hall, and no bar room
place where liquor is sold in the
If two or more men have a disli leads to a iree light, the noumis stand by to see fair play, withmpting to interfere. In case the deputy feels himself wronged and
■

1

unconscious

the ten

Dr. Benjamin F. Tupper died at his home
in South Norridgwoek Dec. 3d.
He had
been an invalid for a long time and had been
confined to his house for several mouths.
He was horn at Augusta, Me., June 2(1, 1815.
He was graduated from Bowdoin
was a classmate and roommate of J>r.
Cyrus
Hamlin, who established the American College at Constantinople. Only two members
of that class are now living.
He was for
many years president of the Bangor Theological Seminary. He had been a resident
ot Norridwock since 1858 and was
pastor of
the Congregational church fur about thirta
His wife died four years ago.
years.
One
sou and two
daughters survive.

that heterogeneous body of journalists. A
man that commands without one word of solicitation the uifanimity of opinion of a body
of men that think as they look, a hundred
different ways in a minute, must, be possessed of traits of character that are not in the
make-up of the ordinary individual, and
brother Howard is that man. During his
long service as a writer Mr. Howard has
won the respect, esteem, yes, love of the
newspaper men from tin1 proprietor down
the scale to the least competent pencil
pusher. [Marine Journal.
M. II. 1
“A eerta'u

writes to the Boston Journal:
BosP.n writer of verse recently
sent
Life
It was refused wherepoi■ 11. r
was s*nt to the Harvard
upon the pc.-n
The
Lampoon.
Limpooii published it.
The m xt week, Lit*- pub’ished the poem
and gave credit to the Lampoon. Such is

Life."
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BELFAST NATIONAL BANK.

Belief

ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
Belfast National Bank for the choice of
Directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will he
held at their hanking rooms on Tuesday, January
12, 1807, at 10 o’clock A. Mc. W. WESCOTT. Cashier.
Belfast, Dei. 8, 18% —4w50

THEthe

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK.
!

In

Six

aild
so,

with

something

SA.Ml'ELG. At )R TON. SherilV.

Legislative

Notice,

I will furnish

to

the farmers of Waldo

county their HAY WIRES at lowest
possible price. All sizes in stock, including, the Dedriek, No. 14 ami 13.
GEORGE A.

BAILEY,

Belfast, Maine

House for Sale.
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in results.

Druggists. 50c.

and

$1.00.

and a rental'
food. < )f great assistance to stomach and bowels and : <
welcome substitute for Cod-Liver (til and vastly.-tine ri

a

Pamphlet Mailed Free.

1

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO.. BOSTON. MASS

59-TMAC‘W’'-

(_»r,*r 1,000.000 Pares sol:l.
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FOR

fumes* An Villagers,
FUR

FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
FOR

SONS AND

DAUGHTERS,

FUR

ALL THE FAMILY,

with the close of the Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the tact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics w ill tave tar less space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
th tight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
from its inception to the present day, and won its greatest vic-

tories

Every possible effort will be put forth, and monev freelv
to make the 1HE WEEKLY
[RIBUNE pre-eminently a

spent,

NATIONAL FATULY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instructive, entertaining and i dispensable to each member of tile family.

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N. If, Weekly Tribune
ONE YEAR
CASH

|

A story ami a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
.'I <
I MI. WORTH.
Or C. B. HALL, Alain St
Bc.tast.
-Oil

FOR ONLY $2.00.
IN

\ I) V AN c !•:.

Address uli orders to

Actress.

j

A

Hours.

C'ASTOTUA.
signature,

nerve

fectly agreeable to take,

political disease, the product of a regime
of unpatriotic, political charlatanry and
economic hypocrisy which immediately
tu.i-i. Mk.
preceded it, Clevelandism and Bryanism
will be recognized as parent and child.
I.. i .'
At1 'nave taken your
The bold and audacious misrepresentation
wood'- 1.titters, and can. r. commend
of industrial and fiscal data and the defithem very highl)
ant appeal to the spirit of national repudiMrs. S. G. Nason.
ation, industrial disruption and social revolution of Bryan in 1890 was but the lit35c. a bottle.
eral translation of the more pompous and
Avoid Imitations.
hypocritical appeal of Mr. Cleveland to
the revolutionary and mob spirit in 1888
and 1892. lu 1894, the people voted down
Clevelandism; in 1890, they voted down
Bryanism; what may we expect in 19002
This will depend upon the wisdom of
the Republican party.
This opportunity
SUCCESSORS to
and responsibility are theirs.
It the parpursues the narrow, traditional course
STEVENS .Sc EKSKINE, ty
and fails to deal with the problems out of
which this social discontent has arisen, it
may expect to share the same fate, and a
regime of disintegration will set in. But
the hopeful eyes of the American people
Anil Dealers in....
and to a large extent of Christendom, are
In
upon the incoming administration.
Boots,
j order to justify this hope (which now car1
lies with it a large measure of confidence),
>* li oes,
I two great classes of reforms will have
Biit»l»oi-s,
I to he undertaken. One dealing with our
j banking and fiscal institutions, so as to
Truuks,
; afford better and cheaper financial accomBii*js, modation to the farming population: the
j other, frankly applying the responsible
Extension Cases,
statesmanship of the party to the labor
| question, not merely as indirectly repreV\'Iii|>s,
1 sented
by capital, but as directly repreHolies,
I sented by the wage workers themselves.
the
Is
Blankets, Etc.
Republican party equal to the oe1
casiou?
[From U unton’s Magazine, (\.
NEW STOCK OF
V.), for December.

___

fiimile

strengthened nourisher and healer for the breathing organs,

When the history of the last decade of
this century is finally written, Bryanism
will he recorded as aviolent, infectious,

-•

ATOTICE i> hereby given that the WALDO STRkET
-M
RAIL\VA\ COMPANY "ill tile its petition with
the next Legislature, asking for such amendments
to its charter as will authorize it to build a bridge
for street and highway purposes in the place now
fixed by its exis ing charter, with the authority to
lease the same to the ('itv of Belfast under such
restrictions and regulations as shall be satisfactory to said city.
November 2,18iM».
WALDO STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.
By Heath A- Andrews, its Attorneys. 3t4i>

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours hy the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, hack and every
part of
the urinary passages iu male or female. It
relieves retention of water and pain in
passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is vour remedy.
Sold hy A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
jV27

Mae

A wonderful

able flesh builder and

Politics.

—

3w50

he true.”
you

Meaning of

j

had cold—but it is not so serious an affair if von have Adamson’s Cough Balsam
in the house.
—a

i.

Speaking of the late Mrs. Scott-Siddons,
Fine Goods.
Low Prices.
The Belfast Republican Journal thinks
that she did not appear in this country as
HARNESS REPAIRING ami |
Open
an actress but only as a
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.
\ Evenings.
J
public reader. This
is an error.
Mrs. Scott Siddons began an
59 Main Street.
engagement at the Globe theatre in Boston, in January, 1881, appearing as RosaC. E STEVENS.
It. I. STEVENS. lind, Juliet, Blind lolanthe in “King
Rene’s Daughter," Juliana in “the HonState ol Maine.
eymoon,'’ and Viola in “Twelfth Night,”
WALDO ss.
supported by a strong company. At Portland theatre she gave three performances
Taken on execution, ami will be sold at public
auction, on the ninth day or January, A. D. 1897, beginning Friday, April 22, 1881, appearat two o’clock m the afternoon, at the office of F.
ing as Rosalind and Viola in the evening
W. Brown. Masonic Temple, in Belfast, in said and as
Lady Teazle at the matinee. Her
County, all the right in equity which William
Hall of Waldo, in the County of Waldo, has or acting was commented upon at the time as
had on the second day of September, A. D. 1898, 1 amateurish, marked by nervousness, artiwhen the same was attached on the original writ,
tieality, abruptness and extravagance, and
to redeem the following described mortgaged real
altogether disappointing except in certain
estate, situate in Waldo, in said County, to wit, a
certain parcel of land situate in said Waldo,being scenes.
She was at her best in the forest
the same premises conveyed to Edward W. Robscenes, where tin heroine appears disguiserts by Samuel Otis and George R. Ferguson, coed as a boy.
The doublet and hose bepartners in trade, under the firm name of S. otis
A Co., by their deed dated April 7. A. I). 1880, and came Mrs. Scott .siddons' classic beauty,
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 111, and no
prettier boy ever trod the boards.
Page 429.
Also another parcel of land situate in said Wal- In depicting the moods of the saucy, witty
and
same
that
was
do. being the
capricious Rosalind, she seemed to
conveyed to Edward
W. Rob-1 is by Wellington Shorey by his deed lose selfeouseiousness and become absorbdated July 22. A. 1>. 1882, ami recorded in said
ed in the part.
As Viola and Lady Teazle
Registry, Book 14*. Page 290.
Her tour was a
Also another pare I situate in said Waldo, being j she was less pleasing.
the same premises conveyed to said Edward W
It convinced her as well as the
failure.
Roberts by .Wary Warden and Alpha Warden, by
that the mantle of the great ancesTheir deed dated Feb. 24, A. D. 1885, and recorded public
She was
in said Registiy, Book 182, Page 08, to which said tress had not fallen upon her.
deeds and records refetenc-* may be had for a
ambitious to bee.me an actress, and she
more particular description, being the homestead
had
a certain degree of histrionic talent,
of the said \\ illiam Hall.
but it fell short.
Portland Advertiser.
Dated Belfast, Dec. I. A. 1>. 1898.
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BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

should

buy

Lasca,

j

Higher temperature, followed hy cold

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1895.—ly 45*

THE

j

[Truth.

DALTON’S

Fairfield St.;

ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank for the election .,!
directors and transaction ol any other business
that may legally come before then.', will be held at
their banking room on Tuesday, the 12tii day of
January, 1807, at two o’clock P.
CHAS. F. GORDON. Cashier.
Searsport, Dec. 9, 1896.—4w£()

j

Miss i
“But that doesn’t apply when the !
Craik
gentleman is a man of rank." Pruyn “Xo-o :
in that case he’d have t<> he paid for, 1
sup-

wiinuui.

IVo. LJ41>

I
!

univer-

stamps,

or

sample

the schooner
says:

..

will he mailed of the most
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
(•ream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
great merit. Full size 5<>c,
Fi.v Brothers,
."»<> Warren St
New York City.
A friend advised me to try Ely’s Cream
Balm ami after using it six weeks I believe
myself cured of catarrh. It is a most valuable remedy—.Joseph Stewart,
Grand
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y

generous

sea-

HARNESSES

How Is This Offer?
On

Many persons are in a condition to invite lung disease by reason
of inherited
tendency or other causes. Weak lungs can be
fortified by

bros.,

!

sally good-natured
queried the specula“For the reason." answered
tive boarder.
the Cheerful Idiot, “that it would take a fat
man so
much longer to get mad clear
through." | Indianapolis Journal.

COURT OF IVSOLVEISt Y.
Belfast, Dec. 9, 1890.

case of SANDERSON L. HAI L of Stockton Springs, in said County, Insolvent Debtor.
■VOU are hereby notified that with the approval
L of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County, the second meeting of the creditors
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to be held at
the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said County, on Wednesday, the 1.3th day of January, A. I».
1897, at two o'clock i* m.: ami you are requested
to he present at said meeting as and for the purposes required b\ Section 13 of chapter 7''. Revised Statutes of the State ol Maine and Rubik*
Laws of said State amendatory thereof and additiona! thereto.
Attest ( HAS. P. HAZELTINE
2w51
Register of said Court.

so

SCOTT A BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

bottle.

**

tapper.

arc
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every

wonder why fat people
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I have r
ruled
Sirs.
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MUs. I > ill MK I'KKKl\s.

For Infants and Children.
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signature,
of

\iMk.
most

title oi'iers

1 Var

Excuse me, my little man, but will
kindly let go my ear ?”

The facsimile

mkf.

"1.. IV* i’iin-rs

$m reconinienas 'TAG

said:

you

: w.

G 10

“1 was going home in a crowded ear last I
night, and was hanging on a strap for dear
life, almost pulling it down as the car started. Pretty soon a big, tall fellow touched
me on the shoulder, looked down at me, and

opinion of those who have given it a thorough
trial, a beverage in every way preferable to colfee.
Grain-O is not a stimulant.—it is something better.
It is cheering, nutritious and strengthening. In
other words it is a fo< d-drink, as coffee is not. It
is acceptable to the most delicate stomach, ami
agrees even with continued dyspeptics. Cnlike
coffee Grain-O produces no nervous at tion.
It
never interferes with sleep.
As for the flavor of
Grain-O, people who use it say that after using it
a week or two they like its taste better than that
of coffee. Grain O is sold by all grocers at 15c.
and 25c. per package. Try it.
Im51

\

I hrv

;

Contemporary

There are many people who would be glad to
abandon the habit of drinking coffee if they could
only find some substitute for it. That substitute
is Grain-O, made from pure grains and, in the

—

ni

|

YOU HAVE WAITED FOR THIS.

L?G

F>e $Ui$

and

AK LUNGS

as an ocean cruiser,
She
and was therefore built with great fullness at the lower part of the cross-section.
She has an easy bilge with nearly straight
lines from water-line to keel, or with no
This
hollowing out under the floor.
form is radically opposed to the latest
idea of speed and stability as exemplified
in the newest racing yachts, but it is essential in a sea-going yacht.
Such a vessel will ride the sea with ease where a
boat which has hard bilges and is cut hollow underneath the flour would be in a
precarious condition. The yachts of the
latter type are popular for the present,
bee ruse, when ballasted by a deep keel,
they are fast in smooth water. Caught,
however, in a heavy sea with no wind to
steady her, a boat of this type would be
in a fair way to slat her masts out.

....

..

Speaking of
Outing
was designed

the writer in

..

>

ctR.

models will interest many of our
readers who like a good heavy-weather

10 an

1

50

going

Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
NERYE-UFE MEDICAL CO.,

a in

tbe con-

sailing in all sorts of directions independent of the rudder.” To sum up:
“Everything about the form of a boat—
sail-plan, hull, keel, centreboard, rudder
—rounds up in the problem of the loca-

ohiv.
parts vi
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the lirst day's use. It rerno' es the cause
and assists nature, to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.

>

comes

sel’s

full vital p o w e r.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores

Miscellany

Sell. Helen <; Mn-.-u.o 3 Ooo i..,
i!. 1 ’11i 1;i(!«*i]1111:r 1 -i• 11. ;; -.ui
dugs. Ship Tiilie K sun buck. \i-u Y«*rk t*. s\
the
• icv. N. S W
general cargo, at or ah*.or £3.Ami.
and then copies it and declines to pay the Sell. S. M Pud. l’liiiad. Ipi.ia t.» ( nhie
and ha: U woh -ugar 17-' IS ■•••:.:
«*r ;h<- rom.d.
correspond.mt Lo :t.
Sill. llenr> ( iuusen. ,i;\. PliiLeelphia t*. Sr
1
•! \. >2 2.-.
Sell S. <
!• 'pm.- rUuske’.l. !
Helen M Wins ow contributes m interest- I'riehiegn- ••...d. and hack North of H.r;
.c
—i r.
is, 1' a 211 ceiits tor tin- r.'imd. $*•!•.. ,\b
ing paper to Tin Arena for December under j hie
(
Stubbs. N w \ rl
>■
i'
,Ja
Kingston
the capt ion oi "Some Newspaper
lumber, $3.2.".. Sell llaiii.o Lu-.a*. I’liiiaoeipbia
r. Police. P. It.. coal, s2.lT* and
It should, how. ver. have mentioned the
[ "it ehargeS<di Aliueda WilUy. New \ "ik to Havana, e.-al.
newspaper work oi a Maiue woman, Miss' >2. Sell. P. ('. Pendleton. Brunswick or Darien
to New \ ork. him: er. $4 37 1-2.
Si!:. Henry It.
Louise (’. Knight. n the Boston Herald. In
j Filton. Phi lad* iphia r«» w Haven, <■
;o e7
date .J Service she precedes some of those
Fkuioiits. The Freight
ir« ular oi Brown a
New \ '-rk, reports for the week etudi.g
mentioned, ami in ahiuty was second to
Though tlie requirements of long voyage shipnone.
For a time she conducted the Fine pers appear of a less urgent character, .'he eontinned scarcity of large tonnage inr prompt and
Arts department of the Herald, but did ediearly loading gives t<. the market steady to tine
torial and other work on the paper formally
tone, owners regarding their positionas favorable
i"i at least thirty or sixty days.
Beginning with
she is a native of Calais and the
years,
February, however, the tonnage supply promises
wife of J. Harvey Young, the well known greater abundance, therefore, vessels now hound
bit her, and due in the earh spring, are "lit red
portrait painter of Boston.
with increased freedom, ami at som. ••oncessioiis
from the extreme rates recently prevailing, these
remarks applying to both ease oil and general
English Spavin Liniment removes all targo. There
is some inquiry for barrel petroleum
Hard. Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemtonnage, but business i> restricted by the small
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
tonnage offerings for December-January binding.
Splints, Sweeney,
Ling-Bone, Stifles. Kates generally are firm. Naval store freights
Sprains, all Swoiien Throats, Coughs, etc. temain quiet, tonnage, however, is scarce and
Save ''.‘•o by use of one bottle.
Warranted the market is quoted firm at 2s Bd<i2.- dd for
rosin from primary points to Cork f. <
There is
the most wonderful
Blemish
Cure ever no action
of special consequence in the line of
known.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- River
Plate lumber freights, the only charters regists, Belfast, Me.
Iv27
ported being a bark from Pensacola at $12 to
Buenos Ayres and $13 to Rosario, and a schooner
Mrs. Biius—“Don’t you believe, it’s true,
from Portland at $8 and $b respectively. Brazil
Jobn, that a person partakes to a consider- freights continue very dull, though vessels are
able extent of the nature of the creature he not obtainable to the various ports at any concessions from previous rates paid. Tonnage is
cats.'"
Mr. Biius—“No; I have eaten fish
wanted to a moderate extent in the Wimlyvard
all my i’.fe. and 1 can't swim a stroke."
Island trade, and some few vessels are required
Tribune.
[Chicago
for the transportation of coal ami lumber to the
Rheumatism is caused by lactic acid in West indies. In tlie latter department there i- a
s. .mewliat
stronger feeling, and in instances
the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla neutralizes
slightly better rates are obtained. N.> improvethe acid and cures rheumatism.
'-in
ment
be discerned ii coastwise lumber
freights. Orders are scarce, and where business
“What kind of cake do you like best"’
is presented shippers appear aide to obtain ton“Electric cake."
nage without difficulty upon tbeba-isof previous
“Electric cake
What’s that ?"
quotations. Some littk demand is experienced
f"f tie tonnage with full recent rates prevailing
“Fu I of currents."
Coal freights are dull, though quotations to the
Buckingham's Dye lor the Whiskers can Eastward have not varied during the interval.
be applied when at home, and is uniformly
successful in coloring a brown or black.
When a
Kicks.
Ilcno- its great popularity.
Tim Belfast Republican Journal does not
Brown—“Do you ever cut things out of
like to have its thunder stolen without the
newspapers when you don't, want your wife
courtesy of a single credit. We are not surto read t hem V"
prised at that for The Journal has lots of exJones—“Oh, no! 1 alw ays cut out some- cellent
matter.
Lakes sees exthing on another page, and it tak* s her so tracts from its own Raugeley sometimes
with
columns,
long to discover what it is that she never credits and sometimes
wniiout, yet it- looks
gets the rest of the paper read at all.”
\y ;tli pride on then: all as haying been
thought
Old Lady to motorman on trolley ear): worthy of use. What it does kick on is
“Ain’t you afraid of the electricity, Mr. Mo- to have a good local yarn and then have it
stolen and located in another part of the
Motorman; "No, ma'am, I ain’t
torman .'"
got no call to 1m* afraid. 1 ain’t a conduc- world. Even if we get left we want this
tor.’’ [Philadelphia Record.
region to get the benefit of the advertising,
[Raugeley Lakes.
ter

marriage,

refreshing
sleep. Cures Imand
restores
potence

ueveiopmeni

above,

tions of the centre of effort of the sails,
and the centre of lateral resistance of the
hull to tlie water, will result in the ves-

restores

J
I

indicated

be a source of trouble; and “in
the yachts with short water-lines and deep
fins, an error in figuring the relative posi-

Restores the
entire
nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

i

as

always

y~-

Mrs. Margaret Gordon of Burkettville
died from a shock 1 ».-<•.
1 at tin* advanced
age of so
She was tin* widow of
years.
who
died
a
nnm!-“. of year.Hugh Gordon,
M:s. Gordon
ago at his home in L uion.
was a
lady highly esteemed an i will be
much missed.

■

Then,

struction of tbe sail plan and the placing
of the ballast.
“A mast stepped afoot
or two out of place,” says
Outing, “will

/^p

Colleg’eaml

of Cod-liver Oil with the hypophosphites, has the cod-liver
oil in these fine globules, thus making it an emulsion. Boys
and girls, as well as delicate invalids, can take cod-liver oil
when prepared in this manner. In fact, it is well adapted to
The hypophosphites give strength to
young children.
the nervous system and needed material to growing bone.
Learn from nature : take cod-liver oil only as an emulsion.

The nicety of calculation in such a vessel
the Defender, built largely from materials previously not thus employed,
floating exactly upon its pre-determined
water-line, and carrying her enormous
sail spread at about the expected keeling
angle, is a triumph of scientific precedence.

manhood and reall obsta-

1

article

as

THE

moves
es to

cHE Crnidmixu

What science may do is told in
on “Kaeing Schooners” in the
December Outing.
The writer says:

Ureat KbSlOKEK
Restores perfect
health, vigor and

'y~3

but when

clipper.

an

NERVE-LIFE

c

has received his third
indorsement of the New York
by his re-election as president of

Indiaus.
'ii

was

a

model,

his ballast and stepmatter of pure guess

and he may guess wrong, and in
that case an old-style boat, but one properly balanced, will out-sail his modern

cured by these
Little Pills.

Herald.

of Portland and vicinity.

Joseph Howard, Jr.,
unanimous
Press Club

-.

-•*

She

days before her death. Mrs. Smiley was a
Wiscasset lady and the wife of the late
Jonathan M. Smiley. For thirty-four years,
however, Camden was her home, and here
she lived surrounded
by warm frieuds. She
was a charming woman of
many fine qualities, whom everyone respected and liked.
Her death is a sad affliction for the
daughter. Mrs. Frye, with whom she lived, and for
her sons, Moses Smiley of Eagle Island and
Frank Smiley of Foxboro, Mass.
[Camden

noted

milk

is

Tile most perfect food in the world is milk. Nature
has provided that the youngest and most tender child shall
have this food.- In milk there is a generous supply of oil, or
fat. This exists in the form of minute globules, or tiny
drops. They are so small that it takes hours for them to
rise to the surface, as cream. We say, “milk is an emulsion,” because the oil is in this finely divided condition.

work,

Positively

“tear

them. It
of them.

of

into

It contains many

On the afternoon of
Thanksgiving Dav, at
home of her
daughter, Mrs. Fred P.
rye, chestnut street, Mrs. Clara (Carleton)

a

placing

ping his mast, it. is

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain m the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

t.ie

and Periodicals.

The Christmas number of the Maine Cen_
tral has appeared and is more than usually
interesting in contents and attractive in ap-

iues.

irge
been

■

never

it comes to

SICK HEADACHE

[Camden

incorporated
town,
residents would have tv) pay municipal,
county, and State taxes. Now they pay no
taxes, they do not vote, and every man is as
good as his neighbor. The place is fairer
than Utopia, and sweeter than the dream of
a Nihilist.
It has no counterpart on earth.

visited that
lots of trees,

a

I

able imitation of

I PILLS

Georgetown,

Vf'n

The Hallowell Weekly News is published
twice a week during the holiday season.

m.

Tiver

"*

had
mile from

a.

riJW

what

an

signer. The hull is only one part of the
problem, so far as speed is concerned.
An ingenious builder may get up a pass-

niTTLE

<

has been reduced to

building

exact science, and “rule ’othumb” builders are giving way to the professional de-

CARTERS

here,“a

hunting Thanksgiving
: ire

Yacht

Rockport,

!

Designing.

Yacht

Melancholy Anniversary.

Monday was the ninth anniversary of
the memorable message which Mr. Cleveland devoted exclusively t<> the subject of
the tariff; the “condition not a theory"
message of December tS, 1887.
The condition which confronted us at
that time was a revenue producing about
£18,000,000 in excess of the government's
auuual expenditures.
The condition which confronts Congress
to-day is a revenue producing for the present. fiscal year at least £75,000,000 or £80,000,000 less than the necessary expendituiesof the government: an annual deficit
of £75,000,000 or £80,000,000 to be made
up by borrowing money and paying interest thereon.
Such was the beginning and such is the
end of the nine years’ period of experimental statesmanship in the reform of the
national tinane s by the Hon. Grover ( level and and his followers.
Well, it is over, and the book is about
toopeu at a new chapter; and exactly how
much has been lost by the country since
the Cleveland experiment began, can be
estimated at leisure by the mathematicians
of distress and disaster, the historians of
political wreck and ruin and the philosophical students of cause and effect.
[New York 8.U1.

I

Write

your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tr ibune tfl:e, New York City, and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKlY
rRI iUNt will be mailed o you.

Closing Out Sale*-Furniture.
STORE

I

J.

TO

LET.

C. THOHPSON & SON
Hare special cues in prices to close out their stock.
II n v still It ft a /i tie assort went of

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low. also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,

j
|

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSOR I MEM

J. C.

& S

Thompson

n, 39 Main St.

i To Wheelmen and WheelwomenT
Col militias, '07 Mode!.$100.00
'O 7
Fa minus,
I.io oo
.....
••
'00
/ •>. > oo
*‘
‘JS inch,
liar!fords, '07
7.1.00
••
'07
V«
00.00
••
•*
••
?,s
.10.00

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling
^
^

^tciKMi

c ut

tm<f and

GEO. T. READ,

a

Key
*

s

Pure Jersey Milk.

If you wish for nice milk

(i. 0.

drop

card

to

MATCH, Belfast

One cow’s Hilk for Babies
X

a

ptemhei 30, lX'.M.- 3m40*

a

Nickeling.

full set of apparatus for E.V.i }f E LI\(r
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-uickeling all
rusty or worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
I

have

and

Specials

c lieek

\\ ork

to

>ri>kr.

44 Main Street, Belfast.

* •

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
I’. O.

ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

tf7

MAINE.

SEARSPORT

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

LOCALS.

F. J. Biatlier spent Sunday in town.

|

Arthur Boyd and wife
State Grange at Augusta.

hunting grounds of Maine, each with

T.

the Cough parsonage Friday

at

Prescott

Morey

left

Thursday

town

Griunell

of

Camden

Capt. John Closson

making

is

a

visit in

Waterville.
J. B. Sweetser and wife
in Penobscot.

are

visiting friends

Peterson lias secured
Brookline, Mass.
Fannie E. Smith
a short visit.

was in

situation in

a

COUNTY

Mrs. Marion Lewis left by steamer Thursday for Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buker went to Skowhegan Tuesday
to attend to legal business.
E. A.

Waldo schoolhouse, Waldo, Sunday afterand evening, Dec. 20th, and at Poor’s
Mills Sunday afternoon and evening, Dec.
27th. They will open in Belfast in a few
weeks... .John Jackson has sold his farm to
his son-in-law, Fred lvuowlton, ami has purchased the farm at Hall’s Corner, formerly
known as the Lewis Smith farm.

Thorndike.

Ralph Pierce from Brewer is
visiting his grandfather, Warren Weston,
who is gaining slowly since he had his toe
taken off. But as he. is quite an old gentleman he has had a hard time_Henry Dawson, Master of Morning Light Grange, has
gone to Augusta as a delegate to the State
Grange. Mrs. F. W. Ritchie is also attending the State Grange.... Mrs. Benjamin

Sell. Senator sailed for Bar Harbor Tuesday with hay for A. E. Nickerson.
Mrs. D. W. Nickels and two children left
Monday for Presque Isle for a week.
leaves for New York to-day to
go first oflicer of bark Lucy A. Nickels.
Alims Dow

Curtis

Hattie Erskine, who has been visiting her
m Boston, returned home
Saturday.

is

very

sick

George

with

catarrhal

Flora Flanders of Rockland is visiting her parents, Mr. ami Mrs. F. W. Porter.
Mrs.

Mrs. Hannah P. Carver ami daughter Florence have gone to Boston to
spend the winter.

Miss Lizzie Sweeney W. V. Telegraph
operator at Dainariscotta, was in town Sat-

urday.

pneu-

Palmer

to

man

at the

serve

Unity.

January

term of court.

mother,

Mrs.

Lydia

Colson.

large •ompauy

House b-.s-

at

whist

at

Friday evening.

pating 1' not ii-a-d it.
ol t he season.
1

one

[

the

the

tra

iers

:tr.

about

anmiai dis-

goods. Clement &, Adams
ar s
O. Sawyer & Co. are allowing a great
variety o; novelties as well as useful article*. and the ]>rices are very low.
oi

;

i

Monroe and Frank Morrell

'. II.

as

already

couple left immediately for Augusta, where
they are to reside. Miss Haley was one of
our popular young ladies aud has the best

parents-Miss Mabel Jones died at her
father’s home Saturday morning of consumption. Her age was about 14 years_
The village schools began last week. Misses

Mathews, who

tending

preparing
auspices of the

narrow-

ing....iraue is lairly goou, out people will
make expensive presents this year. The
hard times have told upou us all... Mr. and
Mrs. James Bushtield of Waltham, Mass.,
have been visiting their friends at the R. W.
Forbes homestead-Bert Pay son, Grace E.
Dow ami Iua M. Forbes have gone to Castine to attend the winter t^rm of the Normal school.... M. J. Dow has in a good stock
of holiday goods... F O. Day is selling lots
of furniture.., ,T. I. Huxford is alone in his

great success. About three hundred
were present.
A very tine collation was
served in the dining room from (i to 8, and
a

strong and indexible character
itself during her long aud
eventful life. Born during the administration of Monroe she had lived to see wonderful changes in her time.
Vast shipping aud
steamboat interests, vast railroads, canals
and internal improvements, vast lines of
telegraphy and electric plants, vast manufactories and the other appliances of wealth.
a

are

vast, and mighty empire. She with her
husband, the late Josiah Colson, experienced religion and became connected with
the M. E. church Mar. 1, 1840; aud from that
time her name could well have been called
“Dorcas” for she was noted for her alms
deeds.
She left five chi ldren of her
own and two of her husband’s by a former
marriage to mourn their loss. Her long iife
sunshine and

joy

aud her very presHer children’s children gathered at her knees and learned wisdom as it fell from her lips. And when in
the infirmities of age she was prostrated
upon her bed her people loved to visit still,
this remarkable woman, catch the inspiration of her smile and gain
courage to aid
them in life’s darkest trials. Vlie cloud came
and death claimed her, but “there’s a silver
lining to the cloud.” The funeral took place
Tuesday afternoon from her late residence
and was conducted by Rev. O. H. Fernaid,
who pronounced a tine eulogy on the dea

an

inspiration.

taking the degrees

is at

News

here

was

received

last j'ear in

Sandypoint

(piiet wedding

and is

last

Saturday

the residence of

lodge-

in

generously
Houghton,

Thanksgiving day....Mrs.

on

Chap., Mrs. Susan Briggs; Sec., Marie
Hobbs; Treas., Nellie Mosman ; Con., Rosa
Johnson; G., Mrs. Samantha Stimpson;
Asst. Con., Florida Godding.
The installation of officers-elect for the ensuing year of
George G. Davis Post, G. A. R. and the W.
It.

C. will be held Jau. 5th.

is extended to Ezra M.

R., and W. R.

ceased.

that

C

of

An

invitation

Billings Post, G.

Monroe to visit

A.

us on

date.

j

DOES IT
at home-PAY?

—a
or a

“Rainy Day.”
It would

and how

surprise you to know how little it costs

comfortably your house

can be

heated with the

Glen wood
FURNACE.

For sale In all prominent
towns in New

cities and

.England.

I

I

Made

by THE WEIR STOVE COMPANY,
TAUNTON, MASS*

took the negro

character of

Pete in the

drama, and “The darkey wood dealer” in
the farce which followed, is much more than
we might expect in an amateur, and kept
the audience in good humor throughout the
evening. The drama was repeated Friday
evening of last week, and the sum realized
from the two entertainments, dances and
suppers, was very satisfactory to the members of the order-Miss Linda Annis is visiting friends in Boston and vicinity.

th.s

equal for value in tin
Better Hdkfs.

we.

■

121,25,35,42,50,75 Cts.aufJ

*

Table Linens",rti,**NapE.
Sets consisting of cloih and matched nankr
beautiful designs. Have you seen them?

ought

to.

A MACKINTOSH
a nice XMAS PRESENT.
Have you seen them?

makes

line.

Remember to Look for

We haw

our

Xmas ad, Next Week

H. A. STARRETT
Main

Street,

Belfast.

FOR CHRISTMAS
**BAILEYt
0F

POCKET KNIVES

patterns and styles.
Stag Horn, White and Black, ill fully wauanird
a better
present or more useful than a uooii packet kuv
fhick

ir><*.

CARVING SETS,

old,

to

KNIFEa"dl"1

An article really needed in every family and mmum-iE
have them in Celluloid Handles, St ig} etc. IV
.“SOc*.

Stable Blankets and Fur Rob
What GOuld make a more usrful »»i ,lesli-alil, prcs.mt;
A GOOD, SQUARE BLANK FT KOH
A GOOD Fi ll ROBF. KOI

sj*-

IRON and STEEL.

*

Iron up your sleds and have them ready for snow,
tiling in iron and steel you want to do your |o!>s
REFINED IRON,
AT

NORWAY SHAPES,
L.OYVKSF I'OSSIISLK

i

at

f

Y1A ( IIINF

1'ltKKS,

kidneys,

generally.
only

high

$25,00

public,

public favor;
gripe.

promptly

purchases yon one fully warranted, and om
< all and ex ia
up and give vou good service.
It E 1*0SI TO H 1
ALL KINDS OF HARD

BAILEY’S,
Ketailer and Jobber of Hardware,

Bel

From Dec, 17 lo Dei
We shall make

Nickel Plated

special low prices

on

Chafing Dishes,

Nickel Plated

Serving Dishes.

Nickel Plated 5 O’clock Teas
Nicke Plated Tea and Cot!

Harriet

1

much needed coat of paint. The job will
be finished in the spring_The Georges
Valley Grange Dramatic Club presented

few dollars spent for comfort
little more hoarded for that

II you can find their
you can do better than

Sarsaparilla

Appleton.
Miss Gracie Hicks of Garland is here and will spend the w nter with
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. O. W.
Currier.... Viram Cummings of Weymoutli,
Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. ami Mrs.
David Cummings-Mr. and Mrs Francis
J. Oakes and Alonzo M. Newbert of New
York were guests Thanksgiving of Daniel
Sullivan and wife-Mrs. Arethusa Stanley
of South Carver, Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Gurney, and brothis seriously ill_John
er William, who
Arnold, who has been confined to the house
by sickness several weeks, is still very low.
_Fred L. Davidson, who has been sick
with typhoid fever, is able to sit up the most
of the day-Elbridge Perry is in Portland
where he is receiving treatment for his eyes.
_The Grange building has been receiving

the drama, “The Deacon,” to a good house
Wednesday evening, Nov. 25th. Riverside
hall was filled with a very appreciative audience, and the thirteen young ladies and
gentlemen who took the various characters
in the cast received many compliments for
Will Arrington, who
their proficiency.

of

5^8

by expelling
rheumatism, humors,
appetite

inently

a

Think of it!

4a5
40 a 1 G< >
40 a 1 50
40 a 1 50
10 a 2<»
4 a 0 1-2
40 a. 45
lo</12
10a 12
50a75
14 a 10

Port Spain, Nov. 12. Ar, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton, Fletcher, New York.
Mayaguez, Dec. 8. Ar, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam,
Keyes, New York.
Point-a-Petre, (GauiL, Nov. 24. Ar, sch. Penobscot, Dodge, Ne.v York.
Singapore, Nov. 4. Ar, bark Adam W. Spies,
Meyeis, Sourabaya, to load for New York.
Barbadoes Dec. 1. Ar, bark Willard Mudgett,
Port Elizabeth.
'27
Santos Dec. 12. Ar, bark Rose Innis, New York.
8alO
Port Spain, Trin Dec. 11. Sch. Herald, Lowell,
14aio
for N. Y. (ready
iinan /’rice.
Limerick, Dec. 11. Sld, sell. Augustus Palmer,
Beef, corned, p lb, 7«8 Lime, t> 1>1>I,
90a 1 00
Haskell, Cardill.
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 12. In port, sells. Olive j Butter, salt. 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, fc> It., 3 a3 1-2
40
Corn,
bu.
It..
2«3
for
Ella
M.
p
(Inions, p
Pecker, Whitman,
Willey,
Boston;
I Cracked Corn, p bu, 40 ()il,kerosene, gal, 12 a 13
Willey, In mi New York.
40 Pollock, p It.,
3 1-2 a4
Montevideo, Nov. 5. In port, bark Evie Reed, ! <'orn Meal, p bu.
0 «.7
13a 15 Pork, p It.,
Whittier, for New York.
j Cheese, p lb.
1'l 2
Kio »• rande, (Nic,. Nov. 17. In port, sell. II. F j Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p l.ht,
5 a 0 live Meal, 1;» It.,
03
Pettigrew, Morse, lor Boston to sail 20tli.
I Codfish, dry, p lb
! Cranberries, p qt.07'a09 Shorts, p rvvt,
70«7">
MARINE MISCELLANY.
< lover
1
1
o
12
5a5
1-2
lb.
Ih,
Seed, p
sugar, p
4<>
| Flour, p bbl, 4 50//.5 75 Salt. T. I., p lm,
Spoken Oct. 14. IT Dirgo Ramirez, barque | H.< i.Seed, bu, 2 oou 2 1 o Sweet Potatoes,
2'/ 3
May Flint, Nichols, ftoni Nev\ York for San Fran- I Lard, p lb
8 a u 1-2 Wheat Meal,
21-2 « 3
cis* o.
A new red and black horizontal striped buoy was
established November 2, lS'JO, on the southern
edge ol Ray Ledge. Mean llaut bay, and is shown
on
the charts, on ;lie healings: Thoroughfare
Light, N. I>v \Y.:5 4 W.: Saddleback Ledge Light,
S\V. 1 4 \Y.. North Tangent Fells Island, F. by N.
(iiAUTKifs. Ship S. !> * urleton, New York to
Shanghai. 7",«)()(• eases ojl 21 1 2 cents. MaivhApni. Sell. .Mary L. Falmer', Ne«\ York to I mblin
U,Out) barrels retined oil, 21s. Lark Ft iiobseo!.
Hong Kong to New York, $7J><><>. Ship II. L.
With its intense cold and sudden
lly.ie. Honolulu to New York, sugar at or about,
-■>.
Lark Jennie Harkness, Fhillipine Islamls to
the robust and
New York or Boston, hem]), s4.A<>. Sell. John I.
Sell,
Snow, Aquia to New York, logwood, $8.
makes the
both young and
lliinianirk. Wilmington, .\. * to Boston, lumbi r,
weaker and less able to withstand
$4. Bark Herbert Fuller, Buenos Ay res or Ro^aiio to New York or Boston, wool and hides, >8,diseases or attacks of prelu**. Sch Olive Fecker, Buenos Ayres to Boston, hides and wool, p. t. Sell Augustus Falmer.
acute diseases.
To be safe,
Cardiil' t<- Trinidad, eoal 1 Is Rd, lree lighterage.
Sell. Metliehesee, Mobile to Tampico, Filing 7
your system and increase
cents.
Sell. Flora Condon. Perth Amboy to Fall
your stock of
River, coal, f>U cents. Sch. Mary A. Hall, Now
York to Wilmington, N. ('., coal, bo cents and
Med.
Buck. Weehawken
discharged. Sch. Hattie
to Fortsmouth, coal, (50 cents.
Disasters. Ft<\ The surveyors at Boston on
F. d. H. Dow lound the entire keel
sen. Mary
gone, planks started and worn through and several large holes in the bottom. She was badly
hogged, but was straightened out when dry
docked. The vessel has been appraised in her
Tut your blood and nervous system
present damaged condition at $17,Ann.
rpon
this figure will be based the salvage to be awardin first-class condition
ed for floating the vessel.Sch. To fa at New
York Dec. 10, from Demarara reports: Had a
and
scrofula,
succession of hard gales for northwest to northeast and high seas throughout the passage duralso increase your
ing which she lost and split sails, smashed
and powers of assimilation, quicken
davits and sustained other damage about the
Scfi. Lois V. Chaples, from Santa Cruz
decks
the action of the liver and
via. Southport, N. C.,for N. C. for New Y ork, was
t >wed in to Jacksonville Dec. 8, with loss of
and build up
HOW? By
main-mast and otherwise damaged.
She was
“The
found off New Smyrna by tug Dauntless. A descombined Blood
patch from Wellington, N. /,. says the American
Puriiier and Nerve Food” now promhark Alice, Capt. Swain, at that port from Auckland for Boston, was discovered on tire and her
before the
cargo of flax was damaged..On hoard the Ward
line steamer Santiago which arrived at New York
Dec. 12th from Nassau were Capt. Harding ami
seven ship-wrecked seamen of the brig Fugene
Hale of Calais, Me., which went ashore on Fxuma
reef, Bahama, Nov. 18th. On Nov. 18th, the vessel experienced a heavy east northeast gale and
at. 1) p
in. she was driven on the Exuma reef.
^.AND^.
She soon tilled and became a total loss .Sell. II. J.
Cottrell of Deer Isle, before reported abandoned
at sea, was passed Dec. ‘Jlh.lat. 82 18, Ion. 71 24,
—mainmast gone, foremast standing, and decks
awash; very dangerous to navigation ...Sch.
Cora C. Meader of Boothbny, with load of lumber
from Bangor for New York, stranded two miles
south of Monomoy life saving station Dec. 14th.
She was floated at high water with the assistance
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
of the Monomoy crew and proceeded.
Kr,Hi h is.
ne £ reignt circular 01 mown a.
o.
New York, for the week emling Dec. 12ih reports
G G G * &as follows: Tliere has been no special activity in
this department during the week under review
has
in
a
DALTON’S FAfllLY
The demand for long voyage tonnage
conPILLS
siderable measure subsided, with the result of an
stand
in
are aceasier tendency to rates, though noticed more
particularly upon distant vessels, say for early
and do not
tive,
of
and
Owners
prompt
spring loading.
nearby
vessels are holding out for full recent rates, and
DALTON’S INSTANT RELIEF
as the lines may require tonnage to ‘Mill in,” an
to
sustain
the
endeavor is being made
market
PLASTERS
rleive pain.
upon its present basis, though it is generally conceded that the strength is only temporary in
character. Since our last a steel bark with 1450O0 cases refined petroleum has been closed for
Calcutta, June loading, «t the reduced rate of 1 5
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
cents; an iron ship or 110,000 cases to Hong
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Kong was taken lor January-Kebruary at 18cent>,
and two ships of 75,000 and 05.0(H) cases to
December, A. 1>. 181*0.
cents
for
2-1
wood
21
..a22
and
Shanghai accepted
a. piper, sister of
henry n.
iron respectively.
Tonnage appears wanted m
WI E1)ES, late of Monroe, in said County of
the South African trade, with charters making
\\ aldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
I
upon the basis of 25s to 25s Od to Port Natal. ! administration of the estate of said deceased
Prompt tonnage for barrel petroleum is inquired may be granted to Anna E. Wildes.
for, but vessels are scarce, and business is rest riot- !
ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ed in consequence. Rates, however, do not ap- all
persons interested by causing a copy of this orpreciably charge. Shippers of Naval Stores from der to be published three weeks successively in
the South are in need of t< image, but they appear i the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
unwilling to meet an advance in rates. Rids are thc\ may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
submitted of 2s Gd to 2s 'dd upon rosin to Cork Belfast within and for said
County on the second
2d |
f. o. prompt loading, and 2s 4 1 2d to 2s 7
of January next, at ten of the clock
distantT The tonnage otlierings are limited at ! Tuesday
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
these figures. There is no improvement in the
the prayer of said petitioner should*not be
demand lor tonnage to the River Plate, but ves- ! why
sels are not offered for lumber from the Provinces granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
at any concession from rates recently prevailing.
A true copy. Attest:
Brazil !
(tuIf rates, however, are slightly easier.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
freights continue dull. A vessel with coal from
Norfolk to Rio Janeiro accepted 17s (id. Other
South American trades are quiet. Latest charsubscriber hereby gives public notice to all
ters from Demerara with sugar have been at d
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
cents to a direct port north of Hatteras, 10 cents
and taken upon himself the trust of AdministraThere is a modelto Delaware Breakwater f. o.
tor of the estate of
ate demand for coal and lumber tonnage to the
HENRY SPARROW, late of Monroe,
West Indies, but backwards freight offers very
sparingly. Rates are without quotable change. in the county of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
In the coastwise lumber department there is little
law directs; he therefore requests all perof interest to report. Orders are scarce, while as the
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
;
vessels appear readily obtainable upon the basis
I make immediate payment, and those who have
of previous rates. Coal freights to the Eastward
demands thereon to exhibit the same for setremain quiet as nominally unchanged quotations. any
tlement to him.
JOSEPH K. SPARROW.
|subscribers hereby give public notice to all
Card ol Thanks
concerned, that they have been duly appointed
and taken
themselves the trust of Executors
Capt. To’ford Durham and family wish to ex- of the last upon
will and testament of
tend their heartfelt thanks to all their neighbors
and friends for their many kindnesses shown
EDMUND MURCH, late of Unity,
their late bereavement.
them

using

Henrietta Harriman left ’ast, week for
Nashua, N. H., where she will remain several months-Mrs. Ursula Thompson and
Miss Clara Thompson have closed their
house at Fort Point and rnov&d to B. G.
Blanchard’s house for the winter

who

20^30

—

Stowers has returned to Hampden_C. F
Snow was in Bangor Iasi week on business.
.Charles French has gone to Norcross to
work for Perkins Bros, at tueir mill... .Mrs.

Rockland last week on
Margaret Evans and Hatto express their thanks to
who remembered them so

C. E. Lane was
business-Mrs.
tie Buzzell wish
the kind friends,

PORTS.

catarrh;

evening

F. It. Daggett, Esq.,
when he joined in marriage Mr. Gilbert
Granville and Miss Maud May Shute,
adopted daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Shute of the Narrows district. Congratulations are in order-Mr. Elbridge Ginn of
sell. Fawn arrived home last week....Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Blanchard went to Winterport last Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Mrs. B.’s aunt, Mrs. Augusta Chase_Mr.
Frank French of Boston has lately been at
the Duck Farm for a few days_James
at

Apples,
dried, |> tfo,
1
Iieans, pea,
medium, 1
yel’weyesJ
Butter, |> If).
Beef, |> if.,
Barley, t> fou,
Cheese, |> it.,
Chicken, [) It.,
Calf Skins,
Duck, $> ft,
Eggs, t> doz,
Fowl, fc> lt>.
Geese, t> It.,

VITALITY

remembered
by many who extend their sympathy to Mr.
and Mrs. Perkins in their sorrow_There
was a

two

,,

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR LINE OF

JOURNAL.

Price Paid Producer,
11 a v,
ton,10 00 a 12 00
Hides. t> lb,
3 1-2a 4
Lamb,
lb,
Lamb Skins,
20o30
•VI utton,
4*a5
H'.
Oats, fe) bn, 32 lb, 25o30
35o40
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
4^.4'”1-2
Straw, {:> ton, 5 00 oG oo
If.ois
Turkey, fc> lb.
Tallow.
1 1 -2*g.3
\ eal, {:> lb,
G o7
Wool, unwashed, 12a 13
Wood, hard, 3 50 a o*0()
Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50
Retail Market.

existing
vailing
fortify

week of the death in San Diego, California, of Louisa, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Perkins. She was nearly eleven
years of age and had been a sufferer from
acute heart disease for several years. She
with her mother spent several months of

candidates

in the K. P.

has been sick with fever at
the house of her daughter, Mrs. T. A. Elliott, is now somewhat better-Mrs. Jennie Jellison has returned from a three
weeks’ visit to friends in Wintlirop and her
daughter in Waterville. She also visited
Portland_At the last regular meeting of
George G. Davis, W. R. C., the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Pres., Mrs. Affie Godding; S. V Pres., Mrs.
Sophia Rowe; J. V. Pres., Mrs. Susan Cole;

A

ence

Miller house_Five

daughter Nora of Monroe were in
Friday.... Miss Laura Thompson
home for the holiday vacation.

town

last

Market.
£> l)u,

changes depresses
weak,

...

which asserted

was

Geo.

the

the

last

an entertainment followed,
consisting of a store this winter and you may allow that he
burlesque degree.which caused much amuse- is kept busy-Everett Foss of the Maine
ment. and was greatly enjoyed by the unState College at Orouo came home last Satitized.
During an intermission, A. E. urday for a business and pleasure trip. He
Trundy sang a character song, and a selec- is Supervisor of schools in Brooks this year.
tion by a chorus concluded the entertain_Road Commissioners Ellis and Bowen
ment.
Mr. Gilmore ami daughter furnished have turned over the account of their busimusic for dancing in the lower hall, which
ness
the past season to the selectmen.
was much enjoyed by the young
people.
....M. J. Dow lias on hand live horses and
Obituary. Mrs. Lydia A. Colson was wishes to sell three of them_Geo. Roberts
born in Frankfort April 4, 1810, aud died in
of Portland has been visiting his relatives
Searsport Dec. 18, 181HJ, aged 77 years, 8 in Brooks-W. A. Fenlason has moved on
months and 0 days.
Daughter of the late to the H. H. Seavey place, which he has
-James Page and wife of Frankfort, she inbought, and J. H. Seavey has moved into

herited

was

and

bandy point.

not

reception given by Mariner's Lodge,
F. & A M. aud Sears. Lodge, I. (_>. O. F., n
their new building last Thursday evening

Bucksport Seminary,

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE
Produce

WINTER

guest of her uncle and aunt, llev. J. P. Simouton and wife, over Sunday.... Mrs. E. M.
Littlefield has gone to Falmouth for a stay
of about two weeks.... Mr. Edwin Lufkin

general invitation is extended to our townspeople and others who care to he present
and participate in the exercises of the even-

The

the

Xmas
/vuia*5 Pre<*ent
riC5Clllor

Price Current.

<

Carroll, Russell, Merrill and Sprowl are the
teachers... .Fred C. Atwood, who received
some injuries at the lire last week, is able to
be (.ut again.... Most of the people who have
beeu reported on the sick list are improving.
-Miss Andrews of Rock port, who is at-

at work

ISelfast

j

wishes of her many friends for her future
happiness-Mrs. Lizzie Bean of Farmington came home to attend her sister’s wedding and remained a few days with her

it. It will be under the
(food Templars Lodge, but all hands are invited to come in with their presents, and a

escaped a bad accident Tuesday morning.
While driving to Belfast the forward axle
broke, throwing them both out. Mr. Monroe
was dragged some distance
by the reins, but
had presence of mind enough to turn the
horse into the. ditch where he was caught by
Morrill aud both escaped serious injury but
were badly shaken up.

FOREIGN

Pinkham of Augusta. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. E. F. Pernber of Baugor
in the presence of the immediate family of
the bride and a few friends, and the young

of

are

Barbadoes.
Pascagoula. Dec. 20. Sld, sch. Jennie F. Wiley,
New York; 14, ar, sell .Etna, Chipman, Manzanila.
Pertli Amboy, Dec. 10.
Sld, sch, Alameda
Wiley, Dodge, Havana.
Norfolk, Dec. 10. Ar, sch. Puritan, Sargent,
Washington, 1>. C.
Tacoma, Dec. 12. Sld, bark Tidal Wave, Lancaster, San Francisco.

Dec. 8tli, it being the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Clara, to Mr. Samuel C.

\cars, will

the ladies

Bangor. Dec. 11. Ar. sell. Izetta. New York.
Brunswick, Dec. 0. Ar, sch. Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Noank; 7, sld, sch. Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, Surinam ; 12, ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
Burgess, New York.
Fernandina, Dec. 7. Sld, sch. Sarah D. J. Rawson, French, Port Spain.
Sabine Pass, Dec. 7. Cld, sch. Edw. H. Blake,
Tampico.
Port Tampa, Dec. 7.
Cld, sch. Isaiah Hart,
Williams, Baltimore.
Washington, Dec. 8. Ar, sch. Daylight, Nickel son, Kennebec; 11, cld, sch. Young Brothers,
Snow, Baltimore.
Jacksonville, Dec. ‘J. Ar, sell. Celia F., New
York; 10, cld, sch. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell,

Winterport. A pretty wedding occurred
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haley,

for John M. Dow for

for

'll

was

two

tin

making Their

Miss Ella

now..

housekeeper

New York.

at the home

spend the winter with
Alfred Hubbard in Thorndike.
family
.It lias been decided to have, a Christmas
entertainment at Brooks Village and the
chances are that it will beau interesting one,

the pleasantest

1 uies

Our

country

has been

partici-

Lisbon.

Baltimore, Dec. 7. Ar, sch. A. B. Sherman,
Pillsbury, Allyn’s Point.
Bath, Dec. 11. Ar, sch. Mary Ann McCann,

A. A. Hail; Quartermaster, T. E.
Carpenter ; O. D., Geo. Smith ; O. G., Charles
Perry-Harry Brown and Willie Cargill
have returned to Pittsfield-Walter Cargill began a school at Centre Palermo Monday-Ralph 1. Morse is spending a part of
his vacation with friends in this village....
Mrs. E. P. Walker and Mrs. C. E. Littlefield are in town, called here by the death of
their father, Hon. R. S. Ayer.

Brooks. It seems as if the ground was
closed up for good and all hands are ready
for snow.
It is rather rough wheeling in

Searsport

Those

Nio.

Philadelphia, Dec. 11. Ar, sch. S. G. Haskell,
Richardson, New York; cld. brig H. B. Hussey,
Charleston, S. C.; 12, sld, sch. Helen G. Moseley,

geon,

has moved nis business from My rick’s
shop to rooms connected with his house
near tlie church, where he will do all kinds
of carriage painting in the best manner and
at the lowest prices.

Grinned aud wife entertained quite

W. F
a

A.

ler

Mrs. Mary Perkins arrived by steamer
Pen-' :scet Saturday and will resume her nositioii as teacher in the Niche’s district
school.

Lots

Obituary later.... \t a regular meeting
of E. H. Bradstreet Post the following officers were electee!:
Commander, E. O.
White; S. V. C., Win. Jackson; J. V. C., B
C. Sherman; Chaplain, M. J. Creasey; Sur-

j

Sarah Bradford of Boston was in town
this week, called home by the sickness and

cars.

Thorndike

ent.

....

Mrs.

electric

Andrews. In Rockport, Dec. 4, Oliver A. Andrews. a native of Warren, aged 86 years.
Candack. In Blueiiill, Dec. 3. John H. Candage, aged 41 years.
Castner.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 3, Byron M.
Castner, aged til ycars and 5 months.
Colson. In Searsport, Dec. 13, Lydia A.
Colson,
aged 77 years, 8 months and i* days.
Cushing. In Washington, 1>. C., Dec. 7, Mrs.
(
with
w
of Ambrose Cushing forNancy uslung,
merly of Bangor.
Dyer.
In Vinalliaven, Dec. 2, Joshua
Dyer,
aged 87 years.
Gordon. In Appleton, Dec. 10.
Margaret, widow
of Hugh Gordon, aged 79 jears.
Handley. In San Francisco, Cal., Nov.
26, at
his residence, 822 Treat avenue, James H.. husband ol Eliza Handley, a native of Camden, Me
aged 66 years.
Matiiews. In Northport, Dec. 7, Abbv .Mathews, formerly of Belfast, aged 79
years, 3‘months
and 4 days.
Mt:ruii. In Belfast, Dec. 11,
Mary L., widow of
James b. Murch, Esq.
Spaulding. In Victoria, British Columbia, Dec.
3, Capt. Sylvanus C. Spaulding, formerly of Rockland. agetl 54 \ears. The remains will be
brought
to Rockland for burial.
Simmons. In Brooklyn, N\ Y., Dec.
3, Capt Elbridge Simmons, formerly of Waldoboro.
Sw eetland In
Rockland, Dec. 7, Addie, daughter <»f Frank N. and
Lucy A. bweetland, aged 3
months and 2 days.
lot.man. In Union, Dec. 6, Florence E., wife of
I. Benton Tolman, a native of
Rockland, aged 48
years and 7 months. The remains were taken to
Rockland for burial,
Wentworth. In Woburn, Mass., Dec. 6, William Arno Wentworth,
aged 6 years, 11 months
and 3 days, sou of David lb and Charlotte I.
Wentworth.
White. In Belmont, Dec. 15, Rachael White,
aged 'J2 years and 4 months.
Young,
in Belfast.. Dec. 9, Grace A., wife of
Roy E. Young, aged 23 years.

New York, Dec 8. Ar, sch. Flora Pressey,
Castine; I), ar,sells. Jerome B. Look, Jacksonville;
Emma M.Fox, Webster Barnard anil Annie It.
Lewis, Bangor; cid, sell. Thomas M. Hyde, Fernandina; 10, ar, sch. Tola, Dcmarara; cld, sch.
Abbie C. Stubbs. Whitney, Kingston, Ja.; 11,
cld, bark Giace Lynwood, Gilley, Port Elizabeth;
ar. bark Matanzas, Havana; 12, ar, sell. Mary E.
Palmer, Haskell, Portland; passed Hell Gate, sell.
Emma S. Briggs, Osborn, South Amhoy for Belfast; 13, ar. sehs. Willie L. Newton, Brunswick,
Ga; cld, Levi Hart. Pendleton, do.; Edward
Stewart, Kent, Bangor.
Boston. Dec. 10. Cld, sell Lester A. Lewis,
coal port; 10, ar, sch Yale, Baltimore; 13, ar,
sells. Viola Kcppard, Cummings, Brunswick, Ga;
It. W. Hopkins, Kio Grande and Pearl Lagoon,

Liberty. Hon. Richard S. Ayer died at
bis home in this village, Monday morning,
Dec. 14th, aged 07 years. Funeral services
at the house, Thursday at 2 p. m. All comrades of the G. A. II. are invited to he pres-

S. Pendleton is able to be out.
Mrs, Mary Watson is so much improved
that she is able to assist about her work_
They came very near having a blaze at Odd
I
Capt. Charles M. Nichols left by train Fellows’ hall
|
Wednesday night, caused by
Tuesday to join his hark now loading at an over heated stove. The
j
lodge was in
New York.
session and by the prompt exertions of the
Rose Closson and Lizzie Paine, grand- members the fire was subdued with slight
daughter of d H. Lane, are visiting at Prof. damage-Heleu C. Thomas, Vivian Tabor
and Beta Taylor returned from Waterville
Paine's, Bangor.
Cougi. Women's Missionary Reading at Dec. 10th, to spend the holidays with their
the upper Conference. Room, Friday after- friends... .The drama spoken of last week
came off Friday night and was well patronnoon, at 1 o’clock.
ized. About §20 were realized, which will
Mrs. Elizabeth Fickett, who has been vistowards repairing the church-There
go
iting friends m town, returned to her home
will be a Christmas-tree and concert at the
in Brewer Monday.
church Christmas eve-Mrs. M. Whitney
Mrs. Charles Sullivan proposes to start a
and daughter Jessie went to Lowell, Mass.,
bakery in the Havener building. Custom- Dec. 32th to spend the winter. Mr. Whiters can he served on Saturdays.
ney will remain here.... Mrs. L. F. Webb
The Cougd sociable will meet this, Thurs- has a rue lot of Christmas goods_Miss
day, evening with Mr. and Mr. W. E. Grin- Beta Lowell of Springfield, Mass., is the
ned. A large attendance is desired.
guest of Mrs. R. B. Cookson-H. C. ChandDesire Nickels went to Winn Friday
to attend the wedding of her friend, Stella
Dennis.

tin*,

\ou want any s
why not get j-

DIED.

AMERICAN PORTS.

In fact, the farmer does not seem to have
much to sell, for all he raised abundant
crops-Joseph Stevens aud wife made a
trip to Bangor last week. Mrs. Stevens will
stop there until after Christmas.

returned from Camden, where she has been
past six weeks working at the millinery
trade... .Manley Ellis has been drawn jury-

Miss

on

If

Schs.

Dec. 15. Schs. Maria Webster, |Turner, Mt.
Desert; Accumulator, Turner, Deer Isle; Laughing Waters, Sprague, Swan’s Island; Western
Light, McCoy, do.

L.

boys are in Massachusetts,
and all are doing well... There is no change
in the potato market, and no call for apples.

the

Sch. 1L W Hopkins, Capt. G. W. Hichhoru, arrived at Boston Monday from Rio
Grande.

conductor

as

of

accompanied Fred
Grant on his hunting trip.Bennie
Mudgett, Bindley Bowen and Guy Twombly
returned from their hunting trip without a
deer-Madge Grant, daughter of Fred
Grant, is thought to have typhoid fever.
Her father is up river hunting and has been
telegraphed to come home immediately, as
she is very sick....Miss Louise Mayo has
monia..

aunt

F.

them?

J

Philbrick and wife
passed Saturday iu Belfast_Mr. aud Mrs.
E. M. Hunt visited Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins Dec. 8tli-Mahlon Hatch of Jackson
called on friends iu town one day last week.
-Joseph Higgins and wife passed last
Friday with friends in Unity._Ira T.Ward
has gone to Boston, where he has a position

Monroe.

W. B. Sawyer lias rented and will occupy
Mis. Clarissa C arver’s residence.

death of her

Duinkwatar-Bartlett. In Camden, Nov. 23,
Wm. E. Drinkwater of Camden and Miss Marv H.
Bartlett of Rockport.
Foster-Flaherity. In Bowdoinham, Oct. 18,
by Rev. H. Small, Benjamin R. Foster and Miss
Marv E. Flaherity, both of Richmond.
(Jranville-Shute. In Sandypoint, Dec. 12,by
F. R. Daggett, Esq., Gilbert Granville and Miss
Maud May Shiite, both of Stockton Springs.
SAILED.
Kennkdy-Paiterson. In Bucksport, Dec. 3,
Dec. 10. Schs. Nat Ayer, Hodgdon, New BedFrai.k C.
ford; Sarah L. Davis, Pattershail, Boston; Alice both of Kennedy and Miss Emma F. Patterson,
Bucksport.
T. Boardman, Reed, do.; Leona, Lane, Rockport;
Staples-Beker. In Bowdoinham, Dec. 5, by
C. M. Walton, Lane, Sargentville.
Rev. H. Small, Wallace E. Staples of Richmond
Dec. 14. Sell. Leander V. Beebe, Daniels, New I
; anil Miss Ardilla A. Buker of Bowdoinham.
York.
Miantonomali, Ryan, Boston;
Accumulator, Turner, Deer Isle.
Dec. 13. Schs. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven; Laughing Waters, Sprague, Swan’s Island; Western Light, McCoy, do.
Dec. 14. Schs. Mary Augusta, Bowden, Boston ;
Mary Langdon, Hatch', Elizabethport.

noon

Camden.
J. It. Prescott’s cottage on
Eaton’s Point was broken into last Saturday night and several panes of glass broken,
and the furniture disarranged. The amount
stolen is unknown. Mr. Prescott resides in
Providence, It. I.

Belfast this week

for

seen

ARRIVED.

Dec. 12.

...

CORRESPONDENCE.

Have you

MARRIED.

TORT OF BELFAST.

at

A. F.

NfciWS.

mon

gan

Monday.

SHIP

Belmont.
Frank O. Prescott of HerCentre and Inez E. Allenwood were in
Lincolnville Saturday and Sunday visiting
their cousin, Mrs. Sadie KDight-A ro^in
was seen Dec. 8th by Geo. W. Morse, Esq.
.Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson will preach

a son.

Saunders. In Orland, Dec. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irving R. Saunders, a daughter.
Sellers. In Brooklin, Nov. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin R. Sellers, a sou, Lester Earle.
Sprague. In Swan’s Island, Nov. 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Sprague, a daughter.

ABSOLUTELY pure

School in district No. 9 at this place be_
Dec. 14th under the instruction of Miss
Carrie Closson. There are but six scholars,
although we have about 35 in the district.
The fall term closed with four scholars under the same teacher.

in

was

Henry Mornll,

Herbert Reed, formerly of this place, visited his friends here last week. We were all
very glad to see Herbert.

for

Hampden.
Williston

attending the

are

CLOVES

Bridges. In Rockland, Dec. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Bridges, a son.
Blake. In E; stbrook, Dec. 4, to Mr and Mrs.
Simeon Blake, a son.
Dunham. In Camden, Dec. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
F. B. Dun ham, a son.
Kane. In Brooklin, Dec. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Kane, a daughter.
Morrill. In Belmont, Nov. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.

Our local hunters have returned from the
a nice
deer.

Maurice Colson of Boston arrived by train

Friday.
Reading
evening.

BOKJX.

Report

Sumner Green of Belfast spent Sunday in

in town this

was

U. S. Gov't

town.

E. C. Pike left Thursday for Natick, Mass.
William A. Sweeney
week.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

Waldo Chapin spent Sunday at home.

__LAMPS._
MILLER

BANQUET LAMPS,

NEW

JUN

LAMPS. HAND LAMPS, NIGr
HALL LAMPS. STUDY LAM

THE

,

MILLER

Be sure and call, we will try and have
feel well paid for your trouble.

M. L. Mitchell,

>

l,58Hif s£,;

THE

during

Special

extended to his classmates tor the
great respect shown in coming soso far to pay the
well, and the
last respects to him they loved
They would also
beautiful flowers tliev sent.
carnation
white
25
pinks,
thank the VV. R. C. for
representing his age, and the railroad people for
the pillow of rosis.

thanks

are

County of Waldo, deceased; they therefore
request all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit

in the

the

same

for settlement

to

them.
LEWIS H. MURCH,
ALBERT R. MURCH.

White Coon Cats and Kittens.
Kittens three or
four mouths old. Address
MISS L. K. CURTIS,
3w49
Searsport, Me.
Pure

Also Pure lilack Coon

Til© Store now nreiipifii
Street, Belfast. I-

l-\

Main

AKN' *l
KIT
49tf

I'
K-

1

